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Abstract 

The purpose of this research is to investigate how the CrossFit athletes can develop their brand 

through social media. The study investigates this through three parts of the brand development 

process which are brand awareness, brand image and brand personality, and how the athletes can 

develop these through social media. The research investigates this from the consumers 

perspective, and thus aims to gain knowledge of the consumer behavior, to understand how this 

can be used for the athlete’s advantage when developing their brands.  

Based on previous research this study uses frameworks provided by previous studies, such as a 

content analysis by Geurin-Eagleman & Burch (2016), the athlete brand image by Arai, Jae Ko, & 

Ross (2014) and brand personalities by Carlson & Donavan (2013). The research uses mixed 

methods, and the data is collected through both quantitative and qualitative methods. Of 

quantitative methods this study utilizes a content analysis of 11 athletes Instagram profiles as well 

as a self-administrated online questionnaire shared in two CrossFit Facebook groups. Of 

qualitative methods this study uses a focus group interview of 4 CrossFit fans as well as two self-

administered structed interview from athlete André Houdet and an athlete care manager from the 

sports apparel company VIRUS.  

From the thesis it can be argued that the athletes can develop their brand through social media. It 

is argued that the athletes can develop brand awareness through athletic expertise by 

participating in large competitions and showcasing athletic action and athlete business life. 

Furthermore, it is argued that physical attractiveness and sexually suggestive content can 

influence brand awareness, though it may be on the consequence of the overall perception of the 

brand. Moreover, it can be argued that athletes can develop their brand image by focusing on the 

dimension athletic expertise, sportsmanship, and role model, while posting business related and 

personal content, focusing on being relatable to the fans. Lastly it is argued that the athletes 

should focus on three different personalities which are most fitting in the eyes of the fans, which 

are successful, tough, and wholesome.  

The athletes and their managers should be aware of this when developing their brands through 

social media, to best possibly deliver content that aligns with the needs and wants from the 

fans/consumers.  
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1. Introduction  

Sport is a unique institution due to a list of features where professional sport and business differ 

and are similar. Business and professional sport are common in several ways, such as value 

creation, branding, product innovation etc. however sport is also concerned about beating rivals, 

winning trophies as well as channeling the passions of players and fans (Smith & Stewart, 2010, p. 

2). Moreover, athletes can now be determined as business assets who are important in attracting 

fans, sponsors as well as media exposure (Smith & Stewart, 2010, p. 2). In addition, sport is 

characterized by fierce, loyal, and passionate fans, who experience a strong identification with 

their favorite teams and players, but who are also motivated by benefits such as aesthetic appeal, 

entertainment, and social interaction (Smith & Stewart, 2010, p. 10).  

CrossFit is a sport and fitness with the aim of forging a broad, general, and inclusive fitness, based 

on the prescription of constantly varied, high-intensity, functional movements (Glassman, 2007, p. 

1). The CrossFit concept was started in 2000 and grew to 18 CrossFit affiliates in 2003 (Health and 

Fitness Advisory, 2013). Today there are more than 15.000 CrossFit affiliates around the world 

(CrossFit, n.d.).  

Besides being a fitness, it developed into a competitive sport, and in 2007 it held its first CrossFit 

games with the goal of determining the fittest athlete on earth (CrossFit Games, n.d.). In 2007 

around 70 athletes competed at the first CrossFit games and in 2018 this number increased to 

416.000 participants around the world for the first stage of the CrossFit Games, called the CrossFit 

Games Open (CrossFit Games, n.d.). The growing number of athletes has also resulted in an 

increase in prize purse at the CrossFit Games. In 2007 the total prize purse amounted in $2,000, 

and the winners got $500 each, while second and third place did not get anything (Morning 

Chalkup, n.d.). This has later changed and in 2020 the prize purse was increased to a total of 

$3,000,000 granting a top place finish $300,000, second place $115,000, and third place $75,000 

(Morning Chalkup, n.d.). However, you need to be placed in the top 10 of the CrossFit games to 

get more than $20,000 and in top 20 to get anything (Morning Chalk Up, 2019). Thus, unless the 

athletes are the absolute top tier, they need to investigate other opportunities to make a living. 

Consequently, athletes such as Patrick Vellner who finished on the podium in 2017 and 2018, still 

went to school and now has a part time job besides his training to compete at the CrossFit Games 
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(Abbate, 2019) and Julie Hougård who also have a part time job besides her CrossFit career 

(CrossFedt Ministeriet, 2021). Therefore, to make a living of doing CrossFit, athletes must find 

alternatives, such as part time jobs, school or finding sponsors and endorsers.  

The broadcasting of CrossFit has seen little attention from mainstream television media, and thus 

CrossFit has relied on their own broadcasting platform such as YouTube and Facebook to 

showcase their events to the world (CrossFit, 2020). However, CBS Television Network has been 

broadcasting some events from the final stage of the CrossFit Games, and thus had a 2-hour live 

broadcasting from the 2020 CrossFit games of the approximately 10 hours and 30 minutes total 

live stream from the 2020 CrossFit Games (CrossFit, 2020). By not having mainstream media 

attention, fans and consumers needs to actively look for CrossFit media, such as the YouTube and 

Facebook channels, to get broadcasting of CrossFit. Thus, it may be difficult to reach people, not 

already interested in CrossFit. The low amount of media attention from mainstream television 

broadcasting, may force CrossFit athletes to seek alternative ways to gain attention and awareness 

from fans as well as sponsors and endorsers, such as through social media, as Julie Hougård 

Nielsen mentions in a danish podcast (CrossFedt Ministeriet, 2021). 

As professional sport become more and more commercialized, star athletes are considered 

popular cultural products, who draw much attention from media and sponsors. This has led to an 

increased importance for brand management of the individual athlete’s brand (Arai, Jae Ko, & 

Kaplanidou, 2013, p. 383). Thus, an athlete’s brand is one of the most important assets an athlete 

contains (Su, Baker, Doyle, & Kunkel, 2020, p. 33) and can be associated with greater earnings 

from e.g., endorsement deals as well as maintaining a positive brand image even if the on-field 

performance should decline (Su, Baker, Doyle, & Kunkel, 2020, p. 33). Athletes with a strong brand 

image can transfer their brand to an endorsed brand, thus create a strong emotional bond 

between the consumer and the brand, and as a result promote brand loyalty (Kim, Lee, & Baek, 

2020, p. 8). Furthermore, having a strong brand image, may further result in more favorable 

endorsement deals, as the image of the endorser may be transferred to the endorsed product, 

which may further be strengthened if the athletes brand fits to the products brand (Lee & Koo, 

2015, p. 535).  
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The importance of having a strong brand and its relation to greater earnings is also realized when 

looking at the highest paid athletes in the world 2020. Topping the list is the tennis player Roger 

Federer who has $106.3 million in earnings last year, with $100 million coming from endorsement 

deals (Badenhausen, 2020), number 8 is Tiger Woods who have had $62,3 million in earnings last 

year, whereby $60 million came from endorsement deals (Badenhausen, 2020). These athletes are 

both individual athletes and therefore not a part of a team and does not have earnings in terms of 

salaries such as football player Neymar (Number 4 on Forbes list) who has had $95.5 million 

earnings in 2020 of which $70.5 million comes from salary. Therefore, individual athletes such as 

Tiger Woods and Roger Federer cannot rely on a contract with a team, however they need to rely 

on their earnings from tournaments as well as developing a relationship with endorsers, 

sponsorships, and fans. This is similar to the CrossFit athletes, who as described, does not earn 

much money from actual competition, and thus needs to rely on sponsorships and endorsement 

deals to practice a professional career without studying or working next to training.  

As CrossFit athletes does not have the same mainstream media attention, they need to rely on 

social media to develop their brand, get brand awareness and create a relationship with their fans. 

This added with the importance of having a strong brand as an athlete, both in terms of earning 

possibilities during their career, but also to increase to opportunities of having a positive revenue 

stream after the career ends (Cortsen, Annika Sörenstam - A hybrid personal sports brand, 2013, 

p. 53), has led to the overall problem statement:  

“How can CrossFit athletes develop their brand through social media”.    

Social media consists of a various of platforms including Twitter, Facebook, Snapchat, YouTube, 

LinkedIn, and Instagram. The top five platforms with the most users are 1. Facebook, 2. YouTube, 

3. WhatsApp, 4. Facebook Messenger and 5. Instagram (Tankovska H. , Global social networks 

ranked by number of users 2021, 2021), but looking at 11 different CrossFit athletes, the platforms 

with the most followers by far is on their Instagram accounts, and the other accounts has less than 

40% of the Instagram accounts followers. Therefore, this research will primarily focus on 

Instagram.  
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Figure 1 - overview of followers on social media 

Further research questions are developed through the literature review later in this paper (Chapter 

2 and 3).  

1.1 Delimitation  

As mentioned earlier this research seeks to investigate how the CrossFit athletes can develop their 

brands through social media. To answer this question the researcher has chosen to focus on three 

different parts of branding, which as mentioned earlier are brand awareness, brand image and 

brand personality. Although other factors such as brand relationship, brand loyalty and online 

brand communities can also be influencing the brand development these will not be included in 

the analysis as they are beyond the scope of the research.  

Moreover, the research will target respondents within Denmark and therefore the analysis of this 

study will be based on the behavior and perspective of the danish population. Thus, there may be 

a difference between the behavior of fans in Denmark and in America or Russia. Furthermore, the 

target group is based on people who already follow CrossFit athletes on social media, as this will 

give the best perspectives in to the behavior of CrossFit fans on social media. Additionally, it may 

be argued that there is a difference between other demographic factors such as income and 

education level, however this thesis, seeks to gain a general understanding and will thus not take 

such into consideration.  

This research will be based on primarily already established CrossFit athletes, hence it will not 

investigate other types of athletes, as well as CrossFit athletes on lower level. This is done to limit 

the scope of the research. However, the outcome may be feasible for athletes on lower tiers as 

well.  

Athlete Instagram Facebook Youtube Twitter

Mat Fraser 2.400.000 509.000     176.000                       209.000     

Tia-Clair Toomey 1.500.000 202.360     148.000                       39.700       

Sara Sigmundsdottir 1.800.000 553.000     2.180                           54.800       

Katrin Davidsdottir 1.800.000 379.326     5.290                           68.700       

Annie Thorisdottir 1.300.000 482.000     36.100                         139.800     

Rich Froning 1.400.000 307.000     No individual profile 215.500     

Patrick Vellner 580.000    87.000       3.950                           10.800       

Noah Olsen 773.000    97.000       82.300                         35.800       

Julie Hougård 20.600      No profile No profile No profile

Brent Fikowski 634.000    103.000     5.090                           16.000       

Kara Saunders 552.000    170.000     21.900                         No profile
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Finally, the research will, as previously mentioned, primarily focus on the social media platform, 

Instagram, hence it will not investigate the difference between social media platforms, nor will it 

differentiate between the behavior on Instagram and e.g., Facebook. However, the researcher is 

aware that there may be a difference between social media platforms.  

1.2 Structure of thesis  

This master thesis is divided in to 9 different chapters. The first chapter provided a general 

introduction to the topic, as well as the scope of the study and the problem statement. The second 

chapter gives an overview of the relevant literature and contains a detailed overview of brands 

and brand equity, brand awareness, brand image and brand personality. This chapter furthermore 

provides an insight into the theories used for the rest of the thesis. Lastly this chapter provides 

information which is used to establish the research questions that are stated in chapter 3. Chapter 

4 provides an overview of the different methodologies used for this research. It outlines the 

ontological and epistemological considerations for this research, as well as the research approach. 

It furthermore presents the data collection method and discusses the validity and reliabilities for 

these methods. Chapter 5 is dedicated to the data analysis. This chapter goes through four 

different analysis; content analysis, brand awareness, brand image and brand personality which 

are based on the data gathered from the interviews, Instagram, and the survey. Chapter 7 

discusses the findings done in the analysis while chapter 8 provides a conclusion on the problem 

statements and research questions. Lastly chapter 9 outlines limitations of the study and 

relevance for future studies.    

2. Literature review 

When investigating the development of a brand it is important to get a general knowledge of 

branding and the different aspects of brands. Therefore, the literature review will first seek into 

the research concerning brands and brand equity as well as social media.  

2.1 Brands & brand Equity 

According to Keller (2013) a brand is a “… name, term, sign, symbol, or design, or a combination of 

them, intended to identify the goods and services of one seller or group of sellers and to 

differentiate them from those of competition.” (Keller K. , 2013, p. 30). He further states that the 

keys to creating a brand is “…to be able to choose a name, logo, symbol, package design or other 
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characteristics that identifies a product and distinguishing it from others” (Keller K. , 2013, p. 30), 

which is defined as brand elements. Moreover, a very diverse set of internal and external 

stakeholders are associated with a brand and influences the meaning of a brand such as 

employees, suppliers, media, and investors (Igelsias & Bonet, 2012, s. 258). 

As the brand can be considered one of the most valuable assets for any firm, it is important to 

manage the brand to maximize its value, which can also be defined as brand equity (Keller & 

Lehmann, 2003, p. 27).  

Aaker (1991) defined brand equity as ‘”…a set of liabilities linked to a brand, its name, and symbol 

that add or subtract from value provided by a product or service to a firm and/or to that firm’s 

customers” (Aaker D. A., 1991, p. 15). He further conceptualizes brand equity into four different 

categories, brand awareness, brand loyalty, brand association and perceived quality (Aaker D. A., 

1991, p. 17). Aaker describes how brand equity can lead to price premium and hence extra 

revenue (Aaker D. A., 1991, p. 22). Keller and Lehmann (2003) further developed the brand value 

chain, to maximize brand value, of which the customers mindset is a part of the value chain (Keller 

& Lehmann, 2003, p. 29). The customers mindset contains some similarity as Aaker 

conceptualization, such as awareness and association (Keller & Lehmann, 2003, p. 29). Keller and 

Lehmann define brand associations as the strength, favorability and uniqueness of the perceived 

attributes and benefits for the brand (Keller & Lehmann, 2003, p. 28).  

In 1993 Keller introduced the customer-based brand equity and defines it as occurring when “… 

the consumer is familiar with the brand and holds some favorable, strong, and unique brand 

associations in memory” (Keller K. L., 1993, p. 2). He further defines brand equity as “the 

differential effect of brand knowledge on consumer response to the marketing of a brand” (Keller 

K. L., 1993, p. 8). He defines brand knowledge in terms brand awareness and brand image (Keller 

K. L., 1993, p. 8). In general costumer-based brand equity is positive if a customer reaction is more 

favorably to the marketing mix of the brand compared to the same marketing mix for a factiously 

named or unnamed version of the product or service and vice versa (Keller K. L., 1993, p. 8).  

The customer-based brand equity model was further developed to function in team-sports by 

Bauer, Sauer & Schmitt (2005). They developed the customer-based brand equity model in team 

sports, by modifying the model developed by Keller (1993) (Bauer, Sauer, & Schmitt, 2005, p. 499). 
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The customer-based brand equity model in team sports consists of Brand Awareness (Recognition 

and familiarity), product related attributes (athletic success, star player, coach, and management), 

non-product related attributes (Logo, stadium, atmosphere etc.) and brand benefits (Fan 

identification, nostalgia, escape and interest of family and friends) (Bauer, Sauer, & Schmitt, 2005, 

p. 504).  

Park, Sung, Son, Na and Kim (2019) investigated the relationship between athlete brand equity 

and overall spectator satisfaction at a sporting event and behavioral intentions (Park, Sung, Son, 

Na, & Kim, 2019). They found that the brand equity of an individual athlete has a direct positive 

influence on the overall satisfaction of spectators of the sporting event, and an indirect positive 

influence on behavioral intentions of the spectators mediated by the satisfaction (Park, Sung, Son, 

Na, & Kim, 2019, p. 552). Thus, athlete brand equity can enhance spectator satisfaction (Park, 

Sung, Son, Na, & Kim, 2019, p. 552). 

As one essential part of the brand and the brand equity is brand awareness, brand image and 

brand personality, these phenomena are researched next.  

2.2 Brand awareness  

As mentioned above, Keller and Lehmann (2003) described brand awareness as the extent to 

which customers recall and recognizes the brand and further can identify the products and the 

services associated with it (Keller & Lehmann, 2003, p. 28). Keller (1993) further has defined brand 

awareness as the strength of the brand node or trace in memory as consumers ability to identify 

the brand under different conditions (Keller K. L., 1993, p. 3).  

Brand awareness further consists of brand recognition and brand recall performance (Keller K. L., 

1993, p. 3). Brand recognition relates to the consumers ability to confirm prior exposure to the 

brand when given the brand as a cue, while brand recall relates to the consumers ability to 

retrieve the brand when given the product category, the needs fulfilled by the category or other 

type of cue (Keller K. L., 1993, p. 3). Keller (1993) further describes the importance of brand 

awareness by three reasons, one being increasing the likelihood of entering the consideration step 

of the consumer, second brand awareness can affect the decision about brands in the 

consideration set, and third brand awareness can affect the consumers decision making by 
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influencing the formation and strength of brand association in the brand image (Keller K. L., 1993, 

p. 3).  

Bauer, Sauer & Schmitt (2005), tested brand awareness in team sport industry by measuring brand 

awareness through enumeration of known brands in German soccer and through the recognition 

of brand names and the familiarity with the brands (Bauer, Sauer, & Schmitt, 2005, p. 500). They 

further believe that brand awareness is a vital component of brand equity in product categories of 

normally distributed consumers, with respect to their expertise and involvement. If the consumers 

are highly involved and knowledgeable, they will recall and recognize most brands, thus brand 

awareness did not help them to better understand brand equity, as the consumers in their study 

had a high involvement and knowledge of German soccer (Bauer, Sauer, & Schmitt, 2005, p. 509).  

Park, Sung, Son, Na & Kim (2019), further concludes the importance of using the internet and 

social media to increase brand awareness, and by increasing brand awareness of athletes it will 

further increase the satisfaction of sporting events of which the athletes participate (Park, Sung, 

Son, Na, & Kim, 2019, pp. 552-553). Gladden, Milne and Sutton (1998), describes that brand 

awareness of college teams can be influenced by success, geographic location, independent media 

arrangements, and star players (Gladden, Milne, & Sutton, 1998, pp. 11-12). Furthermore Hasaan, 

Biscaia and Ross (2021) describes how brand awareness of athletes can be influenced due to initial 

media coverage and successful performances within a sport (Hasaan, Biscaia, & Ross, 2021, p. 

193). They further describe how brand awareness is critical in the introduction of the athlete 

brand life cycle and is pivotal for the success of subsequent stages in the athlete brand lifecycle 

(Hasaan, Biscaia, & Ross, 2021, p. 193). They explain how brand awareness can be achieved 

through various channels and sources, such as media and oral communication and that athlete 

visibility helps to increase fan identification (Hasaan, Biscaia, & Ross, 2021, p. 193). A means to 

contribute to brand awareness is through social media (Hasaan, Biscaia, & Ross, 2021, p. 194).  

Through social media brand awareness can further be generated through posting interesting and 

interactive messages, engage with fans and influencers, as well as building a brand presence in 

social communities such as Facebook, Instagram, YouTube etc. (Tuten & Solomon, 2018, p. 145).  

As the development of brand awareness is pivotal for the further success of the brand 

development, this has led to the development of the first research question:  
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RQ1: “How can the CrossFit athletes influence brand awareness through social media?” 

2.3 Brand image 

As Keller defined in 1993, a part of the customer-based brand equity is developed through brand 

image (Keller K. L., 1993, p. 8). He defines brand image as “Perception about a brand as reflected 

by the brand association held in consumer memory” (Keller K. L., 1993, p. 3). Which also relates to 

the brand associations defined in the conceptualization of brand equity by Aaker (1991, p. 15) and 

later by Keller and Lehmann’s brand value chain (Keller & Lehmann, 2003, p. 29). Keller classifies 

brand association into three major categories: attributes, benefits, and attitudes (Keller K. L., 1993, 

p. 4). Attributes are the descriptive features that characterizes a product or service, and is further 

categorized into product-related attributes, such as the ingredients necessary for performing the 

product, and non-product-related attributes e.g., price information, packaging, user imagery and 

usage imagery (Keller K. L., 1993, p. 4). He further describes benefits as the personal value 

consumers attach to the product or service attributes, which he categorizes as functional, 

experiential, and symbolic benefits (Keller K. L., 1993, p. 4). Lastly, Keller defines brand attitudes as 

the consumers overall evaluation of a brand (Keller K. L., 1993, p. 4).  

Gladden & Funk (2002) introduced the Team Association Model, utilizing the framework 

developed by Keller (1993). The Team Association Model, identified 16 different association 

dimensions in a team-based setting, categorized into attributes (e.g., logo, stadium, success etc.), 

benefits (e.g., escape, nostalgia, peer group acceptance etc.) and attitudes (knowledge, 

importance, and affect) (Gladden & Funk, 2002, pp. 63-64). Arai, Jae Ko and Kaplanidou (2013) 

developed the brand image further, by focusing on the athletes brand image, using the 

background knowledge of Keller (1993) and Gladden & Funk (2002) to develop the model of 

athlete brand image (MABI) (Arai, Jae Ko, & Kaplanidou, 2013, p. 386). The athlete brand image 

will be explained into depth next.  

2.3.1 Athlete Brand Image conceptual framework 

Arai, Jae Ko, and Ross’ (2014) MABI consist of three dimensions: Athletic Performance, Attractive 

Appearance and Marketable Lifestyle, which further has 10 subdimensions (Arai, Jae Ko, & 

Kaplanidou, 2013, p. 386). This was further conceptualized by Arai, Jae Ko, and Ross in 2014 (Arai, 

Jae Ko, & Ross, 2014). The conceptual model can be seen in picture 1. 
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The athletic performance is considered a product related attribute whereas marketable lifestyle 

and attractive appearance is considered non-product related attributes or none-performance 

related attributes (Arai, Jae Ko, & Kaplanidou, 2013, p. 386). The athletic performance refers to an 

athletes sports performance related associations and consists of: Athletic expertise, competition 

style, sportsmanship, and rivalry (Arai, Jae Ko, & Kaplanidou, 2013, p. 390) (Arai, Jae Ko, & Ross, 

2014, p. 101).  

The athletic expertise is the individual athlete’s sport achievement and capabilities e.g., winning, 

skills and proficiency in their sport (Arai, Jae Ko, & Ross, 2014, p. 101). According to Gladden, 

Milne and Sutton (1998) there is no substitute for winning (Gladden, Milne, & Sutton, 1998, p. 6). 

Winning may further contribute to brand equity by increasing e.g., merchandise sale, television 

exposure etc. (Gladden, Milne, & Sutton, 1998, p. 6). However, as losing is inevitable it is risky to 

base ones branding solely on winning (Arai, Jae Ko, & Ross, 2014, p. 101). Furthermore, expertise 

has been identified as highly important by endorsers, as expertise and trustworthiness are a part 

of the source credibility. (Na, Kunkel, & Doyle, 2020, p. 90) Endorser expertise has been proven to 

be a significant characteristic affecting attitude towards a sport or physical campaign, as well as 

more positive attitudes and higher intention of participation by young adults, if a campaign is 

endorsed by an athlete with related expertise (Behnoosh, Naylor, & Dickson, 2017, s. 228).  

Competition style refers to an athlete’s specific characteristics, as an athlete having a unique 

playing style which fans can easily identify with (Arai, Jae Ko, & Ross, 2014, p. 101). 

Sportsmanship refers to an athlete’s behavior and is often defined by fairness, integrity, ethical 

behavior, respect for the game and opponents etc. (Arai, Jae Ko, & Ross, 2014, p. 101). It can be a 

symbolic message for an athlete brand and be important when attracting trust, which is one of the 

key components of source credibility (Na, Kunkel, & Doyle, 2020, p. 90).   

The last part of the athletic performance is rivalry (Arai, Jae Ko, & Ross, 2014, p. 101). Rivalry can 

be important for athletes, as it enables consumers and fans to get an understanding of what the 

athlete’s identity is, and what it is not (Arai, Jae Ko, & Ross, 2014).  

The Attractive appearance is an athlete’s attractive external appearance and consists of: Physical 

attractiveness, symbol, and body fitness (Arai, Jae Ko, & Kaplanidou, 2013, p. 390) (Arai, Jae Ko, & 
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Ross, 2014, pp. 102-103). This dimension works as the fundamental trademarks for the athletes 

(Arai, Jae Ko, & Ross, 2014, p. 102).  

The physical attractiveness is an important part of source credibility, as consumers tend to form 

positive stereotypes about attractive people (Ohanian, 1991, p. 46). The physical attractiveness 

has been proven to give female athlete an advantage when searching for managerial positions and 

they were significantly more likely to be recommended (Henderson, Grappendorf, & Burton, 2009, 

p. 165).  

The symbol is an athlete’s attractive personal style, such as fashion or other outward unique 

features of the athlete, which can be used to express personality or character (Arai, Jae Ko, & Ross, 

2014, p. 102). The symbol such as name and fashion style can have a public meaning apart from 

their real name and fashion sense, but also a point of differentiation (Arai, Jae Ko, & Ross, 2014, p. 

102).  

The last part of attractive appearance is body fitness, which refers to how physically fit an athlete 

is in a given sport (Arai, Jae Ko, & Ross, 2014, p. 102). Body fitness influences the consumers 

perception towards the opposite sex athletes; thus, it can be an athletic specific brand association 

factor (Arai, Jae Ko, & Ross, 2014, p. 102).  

The marketable Lifestyle consists of: Life story, role model, and relationship effort (Arai, Jae Ko, & 

Kaplanidou, 2013, p. 390) (Arai, Jae Ko, & Ross, 2014, p. 103). It refers to an athletes off-field 

marketable features, that could be indicative of his/her values and personality (Arai, Jae Ko, & 

Ross, 2014, p. 102).  

Life story is an appealing and interesting off-field life story which can reflect the athlete’s personal 

value, and thus a unique episode about an athlete can increase the value of that athlete (Arai, Jae 

Ko, & Ross, 2014, p. 102). Life stories that can connect the athletes to consumers are critical for 

athletes’ brands, such as Lance Armstrong’s battle with cancer, was a foundation for the 

association with the Armstrong brand (Arai, Jae Ko, & Ross, 2014, p. 102).  

Role model is an athlete’s ethical behavior which the society has determined to be worth 

mimicking and could relate to an athlete’s participation and contribution to society, conformance 

to societal norms or exhibition of virtuous behavior (Arai, Jae Ko, & Ross, 2014, p. 102). Thus, acts 
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such as CSR can generate a positive brand image (Cortsen, Annika Sörenstam - A hybrid personal 

sports brand, 2013, p. 46).  

Relationship efforts is an athlete’s interaction with fans (Arai, Jae Ko, & Ross, 2014, p. 102). Thus, 

athletes can use blogs or chatrooms to interact with the fans as direct interaction can increase the 

opportunity for feelings of autonomy and relatedness to be promoted (Thomson, 2006, p. 116). 

The same was found by Vale and Fernandes, who suggest that football clubs should enable fan 

expressions through discussion boards and walls used for dialogue between sport organizations 

and fans (Vale & Fernandes, 2018, p. 50).  

 

Picture 1 - Conceptual model of athlete brand image - (Arai, Jae Ko, & Ross, 2014, p. 103) 

The importance of developing a brand image for the athletes has led to the second research 

question: 

RQ2: “How can the CrossFit athletes develop their brand image through social media?” 

2.3.2 The effect of athlete brand image  

The effect of brand image has been tested in various articles. Na, Kunkel and Doyle (2020) 

investigated the role of signaling and source credibility on athlete related social media content 

(Na, Kunkel, & Doyle, 2020, p. 88). They adapted the MABI framework developed by Arai, Jae Ko 

and Kaplanidou (2013) for their research and they found that the brand image of athletic 
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performance and the association ‘role model’ within marketable lifestyle were more positively 

perceived if the sender was independent (Na, Kunkel, & Doyle, 2020, p. 100). However, attractive 

appearance and marketable lifestyle in general was less impacted by the information source (Na, 

Kunkel, & Doyle, 2020, p. 101). Based on their research they impose that athletes needs to 

consider the type of content the athletes post on their social media channels, as well as who posts 

the content (Na, Kunkel, & Doyle, 2020, p. 103).  

Kunkel, Biscaia, Arai, and Agyemang (2020), investigated the role of athlete on- and off-field brand 

image on consumer commitment to the athlete (Kunkel, Biscaia, Arai, & Agyemang, 2020, p. 201). 

They utilized among other things, the attributes developed by Arai, Jae Ko and Kalpanidou (2013). 

From their research they found that brand associations such as style of play, effort and 

achievement had a significant positive impact on the athletes on-field brand image, whereas fair 

play, skill and impact did not show a significant impact (Kunkel, Biscaia, Arai, & Agyemang, 2020, p. 

210). Moreover, they found that body fitness and physical appearance showed a significant 

positive relationship with the athlete’s brand image (Kunkel, Biscaia, Arai, & Agyemang, 2020, p. 

210). This also aligns with the finding done by Geurin-Eagleman and Burch (2016), who found that 

sexually suggested photos generated a significant greater numbers of likes and comments on 

average, than other types of photos (Geurin-Eagleman & Burch, 2016, p. 142). However, whether 

it only impacted awareness and engagement and not the brand image of the athlete was not 

realized in their research, though they suggest that it may damage the brand in the long term 

(Geurin-Eagleman & Burch, 2016, p. 142).  

It is furthermore consistent with the study done by Kim, Lee and Baek (2020). Kim, Lee & Beek 

(2020) investigated the relationship between athlete among athlete endorsers attractiveness and 

expertise, brand passion and brand loyalty (Kim, Lee, & Baek, 2020, p. 7). They found that athlete 

endorser attractiveness had a significant impact on brand passion among sporting goods 

consumers (Kim, Lee, & Baek, 2020, p. 7). Furthermore, they discovered that expertise had a 

positive impact on consumers’ brand attitude and affective commitment  (Kim, Lee, & Baek, 2020, 

p. 8).  

Cortsen (2013) investigated sports branding at a personal level, by focusing on the ANNIKA BRAND 

(Cortsen, Annika Sörenstam - A hybrid personal sports brand, 2013, p. 37). In his paper he found 
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that CSR is not only important in terms of creating brand awareness, however if it is done 

properly, it may further impact the brand image positively (Cortsen, Annika Sörenstam - A hybrid 

personal sports brand, 2013, p. 46). In general, he concludes that Annika Sörenstam would not 

have been taken to the same strong brand level, only due to her performance on the field, 

however brand influence such as brand image has played a vital role in the process (Cortsen, 

Annika Sörenstam - A hybrid personal sports brand, 2013, p. 52).  

Arai and Chang (2015) investigated the understanding between athlete brand image and 

consumers brand loyalty. They did not find any direct connection between positive brand image 

and consumers behavioral loyalty, however the psychological commitment towards the athlete 

brands mediates the relationship between brand image and behavioral loyalty (Akiko & 

Yonghwan, 2015, p. 364). They further suggested that athletes should develop a lifestyle image, as 

it is critical for consumers to communicate and identify with the athletes, thus generating a 

psychological commitment, which can lead to consumers attending games, or purchasing 

endorsed products (Akiko & Yonghwan, 2015, p. 364).  

2.4 Brand personality and identification  

Aaker (1997) defines brand personality as “the set of human characteristics associated with a 

brand.” (Aaker J. L., 1997, p. 347). She further argues that the symbolic use of human personality 

traits if useful as consumers easily can think about brands as celebrities and because they relate to 

one’s own self (Aaker J. L., 1997, p. 347). This is aligned with the discovery done by Levy (1959), 

who states that a product is appropriate and will be used and enjoyed when it “…meshes with, 

adds to, or reinforces the way the consumer thinks about himself.” (Levy, 1959, p. 119). 

Furthermore, Levy states that most goods say something about the social world of the people who 

consumes them, and that the things they buy are chosen partly to attest their social world (Levy, 

1959, p. 122). This is further aligned with the study done by Belk (1988) who found that people are 

buying products to extending oneself (Belk, 1988, p. 160). Furthermore, Fournier (1998) 

investigated how consumers develops relationships with their brands, such as being best friends 

with ones running shoes (Fournier, 1998, p. 362). In a sport setting, many companies find it 

appealing to be associated with athletes and celebrities as the brand personality attributes 

associated with the athletes makes such an association profitable (Carlson & Donavan, 2013, p. 

195).  
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There is a difference between brand personality and human personality, and Carlson and Donavan 

(2013) argues that human personality is based off of traits, which is stable and long lasting, while 

brand personality is based off of states which are temporary, brief and caused by external 

circumstances (Carlson & Donavan, 2013, p. 196). Thus, brand personality represents 

characteristics which consumers associates with a brand (Carlson & Donavan, 2013, p. 196). 

Carlson & Donavan tested 5 different personality attributes: Tough, Charming, Wholesome, 

Imaginative and Successful (Carlson & Donavan, 2013, p. 198). They further tested the 

respondent’s evaluation of prestige and distinctiveness, athlete ID, Team ID, athlete attachment, 

the amount spends on purchasing team apparel and the number of games watched (Carlson & 

Donavan, 2013, p. 198).  

The study revealed that there is a significance between athlete identification and athlete’s 

prestige and distinctiveness (Carlson & Donavan, 2013, p. 202). It moreover revealed that 

wholesome and imaginative had a significant negative influence on both prestige and distinctive 

(Carlson & Donavan, 2013, p. 203). Furthermore, the study revealed that specific brand 

personality attributes influence consumers evaluation of athlete prestige and distinctiveness and 

thus though did show a significant positive effect on prestige however no significant effect on 

distinctiveness, as well as successful had the most significant positive effect on both 

distinctiveness and prestige (Carlson & Donavan, 2013, p. 203). Lastly athlete identification was 

found to have a significant positive effect on spending, however athlete attachment did not show 

any significant relationship with spending (Carlson & Donavan, 2013, pp. 203-204).  

As the athletes may develop their brands through the personality they express through the social 

media as well as the importance of brand personality to develop a relationship and connect with 

the fans/consumers has led to the third and final sub question:  

RQ3: “How can the CrossFit athletes develop their brand personality through social media?” 

2.5 Branding and Social Media 

Social media platforms allow athletes to develop their own brand without much financial 

investments, because they are easy to use and can have benefits such as reach and accessibility 

(Su, Baker, Doyle, & Kunkel, 2020, p. 33). Through social media, athletes can control their new 

media presence and image, as they are able to select what to post and what not to post, thus 
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ultimately lead to the brand image that others have of them (Geurin, 2017, p. 356). Furthermore, 

athletes can use social media to increase brand awareness, and promote and attract sponsors 

(Geurin-Eagleman & Burch, 2016, pp. 133-134). All athletes can utilize social media for promotion 

and brand development, however for athletes in sports that do not receive mainstream coverage 

on a daily basis, social media is a tool for them to generate publicity as this is often their only way 

to generate awareness and build a personal brand (Geurin-Eagleman & Burch, 2016, p. 134) 

(Eagleman, 2013, p. 489). Thus, by participating in the online environment of social media and 

engaging in the interactivity with fans, athletes have a tool to build their own personal brand and 

deliver it directly to the consumers (Geurin-Eagleman & Burch, 2016, p. 136).  

As the consumers are increasingly using social networking sites, firms can utilize these to engage 

with the consumers through online brand communities (Islam, Rahman, & Hollebeek, 2018, p. 23). 

An online brand community can be defined as a specialized non-geographically bound community 

that is based on a structured set of relations among admirers of a brand (Islam, Rahman, & 

Hollebeek, 2018, p. 23). This can further be utilized by companies to co-create products as well as 

brands and thus increase the opportunities to gain a competitive advantage (Ind, Iglesias, & 

Markovic, 2017, p. 311). 

Geurin-Eagleman & Burch (2016), investigated Olympic athletes’ self-presentation on Instagram 

and how the fans engaged with different photos (Geurin-Eagleman & Burch, 2016, p. 137). From 

their study they found that personal life photos were the most posted photo by the athletes 

examined (Geurin-Eagleman & Burch, 2016, p. 138). They further discovered that personal life 

photos generated the most comments, whereas business life photos generated most likes, and 

further the athletes who posted a variety of photo types had the most engagement overall 

(Geurin-Eagleman & Burch, 2016, p. 141). Lastly, they suggested that athletes should post more 

photos of themselves partaking in their sport, which is aligned with the athletic performance 

dimension of building brand image by Arai, Jae Ko and Ross (2014) (Geurin-Eagleman & Burch, 

2016, p. 141).  

By engaging in Social Media as well as being an athlete in their sport, the athletes further get the 

opportunity to be perceived as opinion leaders or influencers and can thus affect the purchase 

decision for several other consumers directly and indirectly (Tuten & Solomon, 2018, p. 84). This 
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aligns with the fact that some athletes can use their brands to drive retail sales (Carlson & 

Donavan, 2013, p. 193) and why a strong social media presence can lead to endorsements deals, 

brand extensions opportunities etc. (Na, Kunkel, & Doyle, 2020, p. 88). This is also based on the 

power that different athletes and opinion leaders can possess, which makes them attractive to 

marketers (Tuten & Solomon, 2018, p. 85). Six different types of powers can be defined: reward 

power - to grant other with what they desire, coercive power – to punish other, legitimate power 

– has a right to prescribe behavior, referent power – through motivation or identification of a 

person, expert power – based on the special knowledge or expertise one may possess and 

information power – control over flow of and access to information (Tuten & Solomon, 2018, pp. 

84-85).   

3. Research question 

Overall, the literature review has helped develop the three research questions which will be 

investigated in this research to answer the overall problem statement: “How can the CrossFit 

athletes develop their brand through social media”.  

The three research questions are:  

RQ1: “How can the CrossFit athletes influence brand awareness through social media?” 

RQ2: “How can the CrossFit athletes develop their brand image through social media?” 

RQ3: “How can the CrossFit athletes develop their brand personality through social media?” 

4. Method 

This chapter seeks to describe the methodology of this master thesis. The chapter will begin by 

describing the research philosophy and its ontological and epistemological considerations. The 

following subchapters will describe the methods used for conducting the research, including the 

issues concerning the methods, the sample used and the different limitations. The research 

framework done by Saunders, Lewis, and Thornhill (2009, p. 108), is used as guideline for the 

methodology of this research.  
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Figure 2 - Saunders, Lewis, and Thornhills Research Onion 

4.1 Ontology  

The ontology considers the researchers view of the nature of reality (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 

2009, p. 110). This is concerned with the questions of the assumptions the researchers have about 

the way the world operates (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009, p. 110). As this research takes a 

pragmatic approach to the study, the most important determinant of the epistemology and 

ontology is the research question (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009, p. 109). Thus, this study will 

work with a variation in epistemology and ontology, and further utilize mixed methods (Saunders, 

Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009, p. 109). Therefore, multiple views are chosen to answer the research 

question in the best possible way (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009, p. 119).    

4.2 Epistemology  

The epistemology concerns what constitutes acceptable knowledge in a field of study (Saunders, 

Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009, p. 112). It therefore asks the question of what knowledge is and how it 

can be acquired. As this research is following the approach of pragmatism it utilizes different 

epistemologies, as its main concern is how to answer the research question best possibly. The 
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research will therefore draw use of a variation of epistemologies to understand the knowledge it 

acquires (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009, p. 109). Therefore, it will integrate different 

perspectives to best possibly interpret the data (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009, p. 119).   

4.3 Research approach  

Regarding the research approach, two contrary approaches are suggested, namely the deductive 

approach and the inductive approach. The deductive approach tests a hypothesis based on 

previous theory, while the inductive approach collect data and develop a theory because of the 

data analysis (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009, p. 124). In this research the deductive approach 

is followed. The research builds off existing literature and theories, to understand how the 

theories can be used by CrossFit athletes to develop their brands on social media.  

4.4 Data collection method  

This research utilizes the strategy of a case study, and is using multiple sources of evidence, to get 

a clear understanding of how the CrossFit athletes can develop their brand through social media. 

The study will utilize triangulation and mixed methods (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009, p. 146 

and 151). The research uses mixed methods, as it utilizes both quantitative data and qualitative 

data. The quantitative data used for this research is a self-administered questionnaire, as well of a 

quantitative analysis of 11 athletes Instagram accounts. For qualitative data, this research will use 

semi-structured focus group interview as well as structured interviews with an athlete and a 

sports company. The next sub-chapters will go deeper into depth of each method.  

 

Figure 3 - Overview of the data collected. 

Data collected

Secondary data

Quantitative data:
- Statistcs

Qaulitative data:
- Interviews
- Podcasts
- Articles

Primary Data

Qauntitative Data:
- Questionnaire 

- Instagram content 
analysis

Qualitative data: 
- Focus Group 

Interview
- Structured  self-

adminstered interview
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4.5 Primary Data 

4.5.1 survey  

For this research, a questionnaire has been made as a method for collecting primary data. The 

questionnaire is a self-reported data method and is respondent completed thus, the questionnaire 

survey relies on information from the respondents (Veal & Burton, 2014, pp. 240, 242). The survey 

was distributed online and may thus be perceived as an E-survey (Veal & Burton, 2014, p. 252). 

The questionnaire was distributed on the social media platform Facebook, in a Facebook group 

called “CF Denmark” (CF Denmark, n.d.), consisting of approximately 2000 CrossFitters, as well as 

a Facebook group for a local CrossFit affiliate called “Boxlife-community” consisting of 691 

members at the time of distribution (BoxLife CrossFit 5512 - Funktionel Fitness og Personlige 

Træning, n.d.). The choice of making it respondent-completed is chosen because of the limited 

resources available. It is a cheap and quick way to get data, however it often results in low 

response rate which can introduce bias, as those who chooses not to respond, are unable to 

respond or fully complete it, due to language barriers or literacy difficulties’ opinion, is not 

considered (Veal & Burton, 2014, p. 242). The researcher is aware of this when choosing this 

method.  

Before delivering the questionnaire to the sample, the questionnaire went through a pilot testing. 

The purpose of the pilot testing is to ensure that the respondents will have no problem answering 

the questions, as well as in recording the data (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009, p. 394). Four 

different students at CBS were asked to fill out the questionnaire, and further provide comments 

on the representability and suitability of the questions (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009, p. 394). 

This further helped redesign the questionnaire, to ensure that all questions were clear, as well as 

the design of the questionnaire.  

When designing the questionnaire for respondent completion, the researcher was aware that 

great caution must be taken with layout and presentation, since it must be completed by 

respondents who are not trained to do so (Veal & Burton, 2014, p. 242). The questionnaire 

consists of primarily closed question, as open-ended questions has been limited to only three of 

which each respondent will be exposed to maximum two open ended questions. Furthermore, the 

open-ended questions were in the survey not required to be answered, this was done to limit the 

number of respondents who would only partially complete the questionnaire due to such 
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questions (Veal & Burton, 2014, p. 242). These open questions could evidently have been left out 

of the survey; however, it was deemed necessary for the future data gathering for this research. 

Furthermore, the open-ended questions can provide data that would otherwise have been hidden 

due to the closed questions (Veal & Burton, 2014, p. 264).  

In terms of the design of the questionnaire the questionnaire starts with easy questions, such as 

age, gender and whether the respondents do CrossFit or not (Veal & Burton, 2014, p. 276). It was 

deemed relevant to ask the respondents about age and gender, as there may be cultural 

differences between female and male respondents, as well as age (Veal & Burton, 2014, p. 268). 

The remain of the survey consists of primarily closed attitude/opinion questions (Veal & Burton, 

2014, p. 273). The design of these questions were primarily tick-boxes as these are appropriate for 

respondent completed questionnaire (Veal & Burton, 2014, p. 277), as well as using a Likert scale 

to indicate the agreement of the questions (Veal & Burton, 2014, p. 273). By using the Likert scale, 

it enables the questions to be quantified and scored (Veal & Burton, 2014, p. 275). The design of 

the survey can be seen in the table below – table 1. 

Gender - Male 
- Female 
- Non-binary/third gender 
- Prefer not to say 

Age - Below 15 
- 16-20 
- 21-25 
- 26-30 
- 31-40 
- 41-55 
- 55+ 

Do you or have you done CrossFit - Yes 
- No 

Do you follow any CrossFit athletes on Social Media 
(Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, YouTube etc.)?  
 
If not: 
Do you follow any other athletes on Social Media (Facebook, 
Instagram, Twitter, YouTube etc.) 

- Yes  
- No 

Please name one or a few of the athlete(s) you follow  

How did you become aware of these athletes - Social Media 
- Through Coverage of their sport 
- Other mass media – TV, Radio, Newspaper etc. 
- Through family and friends 
- Other 

Is any of the following dimensions important for you, when 
choosing which athletes, you follow on social media? – Choose 
one or more 

- Athlete expertise – such as winning, skills and 
proficiency  

- Competition style – if they have a unique playing 
style.  

- Sportsmanship – Such as fairness, integrity, ethical 
behavior, respect for the game and opponents  
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- Rivalry – if they have a rival or not.  
- Physical attractiveness  
- Athletes personal style – such as fashion or other 

outward unique features 
- Body Fitness – How physically fit the athlete is in 

their given sport. 
- Life story – The life story of the athlete 
- Role model 
- Relationship – such as interacting with the fans.  
- None of the above 

Please take a moment to think of how you perceive your 
favorite athlete(s) and indicate to what extend the following 
words describe him/her/them 

- Tough 
- Charming 
- Wholesome – e.g., sincere, honest etc. 
- Imaginative – e.g., up-to date, daring etc.  
- Successful  
- Other 

What content do you like seeing from the athletes you follow? 
- choose one or more 

- Personal life – content referring to their personal life 
such as hanging with friends, daily routine, family 
life etc.  

- Athletes Business Life – Such as training, promoting 
products, traveling for competition, game 
preparation.  

- Athlete’s sport – content referring to their sport, but 
not the athlete directly, such as other athletes, 
equipment etc.  

- Other sport or athlete  
- Athletic action – the athlete actively engaged with 

the sport.  
- Athletes in athletic apparel  
- Athletes in non-sport related apparel or non-sport 

setting  
- Sexually suggestive photos – athletes dressed 

provocatively, or other ways focus on sexual 
attributes.  

- Other  

The athlete(s) I follow is a reflection of who I am or who I wish 
to be  

- Strongly agree. 
- Somewhat agree. 
- Neither agree or disagree  
- Somewhat disagree.  
- Strongly disagree  

Which athlete(s) did you think of when answering the 
questions above?  

 
 

Have you ever bought a product because an athlete that you 
follow recommended it? 

- Yes  
- No  

Table 1 – Survey design 

Doing a questionnaire raises some questions and problems regarding the validity and accuracy due 

to several reasons. One reason may be that respondents may be exaggerating or under-reporting 

when answering the survey (Veal & Burton, 2014, p. 240). This may be because of a conscious or 

unconscious reason, as respondents may have a desire to be positive or friendly, as well as 

showing themselves in a good light, which may result in social desirability bias (Veal & Burton, 

2014). To prevent this from happening, the questionnaire is completely anonymous, hence the 
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researcher will not know who has answered what, thus some social desirability bias should be 

avoided.  

Other questions may be perceived as sensitive topics, which can give rise to over or under 

estimation or non-response (Veal & Burton, 2014, p. 241). This may also be observed in this 

questionnaire, as one question investigates which content the respondents enjoy seeing from the 

athletes, of which one opportunity to answer is “sexually suggestive photos”. Having such an 

option may be underestimated, as the respondents may not wish to tell the researcher that such 

photos are a part of the content which they enjoy. This is sought to be avoided through 

anonymous completion; however, the researcher is aware of the fact that the respondents may 

still exaggerate/under report.  

Because this study investigates utilizes models and theories from previous studies from Arai, Jae 

Ko & Ross (2014) and Carlson & Donavan (2013), their studies an questions has had an influence 

on the design of this questionnaire (Veal & Burton, 2014, p. 259). Arai, Jae & Ross (2014) has 

influenced the question regarding the image of the athletes by including the sub-dimensions 

developed used in the athlete brand image (Arai, Jae Ko, & Ross, 2014, p. 101), as well as Carlson 

& Donavan (2013) brand personalities and their method, of investigating those, as well as the 

respondents identification with the athletes (Carlson & Donavan, 2013, p. 199). Furthermore, the 

categories defined by Geurin-Eagleman & Burch (2016) has been used in the questionnaire, to 

investigate the content the respondents like to see from the athletes they follow (Geurin-

Eagleman & Burch, 2016, p. 138).  

4.5.1.1 Sample  

First and foremost, the target population needs to be defined. The population is the category of 

subjects which is the focus attention for this research (Veal & Burton, 2014, p. 325). For this 

research, the target population consists of the whole population having an interest in sports, but 

more specifically CrossFit. The sample is then selected from the population (Veal & Burton, 2014, 

p. 325). The sample for this questionnaire, has been chosen to be members of the online 

communities within the two Facebook Groups CF Denmark (CF Denmark, n.d.) and Boxlife 

Community group (BoxLife CrossFit 5512 - Funktionel Fitness og Personlige Træning, n.d.), thus 

limiting the sample to primarily danish respondents, as well as respondents who does or have 
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done CrossFit, as well as people who have or have had an interest in CrossFit. By sharing the 

questionnaire in groups such as CF Denmark and the Boxlife Community group, it may ask some 

questions regarding the sample answering the questionnaire. This is because those being 

members of groups such as CF Denmark, may have a high community commitment and interest in 

CrossFit, thus may not represent the general CrossFit fan. Furthermore, by utilizing a self-sample 

the result cannot be said to represent the entire CrossFit community, since only those with 

sufficient interest and/or time will be motivated to partake in the survey (Veal & Burton, 2014, p. 

329). However, the researcher believes that the chosen sample is relevant and valid for this study. 

In total 192 people answered the survey, of which 51,6% were male and 46,8% were female and 

1,6% were non-binary or preferred not to say (Appendix 1.1). All age groups were represented 

besides below 15-year old’s (appendix 1.2). 142 of the respondents followed CrossFit athletes on 

social media (appendix 1.4), and the analysis is based on these 142 persons to get the best 

knowledge of the behavior of CrossFit fans and social media. The full survey can be seen in 

appendix 1 and the analysis of the 142 respondents used for the remainder of this paper can be 

seen in appendix 2 as well as the figures presented in the analysis (chapter 5).  

4.5.1.2 Validity  

As previously described the questionnaire takes some precautions to strengthen the validity of the 

questionnaire, such as rely on anonymity to avoid the desire to impress, as well as answering on 

sensitive questions (Veal & Burton, 2014, p. 282). Furthermore, the researcher gave the 

respondents the opportunity to contact the researcher if any questions should occur, thus trying 

to limit the number of respondents failing to answer properly due to the understanding of the 

questions (Veal & Burton, 2014, p. 282). As the population for this study was primarily danish 

respondents, there may be some language barriers, and thus some respondents may have had 

some difficulties understanding the questions asked (Veal & Burton, 2014, p. 282). To avoid this, 

the researcher included some explanation for the most difficult answers. This was done by keeping 

in mind not to lead the respondent to certain answers, thus the descriptions were taken from 

previous research, as well as only describing the words, and not the questions asked.  

The validity of the sample population for this study was defined as the members of the Facebook 

groups CF Denmark (CF Denmark, n.d.) and Boxlife community (BoxLife CrossFit 5512 - Funktionel 
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Fitness og Personlige Træning, n.d.). As the questionnaire was self-sampled, the researcher has no 

influence in who chooses to be a part of the sample or not. Thus, this may question the validity 

due to the non-respondents may not have the same commitment as the respondents, and the 

sample may therefore not be generalizable for the whole population. However, it is deemed valid, 

as the research focus on the consumers perception of CrossFit athletes on social media, thus the 

population who are committed to CrossFit are likely to also follow CrossFit athletes on social 

media. Though the researcher is aware of the lack of generalizability for the whole population, but 

believes it gives an insight into the perspective of the population.  

4.5.2 Instagram content analysis  

The researcher analyzed the content of 11 different athletes. The athletes were chosen by the 

respondents of the survey, and thus athletes mentioned 10 or more times by the respondents, 

were chosen for the analysis. The analysis was based on the research done by Geurin-Eagleman & 

Burch (2016). The analysis consisted of 20 Instagram posts from 11 athletes totaling 220 different 

Instagram posts. The analysis consisted of both videos and photos, as it was deemed to answer 

the research question best possibly. Even though the research done by Geurin-Eagleman & Burch 

(2016), did not analyze videos, the same codebook developed by them, was used for this analysis. 

This was chosen to understand if the findings from this research would be consistent to previous 

findings, or if the CrossFit environment have different needs.  

For this research, the analysis will only utilize the 9 of the 12 different categories derived from 

Geurin-Eagleman and Burch (2016, p. 138), thus reposting fan photos, pop-culture or landmarks 

and internet memes has not been including in this research. These were not included as the 

purpose of the study is to gain knowledge on the athlete brand and not communication strategy. 

The researcher knows categories such as pop-culture or similar can influence the brand image 

however to limit the scope these were not included. Thus, only the categories with the athletes 

included and with relation to them, CrossFit or sport has been chosen for this analysis. The chosen 

categories are:  

Athlete personal Life Content referring to the athlete’s personal life, e.g. daily 

routine, weather, family life, hanging out with friends etc. 
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Athletes Business Life Content referring to the athlete’s business life, e.g. training, 

travelling for competition, game preparation and promoting 

products. 

Athlete’s sport Content referring to CrossFit but not directly related to them, 

thus it could be other athletes, equipment, or other 

competitions.  

Other sport or athlete Content focusing on another athlete or sport, coaches, 

managers, owners, broadcasters etc.  

Categories where the athletes appear in the photos  

Athletic action  Content where the athlete is actively engaged in CrossFit and 

dressed in athletic apparel  

Athletes in athletic apparel Content where the athlete is dressed in athletic apparel but 

not engaged in athletic activity at the time of the photo/video.  

Non-sport setting Content where the athlete is dressed in non-athletic apparel 

and in a non-athletic setting, such as at home with friends and 

family  

Sexually suggestive  Content where the athlete is dressed provocatively, or 

photos/videos made in such way that it focuses solely on 

sexual attributes  

Combination Content, primary photos collages of multiple images, where 

the athlete appear, which fits more than one category.  

Table 2 – Content analysis categories 

The content was analyzed and coded by the research himself, therefore the results were based on 

his own interpretation of the content which may question the reliability of such analysis, as 

different people may interpret the content differently. It may further result in some bias provided 

by the researcher. The researcher is aware of this when analyzing the content, and thus the 

conclusions will be held up against the other findings from the other methods to make the 

research reliable. It would have been preferred to make use of professional content coders, 

however due to the resources available by the researcher this was not an option. Examples of 

content fitting for each category can be seen in appendix 4. 

The findings were hold up against the finding by Geurin-Eagleman and Burch (2016) to ensure the 

reliability of the study, by analyzing the correlations of the findings.  

In general, the methods chosen for this research, is chosen to support each another, and to 

provide the researcher with a different perspective, when answering the research question. Thus, 
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the different methods chosen are contributing to make the research reliable and valid, and give a 

conclusion useful for CrossFit athletes, as well as further research.  

4.5.3 Focus group-interview  

For the focus group interviews a semi-structured interview approach was utilized. The semi-

structured interview consisted of a list of themes and questions to be covered, however the order 

of the questions was not fixed, and the overall interview varied on the conversation (Saunders, 

Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009, p. 320). Due to the nature of the questions and the ongoing discussion in 

the interview, the data was recorded by audio (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009, p. 320). To 

ensure that the audio recording was not lost the interview was recorded on two different devices. 

After the interview was recorded, it was transcribed and analyzed by the researcher.  

A focus group interview was chosen as the topic was clearly defined and the focus was on enabling 

and recording an interactive discussion between the participants (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 

2009, p. 344). When choosing the participants, the participants were found in the local CrossFit 

affiliate in Roskilde. The participants all knew each other beforehand, however they differed in 

education level, occupation, age as wells as level within CrossFit. The four participants were all 

females, who does CrossFit and have competed in various levels, however none of them 

professionally. If one or two of the interviewees dominated the interview, the interviewer would 

seek to bring in the others to ensure a level contribution, and the reliability of the data collected 

(Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009, p. 344). The participants were chosen as they fit into the 

population of people who follow CrossFit athletes on social media. It would have been sufficient to 

have both genders represented in the focus group interview to investigate the difference in 

opinions between genders, however no male participants were available at the time of the 

interview. Furthermore, as the male gender was represented in the questionnaire as well as the 

structured interview, their opinions could still be held up against the focus group interview, 

though an in depth understanding of their behavior and opinions was not being realized.   

4.5.3.1 Reliability and validity  

Due to the lack of standardization in such interview it may raise some concerns about the 

reliability of the interview, such as whether another researcher will reveal the same information as 

well as various types of bias. One type of bias that the researcher is aware of is interviewer bias. 
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The researcher is aware that bias may be created based on the way the questions are asked, the 

non-behavior or tone creates bias in the responds from the interviewees (Saunders, Lewis, & 

Thornhill, 2009, p. 326). Furthermore, the researcher is aware of the bias he may interpret in their 

responses. 

Besides the interviewer bias, interviewee bias or response bias may also occur (Saunders, Lewis, & 

Thornhill, 2009, p. 326). This can be caused by the perception of the interviewer as mentioned 

before however, it can also be due to the structure of the interview. As the interview is semi-

structured, the interviewee may only provide a partial picture of the situation, as they may believe 

the questions is of sensitive matter, which they do not wish to discuss, as well as time restrains for 

the interviewees (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009, p. 327). The researcher was aware of this, 

and to avoid this the interviewees was ensured anonymity as well as a clear picture of the 

timeframe beforehand, to ensure that all interviewees was able to participate to the fullest.  

The reliability of the non-standardized interview, can be found by the fact that they reflect the 

reality of the time they were collected, the value of collecting a non-standardized interview 

therefore is in the flexibility this methods persists, in order for the researcher to explore and 

understand the complexity of the topic (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009, p. 328). Furthermore, 

the researcher was aware of how he asked the questions so that everyone understood them, and 

in general used open questions to avoid bias an ensure reliability (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 

2009, p. 332).  

To ensure validity and reliability, the researcher had beforehand done a lot of research on the 

topic at hand, an also already conducted the questionnaire. From this the researcher had derived 

themes and topics which were useful for the interview, and to gain a deeper insight to the survey 

conducted (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009, p. 329). Furthermore, the place chosen for the 

interview was chosen to ensure that the interviewees were comfortable. It was done at their local 

gym, but in a closed setting of their choice, to make them most comfortable. Furthermore, the 

place was a silent place to ensure audio quality (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009, p. 329). The 

researcher used summarizing of explanations for the interviewee to evaluate and ensure the 

interpretation was correct as a mean to avoid bias (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009, p. 334). 
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Doing a semi-structured interview can impose some issues regarding generalizability. This is 

because semi-structured interview will not be able to be used as a statistical generalization about 

the entire population (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009, p. 327). As the interviewees have their 

own subjective opinion on the topic, they cannot be generalized to the entire population. The 

researcher is aware of this, and therefore the interviews does not stand alone when making 

conclusions to the research. Furthermore, the interviews will give a deeper insight into the 

consumer behavior of the interviewees, which may be able to explain some of the reasoning 

behind the other data collected for this research.  

4.5.4 Self-administered structured interview 

For this research, the researcher also made use of self-administered interview, or structured 

interview. For this method, two different participants were chosen. The participants chosen were 

André Houdet, a danish CrossFit athlete with more than 15.500 followers on Instagram, second in 

the CrossFit Open in Denmark, and qualitied for the semifinals of the CrossFit games 2021 

(CrossFit Games, n.d.). The other participant was a representative for the company VIRUS, titled 

Athlete Care Manager. VIRUS sponsors a variety of athletes, among them Julie Hougård and third 

place finisher at the CrossFit games 2019 Björgvin Karl Guðmundsson (VIRUS INTL, n.d.). These 

participants were all chosen as they would bring a different perspective to the research question, 

and thus to give a broader understanding of the research question.  

The participants were sent the questions by mail, and were asked to answer the questions by 

themselves, however the researcher stood by with any questions the participants might have had 

concerning the interview. It would have been preferred to do a semi-structured interview with the 

participants, however due to the limited time available for all participants it was deemed 

appropriate to do a self-administered interview.  

4.5.4.1 Validity  

To ensure the validity of the self-administered interviews the interviews was done after the focus 

group interview, the survey, and the secondary data analysis. This ensured that the questions 

asked, were aligned with the research, and that it would bring another perspective to the findings, 

hence measuring what was intended to be measured. This method was deemed valid as it gives an 

insight in to the participants perception on the research question. 
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4.5.4.2 Reliability  

Regarding the reliability it is concerned with whether the interviews will produce consistent 

findings at different times under different conditions (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009, p. 373). 

As this method deals with people, who have a subjective opinion on the matter, the reliability is 

similar to the ones for the semi-structured interview. The interviewees for the structured self-

administered interview have their own perception of the reality, and furthermore the questions 

answered may only be a snapshot of their reality, which can change over time. It can therefore not 

be used a statistical generalization about the entire population; however, it gives an insight in to 

their perspective, and thus gives a picture of the reality which can help the researcher answer the 

research questions. Furthermore, this method does not stand alone, and may be seen as a part of 

the entire research, which is deemed reliable and valid.  

4.6 Secondary data  

This research further makes use of secondary data. The secondary data for this research is both 

quantitative and qualitative data. Of qualitative data, this research makes use of interviews, 

articles, literature, and podcasts. Of quantitative data, this research makes use of statistics done 

by e.g., Statista. The data collected from secondary data is compared with the primary data 

collected, therefore making use of triangulation, which gives the researcher the possibility of 

placing his own findings in a more general sense (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009, p. 269).  

When utilizing secondary data such as interviews and statistics done by Statista, the researcher 

has no control over the quality of the data, however the researcher has gone over the data 

sources to ensure that the data is of reliable quality. Furthermore, as secondary data may not fit 

the need of the researcher, it may raise some questions regarding validity. However, the 

researcher is careful of how the data is interpreted and believes that the data used for this 

research is valid to answer the research question.  

5. Data analysis  

5.1 Instagram content analysis 

The purpose of the Instagram analysis is to investigate how the athletes brand themselves on 

social media, and to gain knowledge on how the athletes can utilize this to develop brand 

awareness, brand image and brand personality. The researcher investigated 20 posts from 11 
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different athletes resulting in 220 different posts in total (Appendix 4.10). The full analysis can be 

seen below as well as appendix 3. The figures are simplified by highlighting the highest scoring 

categories with the green color. 

5.1.1 Overall 

5.1.1.1 Athlete business life  

From the content analysis it is witnessed that the athletes are primarily posting content showing 

the athlete business life e.g., training, travelling for competition and promoting products (Geurin-

Eagleman & Burch, 2016, p. 138)- an example can be seen in appendix 4.1. At least 50% of the 

different athlete’s content was categorized as athlete’s business life and in total 71,36% of the 

content observed was categorized as athlete’s business life (figure 4 and 5).   

 

Figure 4 - content analysis 

 

Figure 5 - overview of athlete content 

On average this category had the highest score by comments and the second highest average 

likes. Suggesting that this category in general creates a lot of engagement from its users. This 

Total n % Overall Likes Overall Comments Avg. Likes Avg. comments

Athlete Personal Life 58,00                 26,36% 1.442.681,00       8.608,00                       24.873,81                     148,41                   

Athletes Business Life 157,00               71,36% 3.708.432,00       31.492,00                     23.620,59                     200,59                   

Athletes Sports 3,00                    1,36% 64.705,00             380,00                           21.568,33                     126,67                   

Other sport or athlete 2,00                    0,91% 34.246,00             162,00                           17.123,00                     81,00                     

Total 220,00               5.250.064,00  40.642,00                23.863,93                     184,74                   

Photos in which athlete appeared

Athletic action 137,00                    63,72% 3.254.979,00       30.048,00                     23.758,97                     219,33                   

Dressed in sports apparel 22,00                      10,23% 477.652,00          1.667,00                       21.711,45                     75,77                     

non-sport setting 53,00                      24,65% 1.364.623,00       7.830,00                       25.747,60                     147,74                   

sexually suggestive -                          0,00% -                        -                                 -                                 -                         

combination 3,00                        1,40% 90.875,00             838,00                           30.291,67                     279,33                   

Total 215,00                    5.188.129,00       40.383,00                     24.130,83                     187,83                   

Overall Likes

Overall 

Comments Over views on videos

% Photos by Mat 

Fraser

% Photo by 

Tia-Clair 

Toomey

% Photos by Sara 

Sigmundsdottir

% Photo by Katrin 

Davidsdottir

%Photo by Annie 

Thorisdottir

% Photo 

by Rich 

Froning

% Photo 

by Patrick 

Vellner

% Photo 

by Noah 

Olsen

% Photo 

by Julie 

Hougård

% Photo 

by Brent 

Fikowski

% Photo 

by Kara 

Saunders

Athletes Personal 

Life 1.442.681   8.608        1.888.934                         20% 30% 40% 25% 25% 30% 20% 20% 15% 15% 50%

Athletes Business 

Life 3.712.036   31.584      11.233.383                       80% 65% 60% 75% 70% 65% 75% 80% 85% 80% 50%

Athletes Sports 64.705         380            -                                     0% 5% 0% 0% 0% 0% 5% 0% 0% 5% 0%

Other sport or 

athlete 34.246         162            152.278                             0% 0% 0% 0% 5% 5% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

Photos in which 

athlete appeared

Athletic action 3.254.979   30.048      11.030.063                       50% 70% 35% 55% 72% 53% 65% 75% 75% 85% 67%

Dressed in sports 

apparel 477.652       1.667        458.253                             10% 5% 20% 20% 11% 16% 10% 10% 10% 0% 0%

non-sport setting 1.364.623   7.830        1.445.680                         35% 25% 40% 25% 17% 32% 20% 15% 15% 15% 33%

sexually suggestive -               -             -                                     0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

combination 90.875         838            265.770                             5% 0% 5% 0% 0% 0% 5% 0% 0% 0% 0%
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correlates to the respondents from the survey, of which 58 of the women and 54% of the men 

reported they wanted to see this category (Figure 6). 

 

Figure 6 - Content preference 

Furthermore Tia-Clair Toomey received the second highest percentage of likes in relation to 

followers with 3,07% and her most popular category was the business-related category (Figure 7). 

This suggest that fans and consumers enjoy watching content related to athlete business life. This 

was also discovered through the focus group (afterwards referred to as “FG”) interview. One of 

the interviewees mentioned “It is fun to see like, what they can lift, how their technique is, and 

how much they can lift and what they can do in the gymnastics bar” (Appendix 6). This is also the 

content that André Houdet gets the most likes of, as well as coaching related content is the most 

shared and saved content (Appendix 7). 

 

Figure 7 - athlete analysis 
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followers 
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Comments per post 

(mean)

Percentage 

of followers

Post category receiving 

the most  comments on 

average

Julie Hougård 790,05         3,84% Athletes Personal Life 17,15                               0,08% Athletes Personal Life

Tia-Clair Toomey 46.009,70    3,07% Athletes Business Life 189,30                             0,01% Athletes Business life

Kara Saunders 15.930,60    2,89% Athletes Personal Life 90,15                               0,02% Athletes Personal Life

Sara Sigmundsdottir 48.434,40    2,69% Athletes Business Life 510,40                             0,03% Athletes Business life

Mat Fraser 51.482,35    2,15% Athletes Personal Life 250,10                             0,01% Athletes Personal life

Katrin Davidsdottir 36.624,35    2,03% Athletes Personal Life 113,45                             0,01% Athletes Personal Life

Annie Thorisdottir 19.182,45    1,48% Athletes Personal Life 101,65                             0,01% Other sport or athlete

Brent Fikowski 9.077,75      1,43% Athletes Sports 73,40                               0,01% Athletes Sports

Patrick Vellner 8.115,80      1,40% Athletes Sports 50,90                               0,01% Athletes Sports

Noah Olsen 10.368,60    1,34% Athletes Business Life 41,10                               0,01% Athletes Business Life
Rich Froning 16.667,35    1,19% Athletes Business Life 599,10                             0,04% Athletes Business life
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As the athlete business life, refers to seeing the athlete train, prepare, promoting products or 

similar, this category fits into the athlete expertise dimension of the athlete brand image (Arai, Jae 

Ko, & Ross, 2014, p. 101). This was a dimension that was found to be important in the athlete 

brand image, as the respondents reported as the most important dimension from male 

respondents and third most important dimension from the female respondents (Figure 10 – 

Chapter 5.3). Thus, by posting the athlete business life e.g., their training or competing, they are 

showcasing their athletic expertise, and therefore developing that part of their athlete brand 

image.  

In general, the athletes should consider posting business related content, as it on average 

generated the most comments and second most likes. Moreover, it was reported as content the 

respondents wanted to see, as well as a mean to develop their athletic expertise and 

successfulness. 

5.1.1.2 Athlete personal life 

The personal life content refers to daily routine, weather, party reference, charity work, family life 

and hanging out with friends (Geurin-Eagleman & Burch, 2016, p. 138). 

By the description of personal content, this can seem fitting to several aspects of the brand image 

as well as brand personality, such as life story, role model, relationship as well as being 

wholesome, charming, and imaginative (Arai, Jae Ko, & Ross, 2014) (Carlson & Donavan, 2013). 

The athlete personal life was the second most posted content, with 58 posts amounting to 26,36% 

of the content categorized as such (Figure 4). It was further realized that this was the content 

which on average had the third most likes, and the third most comments (Figure 4). Additionally, 5 

of the 11 athletes had most likes on personal life related content and 4 out 11 had the most 

comments on personal life related content (Figure 7). Julie Hougård had the most likes and 

comments on average of all the athletes, which were both in the athlete personal life category. 

Thus, her followers engage a lot in her personal content.  

From the FG interview the interviewees mentioned that they enjoyed following smaller athletes as 

they post more personal content as one mentioned “Yes, they also have an everyday which is not 

only sport, but they also have a life besides that, they have a job or an education they need to 

follow” (Appendix 6). This further correlates to the other findings in this research as 61% of the 
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female and 53% of the male wants to see personal content from the athletes (Figure 6) and was 

further one of the categories that generated the most likes and comments on most of the 

analyzed athletes’ posts (Figure 7). Additionally, another added “I think I like to follow the smaller 

athletes the most, because they are more relatable. The others are only post CrossFit stuff, where 

the smaller athletes post a variety of content” (Appendix 6). Thus, the athletes should consider 

posting more personal content, to make them more relatable and further increase the relationship 

with their fans/consumers, hence help them develop their brand.  

The athletes should thus focus on making personal life related posts, as this is shown to create a 

lot of engagement, as well as being the content which the respondents and interviewees wants to 

see. Furthermore, the personal content, can refers to content such as life story and role model, 

which was found to be important dimensions of the athlete brand image (Figure 10 – Chapter 5.3).  

5.1.1.3 Athlete sports 

The athlete’s sport is content referring to athlete’s sport but not the athlete directly such as other 

games or athletes in their league/sport or equipment (Geurin-Eagleman & Burch, 2016, p. 138).  

From the survey this was found to be one of the categories which the fans/consumers would like 

to see as 52% of the women and 54% of the men reported this (Figure 6). However, only three 

posts in this category were found in the analysis of the 220 posts (Figure 4). This suggests that 

there is an unused potential for the athletes analyzed, as this is content the fans/consumer wants 

to see.  

These three posts generated the third most likes and comments on average, suggesting that this is 

content that the fans/consumer enjoys engaging with (Figure 4). Furthermore, posting content 

referring to the athlete’s sport can help develop sportsmanship (Arai, Jae Ko, & Ross, 2014) which 

was found a very important dimension of the athlete brand image (Figure 10 – Chapter 5.3). This 

category can also be used to develop a rivalry (Arai, Jae Ko, & Ross, 2014); however, this was not 

found as an important brand dimension for the CrossFit fans (Figure 10 – Chapter 5.3). Though 

developing a fun rivalry could be beneficial such as Brent Fikowski and Patrick Vellner (Appendix 

6). These two athletes also got the most likes and comments in this category, by posting content 

where they photoshopped each other into the pictures, thus making fun of each other.  
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Therefore, the data suggests that the athlete should consider posting more content in this 

category as it does generate engagement with the fans, as well as can develop sportsmanship, 

such as Tia-Clair Toomey’s post (Appendix 4.3) or a fun rivalry such as Brent Fikowski and Patrick 

Vellner (Appendix 4.3) 

5.1.1.4 Other sport or athlete 

Other sport or athlete refers to content that focuses on another sport or athlete, coach, general 

manager, owners, broadcaster from other sports or athletes (Geurin-Eagleman & Burch, 2016, p. 

138).  

Other sport or athlete was only found two times in the posts analyzed and was not found to 

generate a lot of likes on average as it was the third lowest scoring on likes and second comments 

on average (Figure 4). Furthermore, this was not a category that was found important in the 

survey, as only 10% of the men and 0% of the females would like to see such content (Figure 6). 

However, one athlete generated the most comments overall in this category, Annie Thorisdottir. 

She had one post in this category, which was the post who received the most comments of her 20 

posts (Figure 7).  

In general, this is not deemed and important area for the athletes to be focusing on when posting 

on social media, as it was not realized in the survey and does not show much engagement in the 

content analysis, however it is possible to generate engagement on such posts, as witnessed by 

Annie Thorisdottir.  

5.1.2 Content including athlete. 

This part of the content analysis investigated the content where the athlete was included, and was 

divided into four categories, athletic action, dressed in sports apparel, non-sport setting and a 

combination of all (Geurin-Eagleman & Burch, 2016, p. 138).  

5.1.2.1 Athletic action 

Athletic action refers to content where the athlete is actively engaged in a sport and dressed in 

athletic apparel (Geurin-Eagleman & Burch, 2016, p. 138). This category can be associated with 

athletic expertise, competition style, role model, body fitness (Arai, Jae Ko, & Ross, 2014) and 

being tough and successful (Carlson & Donavan, 2013). 
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This category was by far the most posted content where the athlete appeared, as 63,72% of the 

content was categorized as such (Figure 4). This category got the third most likes as well as the 

second most comments on average (Figure 4). This further correlate to the findings of the survey, 

of which 55% of the women and 59% of the men wanted to see this type of content (Figure 6). 

Furthermore, as previously mentioned the FG interviewees said that they enjoyed watching 

content where the athlete lift weights or show their skills, however too much of this content will 

also annoy some fans/consumers as the interviewees mentioned “Yes, so that it is not only what 

they are capable of all the time, but also what they are not able to” (Appendix 6) and another 

mentioned that it should be more personal sometimes so that it is not just “…lift on lift on lift” 

(Appendix 6).  

Thus, the athletic action is suggested to be a good way for the athletes to post content which can 

be associated with different brand image dimensions such as athletic expertise and competition 

style, while it can develop their brand personality of being tough and successful. However, they 

should be aware of posting other content as well, as the interviewees mentioned they do not only 

want to see lifts.  

5.1.2.2. Dressed in sports apparel. 

Dressed in sports apparel refers to photos where the athlete is dressed in athletic apparel, but 

posed for the photographer, and where the athlete is not engaged in athletic activity at the time 

of the photo (Geurin-Eagleman & Burch, 2016, p. 138). This may also be a mean for athletes to 

show body fitness (Arai, Jae Ko, & Ross, 2014).  

This was the third most posted category, and 10,23% of the content was in this category (Figure 4). 

This was realized to be more important by the women than by the men, as 20% of the women 

reported they enjoyed such content, while it was only 7% of the men (Figure 6). A reason for this 

may be that the women draw inspiration to new training clothes as mentioned by an interviewee 

when asked if they would buy products used by athletes “... then it should be trainings clothes, but 

it had to be danish athletes that I follow e.g., EYDA, it has gone through the roof, also because 

many athletes use it…” (Appendix 6). Here the interviewee refers to the sports apparel company 

EYDA (EYDA, n.d.).  
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This category in general got the lowest likes and comments on average, however on likes it only 

differed by a couple 1.000 thus it is still a category that generates a lot of engagement (Figure 4) 

This category should not have the highest focus from the athlete but can be used to promote 

products as well as show body fitness.   

5.1.2.3 Non-sport setting 

Non-sport setting refers to content where the athlete is dressed in nonathletic apparel and in a 

non-sport setting such as at home with friends and family (Geurin-Eagleman & Burch, 2016, p. 

138). This category may be linked to brand image dimensions such as life-story, role model, 

relationship, and athlete personal style (Arai, Jae Ko, & Ross, 2014) as well as being wholesome 

(Carlson & Donavan, 2013).  

From the survey it was found that only 6% of the women and 3% of the men wanted this type of 

content (Figure 6). However, this is the second most posted category by the athletes as well as the 

second most liked content on average (Figure 4 & 5).  

The fact that the respondents did not indicate that they want this type of content can be confusing 

as they did report that personal content something they liked a lot, which this category may be a 

part of. Furthermore, from the FG interview it was discovered that they enjoy such content that is 

not in a sport-setting, as they enjoy following athlete that also has a life besides training “Yes, they 

also have an everyday life that is not just sport, but also another life, they have a job and school 

they need to attend to” (Appendix 6). Moreover, another interviewee mentioned that seeing 

videos of Annie Thorisdottir after giving birth and how she overcome different challenges, makes 

her more honest (Appendix 6). This is something the athletes use this category to showcase.  

Thus, the athletes could focus on non-sport setting category to show a more personal side of their 

life, and thus develop the brand image of relationship, life-story, and role-model, as well as being 

wholesome or charming.  

5.1.2.4 Sexually suggestive  

Sexually suggestive content refers to content where the athlete is dressed provocatively or 

photographed in such a way as to focus solely on sexual attributes (Geurin-Eagleman & Burch, 

2016, p. 138). This category can be associated to the physical attractiveness of the athlete’s brand 
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image (Arai, Jae Ko, & Ross, 2014), which 23% of the women and 29% of the men found to be an 

important dimension for them (Figure 10). 

From the content analysis there were not found any posts within this category, thus this is not 

something the analyzed athletes focus on. However, this does not mean that it cannot be effectful 

in terms of getting followers, likes and comments. By looking at the most followed Instagram 

accounts, Kylie Jenner is in the top 5 (Tankovska H. , Instagram accounts with the most followers 

worldwide 2021, 2021), who has an account where she is not afraid to post pictures being mores 

sexually suggestive, as when she post pictures posing in a bikini, focusing primarily on her body, 

getting just below 9,9 million likes ( Kylie Jenner - Instagram, 2021), compared to a post of her 

wearing a dress getting 2,5 million fewer likes (Kylie Jenner - Instagram, 2021). However, she may 

not be considered an athlete, and thus cannot be taken into a direct comparison with the CrossFit 

Games athletes. Thus, by looking at a CrossFit athlete named Dani Speegle, also mentioned by two 

of the respondents in the survey, who has 680.000 followers. A picture of her posing in a bikini in a 

non-sport setting gets 85,9 thousand likes (Dani Speegle - Instagram, 2020) (Appendix 4.8) and 

77,6 thousand likes (Dani Speegle - Instagram, 2020), equal to 12,0%1 of her followers which 

would be the most liked pictures by far, compared to the other categories analyzed, with other 

athletes. Here the most liked category in percentage of followers, was Julie Hougård, of which 

3,84% of the followers on average liked her photos (Figure 4) and her most popular category was 

personal life. However, looking at the responds from the survey conducted, sexually suggestive 

photos were, only reported as something they wanted to see from the athletes by 11% of the men 

and 0% of the women (Figure 6).  

Furthermore, the interview showed that the interviewees did not want to see content of which 

the athletes posted content to look sexy “… If any of the female athlete post pictures to look sexy, 

that I don’t think is cool” (Appendix 6), as well as another feeling the same way about men “I think 

it is the same for the men, if it is posed like now I just have to sell my body because I look so sexy, 

then I would not follow them” (Appendix 6).  

Thus, the athletes should take great care when posting content like this, as it is not something the 

respondents or the interviewees would like to see, and thus it may hurt their brand image, and 

 
1 ((77.600+85.900/2)/680.000*100=12,0%), 
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decrease social media following. However, it is also proven to generate a lot of engagement by 

some celebrities and athletes, and thus may be useful to generate brand awareness.  

5.1.2.5 Combination 

A combination refers to a photo collage or multiple images of an athlete which fits more than one 

of the previous categories (Geurin-Eagleman & Burch, 2016, p. 138).  

This was only discovered three times; however, it was the category that generated the most 

comments and likes on average. This correlates with the FG interviews conducted, where the 

interviewees mentioned that they like to see a variety of content “I like to follow the athletes that 

are not in the elite, as they are more relatable. The others are only CrossFit, and it is basically the 

only thing they post. Where the others are a bit more different content” (Appendix 6).  

Thus, in general the athletes should consider posting a variety of content, and one way to do so is 

through a combination of photos in a collage or similar, as it proves to generate a lot of 

engagement from the fans/consumers, as well as making them more relatable which can help 

them improve their brand.  

From this it is argued that the athlete business life is a good way for the athletes to develop their 

brand on social media, through e.g., athletic expertise, successfulness, and being tough which 

could be done through athletic action content. The athletes should also focus on making content 

in the personal life category, as it is enables them to brand themselves as being wholesome, 

having a relationship and being a role model, while make them more relatable for the 

fans/consumers. This could be done through a non-sport setting category if the athletes are 

included themselves. Furthermore, the athletes should make content of other athletes within their 

sport as it may develop their brand image of sportsmanship as well as making a fun rivalry. Lastly 

the athletes could consider using sexually suggestive content to generate engagement, and further 

awareness however doing so may be on the cost of their brand image.  

In general, the athletes should post a variety of content as it can make them more relatable, as 

well as ensuring that they post content in the different categories and reach a larger customer 

base.  
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5.2 Brand awareness  

Brand awareness is related to the extent to which customers recall and recognize the brand and 

can identify products or services related to the brand (Keller & Lehmann, 2003).  

From the survey, the respondents were told to mention one or a few of the athletes they follow 

on Social Media. In total 87 different athletes were mentioned by the respondents and 43 of them 

were mentioned more than once (Appendix 2.3). Moreover, 11 of them was mentioned more than 

10 times (Appendix 2.3). The Most mentioned athletes were Mat Fraser (85), Tia-Clair Toomey 

(44), Sara Sigmundsdottir (38), Katrin Davidsdottir (30), Annie Thorisdottir (29) and Rich Froning 

(29) – see figure 8 below. The figure compares the 11 most mentioned athletes in the survey, with 

their Instagram followers pr. 100.000, the fifth of April 2021.  

 

Figure 8 - Athletes followed on social media. 

These athletes are all some of the more successful athletes in the sport of CrossFit. Mat Fraser, 

who is the most mentioned athlete by far, is considered the fittest man in history and has won the 

CrossFit Games 5 times in a row and finished second twice in his 7 years of competing (CrossFit 

Games, n.d.). Furthermore, he was the most followed athlete on Instagram, with 2,4 million 

followers (Figure 8). Similar can be said about Tia-Clair Toomey who have won the CrossFit games 
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the last 4 years (Etienne, 2020) and have 1,5 million followers on Instagram. Sara Sigmundsdottir 

has won the CrossFit Open multiple times and have finished 3rd at the CrossFit games twice in 

2015 and 2016 (CrossFit Games, n.d.), as well as having 1,8 million followers on Instagram (Figure 

8). Katrin Davidsdottir and Annie Thorisdottir have both won the CrossFit Games twice, Katrin in 

2015 and 2016 (CrossFit Games, n.d.) and Annie in 2011 and 2012 (CrossFit Games, n.d.) and have 

1,8 million and 1,3 million followers, respectively (Figure 8). Rich Froning have won the CrossFit 

Games 4 times from 2011-2014 as well as a part of a team 4 times (CrossFit Games, n.d.) and has 

1,4 million followers on Instagram (Figure 8). Of the remaining five in figure 8, only one stands out 

from the others, that is Julie Hougård. The other 4 have something in common as they all have 

finished second at the CrossFit games, Patrick Vellner in 2018 (CrossFit Games, n.d.), Noah Olsen 

in 2019 (CrossFit Games, n.d.), Brent Fikowski in 2017 (CrossFit Games, n.d.) and Kara Saunders in 

2017 (CrossFit Games, n.d.) and all have more than 500.000 followers (Figure 8). However, Julie 

Hougård has her best finish as 72nd in 2019, which is the only time she has been at the CrossFit 

games (CrossFit Games, n.d.), but she has been the number one in Denmark in 2019 and 2020, and 

is the first and only danish female athlete who have qualified and competed at the CrossFit games 

as an individual (Fitness Magasinet, 2020). This may be the reason for why she has been 

mentioned so many times in this survey as the respondents were from Denmark.  

From the FG interview it was further discovered that they too follow the most successful athletes. 

When asked which athletes the “FG” interviewees follow, they mentioned Annie Thorisdottir, Sara 

Sigmundsdottir, Katrin Davidsdottir, Mat Fraser, Rich Froning, Tia-Clair Toomey and in general only 

top athletes (Appendix 6), coherent to the findings of the survey.  

The survey further investigated how the respondents got aware of the athletes. Most of the 

respondents became aware of the athletes through coverage of their sport, specifically 83% of the 

respondents (Figure 9). In the FG interview the interviewees mentioned that they have found 

them through the sport, and documentaries from the sport as when asked why they follow these 

athletes one interviewee mentioned that “I think it is because when I started being interested in 

CrossFit, then I saw them on the CrossFit games documentary on Netflix, and it was the top 

athletes who won you saw, and then afterwards I found them on Instagram…. So, it has always just 

been them because they are the most exposed” (Appendix 6).  
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Figure 9 - awareness 

From the interview with André Houdet, he also mentions that he gets the most new followers 

when performing well at big international competitions (Appendix 7), which supports the fact that 

being successful and competing at high level competitions is an important part of brand 

awareness. Thus, from this it can be argued that the athletes that are the most exposed, are the 

most successful athletes, and thus also the ones who get the most brand awareness. 

However, social media was the second most used tool to become aware of the athletes they 

follow, as 51% of the respondents became aware of the athletes through social media (Figure 9). 

In the FG interview, it was discovered that they also follow lesser-known athletes (Appendix 6), 

which they find through social media. When asked how the FG interviewees find these smaller 

athletes one mentioned “… I have found them if I have been to a competition, or followed a 

competition, and then I see some of the names and look them up on Instagram and then some are 

suggested on their accounts” (Appendix 6). Thus, the smaller athletes need to rely on people 

finding them on competitions or through fellow athlete’s accounts. However, they can also be 

found on meme accounts as one of the interviewees mentioned “I have found many of mine 

through meme accounts, then they use each other, that’s a lot of fun” (Appendix 6). Thus, it can be 

argued that the athletes should also consider utilizing each other, and thereby mutually create 

brand awareness.  

The FG interviewees further mentions that they specifically follow athletes on Instagram and look 

for athletes on Instagram (Appendix 6), though one interviewee also used Facebook to follow 
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athletes. However, she is not using Facebook actively to follow the athletes. When asked if she 

actively engage with content on Facebook, she responded “No that is only on Instagram, on 

Facebook it is pure coincidence, it’s not something I actively look for” (Appendix 6). Furthermore, 

the respondent from VIRUS (Hereinafter referred to as “V”), mentions that they mainly focus on 

Instagram when seeing how the athletes are doing on social media (Appendix 8). André Houdet is 

also primarily using Instagram; however, he is also present on Facebook and YouTube (Appendix 

7). Thus, it can be argued that athletes should utilize Instagram as their main profile to gain 

awareness, as this is the platform used by the users, as well as endorsers.   

From the survey it was further discovered that only 9% of the respondent got to know the athletes 

through mass media. As previously mentioned, the FG interviewees needed to rely on CrossFit 

material, such as CrossFit Games documentaries, or similar to gain awareness (Appendix 6).  

The fact that only 9% of the respondent got to know the athletes through mass media, may be 

explained by the limited focus on CrossFit from mass media.  

When searching for CrossFit on TV2 Denmark only 162 results showed up (Appendix 5.1). 

Furthermore, many of the articles about CrossFit is about the CrossFit affiliates in Denmark, 

injuries, or tv-shows, while only one article was about the sport of CrossFit, concerning the prize of 

a Gun to the winner (Kristoffersen, 2016). In comparison there was 113.000 articles about tennis 

(Appendix 5.2), 300.000 articles about football (Appendix 5.3) and 51.300 articles about FCK 

(Appendix 5.4). Thus, the audience have a hard time getting to know the athletes if they are not 

already interested in the sport, in comparison to other sports like tennis or football which is 

regularly mentioned on mass media.  

Lastly 25% of the respondents got to know athletes through friends and family. Thus, some of the 

athletes creates word of mouth from the fans, and by this get to know other athletes. However, 

the athletes need to increase their awareness to gain word of mouth from their fans.  

Another factor that may influence the athlete brand awareness, is the way the look, as one of the 

FG interviewees mentioned she only follows pretty girls, while another added that for her, the 

men she followed were all good looking (Appendix 6). Similar were found in the content analysis, 

those posting more sexual suggestive content, got more engagement than other categories. This 

suggests that people are attracted to more physically attractive or sexually suggestive content, 
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similar to finding by Geurin-Eagleman and Burch (2016). Therefore, athletes could utilize this when 

seeking brand awareness.  

In general, the data suggest that having athletic success and competing in big international 

competitions is the best way to generate brand awareness for the athletes. Thus, they should post 

content focus on that aspect to gain awareness. Furthermore, they can use their looks, especially 

if they are to be considered physical attractive, or post sexually suggestive content to generate 

brand awareness through social media.  

The next part of the analysis will investigate the brand image of the athletes. 

5.3 Brand image  

The brand image analysis is investigated by using the factors described by Arai, Jae Ko & Ross 

(2014). These dimensions, as previously mentioned consists of 3 overall dimensions and 10 

subdimensions: Athletic performance (Athletic expertise, competition style, sportsmanship, and 

rivalry), Attractive appearance (Physical attractiveness, Body Fitness and Symbol) and marketable 

lifestyle (Life story, Role model and Relationship) (Arai, Jae Ko, & Ross, 2014, p. 101). These 

dimensions will be analyzed individually next.  

5.3.1 Athletic Performance 

Athletic performance refers to an athlete’s sport performance related associations and this part 

will go through the sub brand dimensions of athletic expertise, competition style, sportsmanship, 

and rivalry (Arai, Jae Ko, & Ross, 2014, p. 101). 

5.3.1.1 Athletic expertise 

Athletic expertise involves the individual athletes sport achievements and capabilities e.g., wining, 

skills, and proficiency (Arai, Jae Ko, & Ross, 2014, p. 101).  

From the survey, the data shows that one of the most important parts of brand image are athletic 

expertise. Between the men and women, 55% of the men and 64% of the women believed it was 

an important dimension (Figure 10). That athletic expertise, is a part of the most important 

dimensions, correlates with the fact that the most followed athletes, are also the most successful 

athletes. This was found both in the survey and in the interview, as previously mentioned. It was 

further mentioned by “V”, that the athletic success has a significant importance, however it is not 
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a determining factor when choosing who they should endorse (Appendix 8). Thus, athletic 

expertise may not only influence their brand awareness, however also their brand image. 

 

Figure 10 - Brand image 

That athletic expertise is an important dimension for endorsers such as VIRUS, was also discovered 

in the interview, as one interviewee mentions “…. If for example Sara (Sara Sigmundsdottir red.) 

advertise for a product then I could be persuaded in to using it) (Appendix 6). Moreover when Mat 

Fraser mentioned in a podcast that he took beta-alanine, it was sold out everywhere afterwards 

(Josh Mat Sevan - Youtube , 2021), and the Ballistic Labs said that in the month after the podcast 

they sold as much as they did in the entire last year (Beers, 2021). Furthermore, one of the 

interviewees said that she had bought a product because Mat Fraser promoted it (Appendix 6). 

Thus, the athlete expertise as an important brand image dimension for getting endorsers as well.  

When looking at the analysis of the content from previous in this paper it could be realized that 

showcasing athletic expertise through e.g., athletic business life and athletic action on social 

media, is some of the content which the respondents of the survey enjoy seeing and engage with 

the most (Figure 6 & Figure 4).  

The content analysis shows, the most liked and commented content was the athlete business life 

which had more than 23.000 likes and more than 200 comments on average and athletic action 

had more than 23.000 likes and 219 comments on average (Figure 4). Furthermore, it was realized 

that most of the athletes had the most likes and comments on content showcasing the athlete 
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business life, which was further correlated to the findings of the survey, where 58% of the women 

and 54% of the men enjoyed watching content showing athlete business life (Figure 6). It was also 

realized in the FG interview where the interviewees mentioned that they liked seeing their 

technique, skills and how heavy they lift (Appendix 6), thereby showing their athletic expertise.  

When looking at the most followed athletes on Instagram, the most followed athletes are 

Cristiano Ronaldo, Lionel Messi, Neymar jr. and Zlatan Ibrahimović (Tankovska H. , 2021), which 

further adds to the importance of athletic expertise. 

Therefore, it can be argued that the athletes should focus on the brand image dimension of 

athletic expertise when branding themselves through social media.  

5.3.1.2 Competition style 

Competition style refers to an athlete’s individual style or specific characteristics of his/her 

performance in the competitions itself (Arai, Jae Ko, & Ross, 2014, p. 101).  

When looking at the data from the survey, only 26% and 30% of the respondents believes that 

competition style is one of the most important dimensions when choosing who to follow on social 

media (Figure 10). This does not suggest that competition style is an important dimension for the 

athletes to focus on when developing the brand image through social media. A reason why 

competition style was not found to be an important dimension may be due to the nature of the 

sport.  

As the sport has specific standards for each movement that needs to be meet (CrossFit Games, 

n.d.), it limits the ability for the athletes to develop a unique competition style such as Shaun 

White who can develop new snowboarding tricks or Neymar Jr, who can use his competition style 

with many dribbling and skills to brand himself. However, it is still possible for the athletes to 

develop competition styles, such as some athletes who may have a very good technique and can 

showcase this. As seen in the FG interview, this is something the fans/consumers like to see 

(Appendix 6). Others may develop a competition style of being calculated in their approach such 

as Brent Fikowski, who has been known as “The professor”, for thoroughly analyzing the workouts 

and movements and not doing anything rash (TheProfessorProject, n.d.).  
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Thus, using this to brand themselves through social media can be an advantage for CrossFit 

athletes to develop their brand image and to differentiate themselves from the rest. However 

overall, it is not considered a very important dimension for the consumers/fans.  

5.3.1.3 Sportsmanship 

Sportsmanship can be defined as an athlete’s virtuous behavior and is often defined by fairness, 

integrity, ethical behavior, as well as respect for the game, the opponents, and teammates (Arai, 

Jae Ko, & Ross, 2014, p. 101) 

From the survey, sportsmanship was reported as one of the most important dimensions of brand 

image, for the respondents. Thus 70% of the females and 61% of the men reported this as an 

important dimension for them (Figure 10). It was further realized that this was also something that 

was found very important in the eyes of the FG interviewees. 

When they were asked into sportsmanship, they all agreed that it is an important dimension for 

the athletes. When asked how they feel when e.g., the athletes cheer for each other one 

answered “I almost feel like shedding a tear, I think that it is really important. The sport of CrossFit 

is the community. When people are to define CrossFit, it is always the community they bring up” 

(Appendix 6). Another added “It is something that for me, makes an athlete cooler, if they cheer 

for the others or give advice” (Appendix 6) and moreover “It makes them human and not just 

robots in good shape” (Appendix 6).  

A scene from the CrossFit games, where and athlete helps another athlete was also on the top 10 

of the most iconic moments of the CrossFit games (CrossFit Games - Youtube, 2021). Which may 

explain why sportsmanship is so important for the CrossFit fans, as it may be considered as part of 

the sport, that people cheer for one another. This was also mentioned in the quote above, where 

one interviewee mentions that CrossFit is the community (Appendix 6), thus having respect and 

helping each other out is deemed important by the fans.  

However, looking at the endorsers this is not something that VIRUS is looking in to when choosing 

athletes. “V” had a hard time evaluating whether the athletes would have sportsmanship, so this is 

not something they are selected/deselected because of (Appendix 8).  
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Thus, it can be argued that the athletes should focus on branding sportsmanship through social 

media when trying to develop their brand. Therefore, showing respect for their opponents and 

celebrating each other can be one way to do so. This was further realized in the survey where 54% 

of the men and 52% of the women would like to see content of the athlete´s sport which was 

defined as content referring to the sport but not the athlete directly, such as other athletes (Figure 

6), and further a category that generated a lot of engagement, from limited posts (Figure 4).  

5.3.1.4 Rivalry  

Rivalry refers to an athlete’s competitive relationship with other athletes (Arai, Jae Ko, & Ross, 

2014, p. 101).   

From the survey rivalry was not found to be an important dimension for the respondents when 

choosing who to follow. Overall, only 6 respondents believed that rivalry was an important 

dimension for them, of which all of them were men, resulting in 9% of the men (Figure 10). This 

was also not realized as an important dimension by the FG interviewees. 

When asked about the importance of rivalry in CrossFit, they mentioned, that they believed that 

the rivalry between Mat Fraser and Rich Froning was very thrilling however, they do not 

necessarily think it is a disadvantage that there is no rivalry, as one mentioned “I think that if they 

make it a fun rivalry, then I think it is cool enough, as when they trash talk each other on Facebook, 

like Patrick Vellner and Brent Fikowski, then I think it is fun” (Appendix 6) with another adding “Yes 

but that is also not too serious” (Appendix 6). Thus, this correlates to the respondents of the 

survey. 

Moreover, how the athletes behave if a rivalry should occur is important for their brand image, as 

one of the interviewees mentioned about the rivalry between Mat Fraser and Rich Froning she 

responded that “…of Froning, I got like he is an idiot. I don’t think my perspective on Mat Fraser 

changed, but he was a bit cooler… but you know there is always two sides of the story” (Appendix 

6).  

It further aligns with the fact that they believe sportsmanship to be one of the most important 

dimensions, thus having a rivalry may be in conflict of having sportsmanship as the interviewees 

mentioned, it is fun if it is not too serious. 
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Thus, it can be argued that the athletes should not focus on creating a rivalry with other athletes 

as this can hurt their brand image, especially if they are not able to behave in the right way, such 

as Rich Froning, who for the interviewee hurt his image. However, if done properly it can create a 

lot of engagement and influence their image and personality, such as discovered with Patrick 

Vellner and Brent Fikowski (Appendix 6) 

Overall, regarding the athletic performance, it can be argued based on the findings that the 

athletes should focus mainly on athletic expertise and sportsmanship when developing their 

branding image through social media. However, if they are to develop a unique competition style 

this can be an advantage. Creating a rivalry may not be beneficial for the athlete and can overall 

hurt their image if done improperly. 

5.3.2 Attractive appearance  

Attractive appearance refers to an athlete’s attractive external appearance and is defined by 

physical attractiveness, symbol, and body fitness (Arai, Jae Ko, & Ross, 2014, p. 102).  

5.3.2.1 Physical attractiveness 

Physical attractiveness can be an important dimension concerning the credibility, as attractive 

communicators are more successful in changing beliefs than unattractive communicators (Arai, Jae 

Ko, & Ross, 2014, p. 102).  

When Investigating the importance of physical attractiveness and what effect it had on the FG 

interviewees, one interviewee mentioned that she primarily follows good looking females “I 

mostly follow pretty girls” (Appendix 6), while one who primarily followed men said “I think for the 

women, I follow them because they are good at the sport, while the men for sure is because they 

look good…. The men are still cool, but I do not follow anyone that I do not think look good, but 

with the women I do not care how they look, as long as they are good at the sport” (Appendix 6). 

Furthermore, André Houdet believes that how the athletes look have a direct effect on their 

followers on social media (Appendix 7).  

Another interviewee mentioned that she could start unfollowing the athletes if they look too good 

“…if some of them are very good looking, then I can get upset about it, and I actually started 

unfollowing them because I don’t want it to affect me negatively” (Appendix 6), while another 

added “in the beginning I personally didn’t think Tia is the prettiest, and at that point I primarily 
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followed Sara Sigmundsdottir and so on, because they were good looking, but know that she has 

proven what she is capable of and how good she is, then she is pretty cool as well” (Appendix 6) of 

which the others agreed.  

This suggests that when it comes to women following female athletes, how they look does not 

necessarily matter, at least not if they are successful athletically. However, it stills plays a factor, 

whether that can be positive, as one mentioned, all the athletes she follows looks good, or for 

others negative as it may cause negativity in terms of one not looking like that oneself.  

This also correlates to the findings of the survey, where 23% of the females and 29% of the men 

believed that physical attractiveness was important when choosing who to follow (Figure 10). 

Thus, if they are physical attractive or not, is not considered an important dimension by the 

fans/consumers, however it is considered a benefit if the athletes communicate about it in the 

right way through social media.  

However, “V” mentioned that it is important for them that the athletes look good. When asked 

what impact the looks have on being considered by VIRUS she said “It matters a lot. We need 

pictures videos and other material that we can use on our paid media. Which is why how they look 

matters” (Appendix 8). Thus, the physical attractiveness may not only have an influence on their 

brand image for the fans/consumers, and who they follow or not, it also has an influence on 

potentially getting endorsement deals.  

In general, for the CrossFit fans, the physical attractiveness does have a direct impact on who they 

follow for some however for others it does not, thus it is not something that should have great 

focus when developing their brand image, though it can have a positive effect on their brand 

image, and potential endorsement deals. 

5.3.2.2. Symbol 

The symbol refers to an athlete’s attractive personal style, fashion or any outward unique features 

which can be used to express personality or character (Arai, Jae Ko, & Ross, 2014, p. 102). 

The symbol which in this study is referred to as the athlete’s personal style was the second lowest 

scored brand dimension by the respondents in the survey. Only 22% females and 20% men 

believed that the athlete’s personal style was an important dimension when choosing whom to 
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follow on social media (Figure 10). This was also not something that was discovered through the 

interviews to have any affect and was thus not mentioned by any of the interviewees.  

This dimension can be very important for some athletes such as basketball player Dennis Rodman 

who were recognized for wearing outlandish clothes (Arai, Jae Ko, & Ross, 2014, p. 102). Thus, the 

athlete’s personal style can be a way to differentiate themselves from others, and thereby develop 

their brand image. An example of a CrossFit athlete is Sean Sweeny who is known as the CrossFit 

Cowboy, as he often wears a cowboy hat (Sean Sweeny - Instagram, 2021).  

The athlete’s personal style can be used for the athletes to differentiate themselves from other 

athletes, hence be useful when developing their brand image through social media. However, 

from this research it was not found as an important dimension for the athletes to focus on, as it is 

not necessarily something the fans/consumers see as important for them.   

5.3.2.3 Body Fitness 

Body fitness refers to how physically fit an athlete is in a given sport (Arai, Jae Ko, & Ross, 2014, p. 

102). 

Body fitness was the highest scoring dimension in the physical appearance dimension by both men 

and women, as 35% of the females and 40% of the men think that this is an important dimension 

when choosing who to follow on social media (Figure 10). This correlates to the fact that it does 

not necessarily matter whether they are physical attractive or not, however how fit they are and 

how cool they are matters more as one FG interviewee mentioned “…I follow women who I believe 

are cool at the sport” (Appendix 6). It, further correlates to the fact that the athletic success is very 

important, thus in a sport of fitness, these athletes also look very fit. Moreover, the fact that 

CrossFit is associated with people wearing less clothes, can normalize wearing little clothes, as one 

interviewee mentioned “…. It is also like a part of the sport” (Appendix 6). Thus, the athletes often 

show content of them wearing outfits showing their body fitness.  

Their body fitness can also influence endorsement deals. “V” mentions “… They have to look fit…. 

Our customers need to be able to reflect themselves in our athletes” (Appendix 8). She further 

explained that small girls with big breasts are not something they would look to endorse 

(Appendix 8).  
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Therefore, their body fitness can influence the endorsement deals, as well as their overall brand 

image.  

The athletes should consider utilizing this sub dimension when branding the physical appearance, 

as this is the most important dimension according to the survey and interviews in this research. 

The physical appearance has also proved to have an influence on their brand image, and thus 

some participants only follow good looking athletes, why athletes not considered physically 

attractive may be deselected. However, how the athletes brand themselves in this perspective is 

important, as it can shun some fans/consumers away. Lastly the symbol has previously been seen 

to differentiate athletes from each other, though in this study it was not found to be an important 

dimension for the athletes to focus on.  

5.3.3 Marketable Lifestyle  

The marketable lifestyle refers to an athletes off-field marketable features, and consists of the 

sub-dimensions, life story, role model and relationship effort (Arai, Jae Ko, & Ross, 2014, p. 102).  

5.3.3.1 Life story 

Lifestyle refers to an appealing off-field life story about an athlete and can include a message that 

reflects the athlete’s personal value (Arai, Jae Ko, & Ross, 2014, p. 102).  

From the survey having an appealing life story was found important by 39% of the women and 

26% of the men (Figure 10). Thus, this dimension has some differentiation between the two 

genders, but can be considered to have some importance, mostly by women. From the FG 

interview, the participant found having a life story can benefit the athletes brand image.  

All the FG interviewees agreed that it could benefit the athletes. One of the interviewees 

mentioned “…if they e.g., have had a big weight loss, or like Mat Fraser who broke his back and 

was told that he was never going to lift again, who now have become the best in the world, that is 

for sure something that I find inspiring and something I would like to follow” (Appendix 6). This 

may also be why an athlete like André Houdet, has only 5000 fewer followers on Instagram than 

Julie Hougård, even though he has not been to the CrossFit games (Appendix 2.3), but because he 

has a life story of losing his brother (CrossFit Games - Youtube, 2021). 
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A reason why the life story does not necessarily score any higher is that many athletes may not 

have an incredible life story, and thus people may not perceive it as being very important, but as 

benefit if they do.  

Having a life story was also not something which “V” found very important when giving 

endorsement deals, as she mentioned “Life story is not that important” (Appendix 8). Thus, having 

a life story is not something the athletes should focus on. Furthermore, it is not something the 

athletes can develop themselves, hence only if they have gone through something which can be 

useful as a life story as Lance Armstrong’s battle with cancer (Arai, Jae Ko, & Ross, 2014). If they 

have an inspiring life story it can benefit the athlete brand image and help them differentiate 

themselves through social media. Thus, athlete can utilize this to give their brand meaning and 

through that, connect with their fans/consumers.  

5.3.3.2 Role model 

Role model refers to an athlete’s ethical behavior that is worth emulating (Arai, Jae Ko, & Ross, 

2014, p. 102).  

The FG interviewees believed that being a role model is perceived as a plus, however not 

paramount, as one mentioned “I think it can be a plus” (Appendix 6). They would though deselect 

an athlete if he/she were considered a bad role model “… I think it is something I would deselect 

them off” (Appendix 6). Looking at the survey conducted, it does not align with the interviewees as 

64% of the women and 51% of the men believe that being role model is an important dimension 

for them (figure 10). However as one mentioned whether an athlete is a bad role model is very 

individual (Appendix 6).  

The interviewees do not believe that any of the athletes they follow are a bad role model, and 

thus does not perceive it to be too important. As they are asked later whether they mirror 

themselves in the athletes they believe they do, as one mentioned “Yes I think so, some of the 

women who have given birth, if you get to that yourself, of course not on an elite level, but seeing 

how they deal with the problems along the way, is something I strive for, that I want to be like 

them” (Appendix 6) thus they do function as a role model, as for someone they can aspire or strive 

to be like. Therefore, it may be more important than they express. This also correlates with the 

survey, where the respondents somewhat agrees that the athletes reflect who they are, or who 
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they wish to be as 52% of the women somewhat agrees and 39% of the men somewhat agrees 

(Figure 11).  

 

Figure 11 - Reflection 

Furthermore, the interviewees did also find that if the athletes have some opinions that they do 

not follow themselves, such as certain opinions on the Corona Virus, they will no longer follow the 

athletes (Appendix 6). Thus, the athletes are considered role models for them in some sense, if 

they are not behaving properly, it can hurt their brand image.  

The importance of being a good role model is also something they look at, at VIRUS, as “V” 

mentions “… being good role models with a positive mindset is a determining factor” (Appendix 8). 

Thus, being a good role model is not only something the athletes should consider in terms of 

developing their brand image towards the fans/consumers, but it can also benefit them when 

trying to get endorsement deals or sponsorships. This is also something that André Houdet puts an 

effort into. “It is important for me to be a person that I can be proud of, and thus someone that 

people can look up to, and be inspired by. I would like to help others find the best version of them 

by leading the way” (Appendix 7). “V” also believes that by having athletes that people look up to, 

gives them a greater opportunity to affect their circle of friends to buy their apparel (Appendix 8). 

The athletes should consider using their position on social media to behave as a role model to 

develop their brand. Therefore, the athletes should post content that is worth emulating, and 

which the fans/consumers can look up to. Thus, the athlete could post personal content, which 

was also found to increase engagement in the content analysis (Chapter 5.1), as well as utilizing 
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e.g., CSR like Annika Sörenstam (Cortsen, Annika Sörenstam - A hybrid personal sports brand, 

2013). 

5.3.3.3 Relationship effort  

The relationship effort relates to the athlete’s interaction with their fans (Arai, Jae Ko, & Ross, 

2014, p. 102).  

From the FG interview it was discovered that relationship effort does play a factor when choosing 

who to follow, and thus can affect the athlete brand image. The interviewees all believed they 

created a relationship with the athletes through social media. One mentioned “If I e.g., met 

Frederikke Frandsen, I would know who she is, she doesn’t know me, but I feel like we are friends” 

(Appendix 6). Another added they do create a relationship with them through Instagram stories 

“Very much from stories” while another added “Yes I was just about to say that it does a lot when 

they talk to you” (Appendix 6).  

However, in the survey only 23% of the women and 26% of the men believed that relationship was 

an important dimension for them when following an athlete, suggesting that that part of the 

brand image was not as important (Figure 10). Though the interview imply otherwise.  

This may be due to a few reasons, one may be that it was the last part of the boxes that could be 

ticked off, however as 64% and 51% ticked of the second last box, this should not influence it too 

much (Figure 10). Another reason could be that the respondents did not read the same meaning 

of relationship even though it was explained with an example “such as interacting with fans” or 

believed that the athletes are all interacting trough simply posting content, lastly, they could 

believe that interacting with the fans is just not important.  

However, having a relationship effort may influence their overall brand image of the athletes, as 

the interviewees described “you get more personal with them when there is something directly to 

the audience, than if it is just lift on lift on lift” (Appendix 6). “V” also explained that the athlete’s 

ability to communicate with their fans is important, as they investigate how and how often they 

communicate with their fans, as well as how good they are with social media in general (Appendix 

8).  
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Thus, according to the interviewees, the athletes should focus on their relationship effort with the 

fans, such as communicate through stories, doing Q&A’s or similar (Appendix 6). This can improve 

their brand image, by developing a strong relationship with the fans/consumers. However, 

through the survey it is argued that it is not the most important dimension for them, when 

choosing who to follow, thus they may be more interested in other aspects of the athlete brand 

image.  

In general, the athletes should focus on being a role model through social media, when developing 

the marketable lifestyle dimension of their brand image, as this is the most important dimension 

from both fans/consumers and endorsers. Having an interesting life story can be a benefit if the 

athlete has one as it can impact how the fans/consumers perceive the athletes. Finally, the 

athletes should focus on developing a relationship with the fans, as this may develop an 

attachment to the athletes, which can strengthen their brand image and overall brand.  

In general, the data shows that some brand images are more important than others and should 

require a lot of focus, such as athletic expertise, sportsmanship, and role model, while rivalry, 

competition style physical attractiveness etc. should have some focus when developing their 

brand through social media. 

5.4 Brand personality  

This research utilizes the brand personalities suggested by Carlson & Donovan (2013). Thus, the 

research investigates the personalities, wholesome, imaginative, successful, charming, and 

though.  

5.4.1 Wholesome 

Looking at the survey wholesome was the personality that most of the females believes that the 

athletes they follow are, in total 65% of the women while it was 50% of the men, suggesting that 

this is an important brand personality for the athletes to focus on (Figure 12).  
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Figure 12 - Brand personality 

This is aligned with the findings from the FG interview where the interviewees mentioned that 

they like to follow athletes who are honest “I just think that it is because it is not only the sport, 

but also a glimpse of their everyday life, if they e.g., have had a hard period, they are just more 

honest” (Appendix 6) while another added “They are more down to earth, they are not just elite 

athletes…” (Appendix 6). 

This was also something that André Houdet wanted to be perceived as. When asked how he would 

like to be perceived he said “sympathetic, hardworking, family person, someone who wants the 

best for others” (Appendix 7). Thus, he has/want to have the same personality as the respondents 

wants their athletes to have.  

On the opposite the interviewees did not enjoy Noah Olsen, as they believe he has an annoying 

attitude and seems so superior, and Rich Froning seems arrogant (Appendix 6) while Mat Fraser is 

brilliant “… E.g. Mat Fraser, he is brilliant, like he knows that he is the best in the world, but he is 

very humble about it, but he is so much more, which you can also see on Instagram”  (Appendix 6) 

and the same is said about Tia-Clair Toomey (Appendix 6).  

Being wholesome and honest can further be aligned to the fact that having a brand image of 

sportsmanship is so important for the fans/consumers and because it fits into the perception of 

CrossFit as a sport. The athletes should therefore consider branding themselves as honest through 
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e.g., personal content, as it can further influence their relationship with the fans/consumers as it 

narrows the gap between the superstars and the regular person. Personal content was further 

found to increase engagement on social media (Chapter 5.1).  

5.4.2 Imaginative  

Being imaginative was the least fitting prescription of the CrossFit athletes that the respondent of 

the survey follows, with only 12% of the women and 13% of the men believed this to be fitting 

(Figure 12). This was also not something that was discovered to be an important personality from 

the interviewees.  

A reason why being imaginative, may not be that important in CrossFit, can be like the brand 

image of having a unique competition style. As the sport does not give the athletes the 

opportunity to be imaginative on field, as they need to follow the standards and rules of the 

different movements. Thus, they cannot be considered imaginative such as e.g., Shaun White may 

be considered. However, they can be imaginative off-field by creating new ways to recover, or 

training methods to improve themselves. However, from this study, being imaginative is not 

something the athletes should focus on when developing the brand personality through social 

media.  

5.4.3 Successful  

Being perceived as successful, was also found to be a fitting personality for the majority of the 

respondent’s athletes, as 46% of the women and 53% of the men believed it fitted the athletes 

they follow (Figure 12).  

The fact that the fans/consumers want to follow fans who are successful corelates with the 

findings of brand awareness, as well as brand image. The most followed athletes are those who 

has the most athletic success, thus they are perceived to have athletic expertise, as well as a 

successful personality. Similar as previously mentioned one FG interviewee mentioned that she 

started following Tia-Clair Toomey when she had proven how good she is, and what she was 

capable of (Appendix 6), thus when she had shown that she could be successful.  

However how you brand yourself as being successful does matter, as an athlete are perceived to 

be arrogant, it can damage their overall brand image, such as seen with Noah Olsen. As mentioned 

earlier the interviewees of the FG interview, believes that he has an annoying attitude and 
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consider him arrogant and superior (Appendix 6), thereby further amplifies the importance of 

being wholesome and a sportsman.  

The athletes can therefore benefit from branding themselves as being successful on social media, 

by e.g., posting the athlete business life or athletic action, however they need to stay humble 

doing so, as it can otherwise negatively influence their brand.  

5.4.4 Charming  

From the survey it can be realized that having a charming personality is fitting for 1/3 of the 

respondents, as 32% of the females and 34% of the men believed that their athletes were 

charming (Figure 12). Being charming can be considered to have an attractive personality and was 

not necessarily found fitting for the CrossFit athletes.  

The athletes should thus not focus mainly on being charming when developing their brand 

personality on social media. Whether the lower responds to this personality is because athletes 

primarily showcase athlete business life (Figure 4) is unknown, thus being charming may be a 

benefit for some athletes when developing their brand personality as at least one third of the 

respondents follow charming athletes.  

5.4.5. Tough 

Being tough was considered to be a fitting personality for the CrossFit athletes. 61% of the men 

and 59% of the women believes the athletes they follow are tough (Figure 12). Furthermore, 

throughout the FG interview, the participants often mentioned that the athletes they follow were 

cool at their sport “…I follow women I believe a cool at the sport” (Appendix 6), as well as another 

interviewee mentioned that she did not follow Tia-Clair Toomey in the beginning, however now 

“She has proven what she is capable of, how good she is, then she is also pretty cool” (Appendix 6). 

Similar André Houdet also wanted to be perceived as a hard-working person, which fits into the 

personality of being tough (Appendix 7).  

The fact that toughness is seen so fitting for the athletes, can also be realized in the nature of the 

sport. As CrossFit is about moving a lot of weight and overcoming obstacles, the athletes need to 

be tough to be successful, and thus push themselves to the limits. Therefore, the athletes should 

take advantage of this when branding themselves on social media, and thus post content showing 
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toughness. This could e.g., be done through athletic action content, which was found to increase 

engagement (Figure 4).  

In general, the data suggests that having a though, wholesome, or successful personality on social 

media, increases the likelihood of getting followers, as these personalities are the most picked 

personalities by the respondents. Thus, the athletes should focus on these three personalities the 

most when trying to develop their brand through social media, as these can be considered the 

most fitting for CrossFit athletes and thus are more likely to influence their brand positively.  

6. Discussion  

In this section, the result of the analysis is discussed. The section is divided into three different 

sections, Brand awareness, athlete brand image and brand personality. The different section will 

thus discuss the analysis in relation to the overall theory of each section.  

6.1 Brand awareness 

Brand awareness is pivotal for the later part of the athlete brand, thus without brand awareness 

the athletes will struggle in developing a brand at all (Hasaan, Biscaia, & Ross, 2021, p. 193). As 

described by Keller (1993), the brand awareness is related to “…the strength of the brand node or 

trace in memory” (Keller K. L., 1993, p. 3). The brand awareness further consists of brand 

recognition and brand recall (Keller K. L., 1993, p. 3). From the analysis above some of the athletes 

have a good brand recall and recognition. This includes the athletes mentioned in figure 8, e.g., 

Mat Fraser, Tia-Clair Toomey, and Julie Hougård, who was all mentioned several times by the 

respondents and interviewees (Figure 8 & Appendix 6).  

A reason for their high brand recall, can be explained by their exposure through the sport, as those 

mentioned the most was also the athletes who had been successful in the sport. This was further 

amplified by the FG interviewees, who explained that they knew the athletes from competitions, 

documentaries on Netflix and overall media attention (Appendix 6), and by Andre Houdet who 

experienced that he had an increase in followers when he performed well in big international 

competitions (Appendix 7). This is aligned with the findings by Hasaan, Biscaia & Ross (2021), who 

found that some athletes can generate substantial prominence because of media coverage or 

successful performances within the sport (Hasaan, Biscaia, & Ross, 2021, p. 193). Furthermore, it is 
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aligned with the findings of Jonathan A. Jensen (2012) who found that the better a golfer 

performed the more media coverage he got (Jensen, 2012, p. 49).  

Additionally, as 83% respondents became aware of the athletes through coverage of their sport, 

the importance of athletic success is amplified (Figure 9). Thus, it may be argued, that the only 

way to generate brand awareness, is through being successful in the sport. However, due to the 

power of Social Media, some athletes may be able to generate brand awareness, even though 

they are not performing at the top of their sport.  

Geurin-Eagleman & Burch (2016), discovered that posting sexually suggestive photos on Instagram 

generated high engagement, however it may have some implication on the overall image of the 

athlete (Geurin-Eagleman & Burch, 2016, p. 142). This was also realized in this analysis, photos 

being more sexually suggestive generates more engagement, as e.g., Dani Speegle had posted 

some sexually suggestive photos, which generated about 7-8 percentage point more likes on 

average per follower, than the other pictures analyzed for this research. However, it may have 

some consequences, as was mentioned by Geurin-Eagleman & Burch (2016), it may affect their 

brand image negatively. From the analysis only 7% of the respondents would like to see sexually 

suggestive photos from the athletes (Figure 6), and further the interviewees mentioned that they 

would not follow the athletes if they only posted pictures, because they wanted to show how sexy 

they were (Appendix 6). Thus, for the athletes to generate brand awareness, they should focus 

primarily on competing at high profile competitions, and thus generate media attention and post 

content while doing so. However, through social media, it can be helpful to focus on more sexually 

suggestive photos to generate brand awareness, though as the CrossFit fans in general does not 

wish to see this content, or do not see any benefits from this, it may hurt their image in the long 

run, and thus be a gamble of their overall future brand equity. 

Furthermore, being physically attractive may also be an advantage when trying to get brand 

awareness, as one of the interviewees mentioned, she only followed pretty girls (Appendix 6). This 

is also witnessed when investigating some of the most followed Instagram profiles, they may all be 

perceived as physically attractive such as Cristiano Ronaldo, Kylie Jenner, Selena Gomez, Kim 

Kardashian West, Beyoncé etc. (Tankovska H. , Instagram accounts with the most followers 

worldwide 2021, 2021). Furthermore, André Houdet mentioned in the interview, that he also 
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believes that CrossFit athletes looks, have an influence on people and whether they will follow an 

athlete or not (Appendix 7). This may thus be an advantage, as being physically attractive may 

attract more followers, and thus it may increase the change of one being featured on other 

athletes Instagram profiles as recommended to follow or similar. 

Using other athletes to generate awareness was also found useful. The FG interviewees 

mentioned, this was one of the ways they got to know new athletes, through other accounts, and 

Instagram own feature to recommend people one may want to follow (Appendix 6). Thus, the 

athletes could consider teaming up with other athletes and post content including each other, 

thereby generating brand awareness.  

Another way to get awareness is by using other social media profiles, such as meme accounts. One 

interviewee mentioned that she discovered athletes through various CrossFit meme accounts 

(Appendix 6). Thus, collaborating with a meme account or providing fun content to the account, 

can be another way for the athletes to gain awareness. However, the largest contributor to brand 

awareness is athletic success.  

In general, through social media the athletes should post interesting topics and messages and 

engage with fans and influencers, such as posting athlete business related or personal related 

content, as well as athletic action, as it generates a lot of engagement from the fans/consumers 

(Tuten & Solomon, 2018, p. 145). Furthermore they should consider doing so when at 

competitions and new potential followers will possibly investigate their social media profiles.  

6.2 Athlete brand image  

As described in the literature review, the athlete brand image model used for this research is 

developed by Arai, Jae Ko, and Ross (2014), and consists of 3 first order dimensions, which is 

further divided into 10 sub-dimensions. 

From the analysis it was found that the athletic expertise is important, when trying to develop an 

athlete brand image as a CrossFit athlete. As such, the most followed athletes were all found to be 

having athletic success, e.g., Mat Fraser, who won the CrossFit Games the last 5 times, was 

followed by 85 of the 142 respondents (Figure 8). Furthermore 64% of the males and 55% of the 

females, believed that athletic expertise was an important dimension for them, regarding who 
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they would follow on social media (Figure 10). This was further amplified by the FG interview, who 

all would not follow athletes outside of the absolute elite (Appendix 6).  

The fact that athletic expertise, is so important is also experienced in sport in general, where the 

most followed athletes on Instagram, all have or have had athletic success, such as Cristiano 

Ronaldo, Lionel Messi etc. (Tankovska H. , 2021). This correlates with the findings from Kunkel, 

Biscaia, Arai & Agyemang (2020) who found that achievements had a significant positive impact on 

the athletes on-field brand image (Kunkel, Biscaia, Arai, & Agyemang, 2020, p. 210). However, 

developing one’s brand on being successful athletically, may be a risky because for most athletes, 

loosing is inevitable (Arai, Jae Ko, & Ross, 2014, p. 101).  

In CrossFit, it is no different as only one can be crowned as champion, among the many thousand 

who competes each year. Thus, the process of being considered having athletic expertise, is not 

something the athletes can affect themselves, as they cannot control whether they are going to 

win or be in the top of the sport. Therefore, this part of the athlete brand image is a result of the 

hard work they put in, however not something they can affect directly.  

Once the athletes achieve athletic expertise, branding themselves as such should be a priority as it 

further has been identified as a critical characteristic for endorsers, and thus can help them 

generate an income (Arai, Jae Ko, & Ross, 2014, p. 101). Furthermore, it was clear from the survey, 

that the respondents enjoy seeing content showing the athlete business life and athletic action 

(Figure 6). This was also the most represented content by the athletes analyzed (Figure 4).  

However, the athletes should be aware of how they brand it, as mentioned by the FG 

interviewee’s athletes like e.g., Noah Olsen got them to see his brand image negatively due to his 

charisma, which they found as arrogant and superior, and ultimately made them unfollow him 

(Appendix 6). On the opposite, athletes like Mat Fraser and Tia-Clair Toomey, was by the 

interviewees perceived as the top of their sport, but by being humble about it further enhances 

their athlete brand image (Appendix 6). Thus, the athletes should not focus on branding 

themselves solely on athletic expertise, however once they achieve it, showcasing it and branding 

it can have a positive effect on the athlete brand image.  

From the analysis another sub dimension stood out, namely sportsmanship. Sportsmanship was 

found to be an important part of the athlete brand image for CrossFit athletes. 70% of the female 
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and 61% of the men believed that this was an important dimension for them, when choosing who 

to follow on social media (Figure 10). Furthermore, the interviewees in the FG interview, all 

believed that this was very important for them (Appendix 6). This has also been explained to be an 

important part of athlete brand image, as it can help attract customers trust (Arai, Jae Ko, & Ross, 

2014, p. 101). This is a different finding from other research such as Kunkel, Biscaia, Arai & 

Agyemang (2020), who did not find their dimension of fair-play to have a significant positive 

relationship with the athletes on-field image (Kunkel, Biscaia, Arai, & Agyemang, 2020, p. 210). 

Therefore, the fact that sportsmanship is so important for CrossFit, may be unique for CrossFit 

compared to e.g., Football. 

In the interview, the interviewees believed that sportsmanship made them more human 

(Appendix 6) and thus more relatable. It was further discovered that, if the athletes cheer for their 

competitors or gives advice, the interviewees believed that the athlete become more important to 

them, hence developed their brand image (Appendix 6). Thus, sportsmanship should be a focus for 

CrossFit athletes when developing the athlete brand image. A reason for why sportsmanship is so 

important, may be found in the nature of the sport. As the interviewees said, the sport of CrossFit 

is the community, of which sportsmanship is a big part of (Appendix 6). This was also discovered in 

the research done by Dawson (2017, p. 365), who found that community and social connectedness 

are essentials of CrossFit. Thus, being aware of this as an athlete and using it to one’s advantage, 

when branding oneself, can lead to a positive brand image.  

Whether it can have a negative effect on the brand image as well was not discovered in the 

analysis, however for some it may seem superficial when athletes cheer for the other competitors 

if they just won a workout or remove some of the competitiveness from the sport. It may also 

have a negative effect if one is not cheering for their competitors at all, as it in the CrossFit 

community may be perceived as arrogance. The athletes should thus, focus on sportsmanship on 

their social media, as this may benefit their brand image among CrossFit fans.  

The athletes could use content of other athletes to develop their brand image as sportsman, by 

being humble and cheering for the other athletes, acknowledging them and their 

accomplishments. This content further was discovered to generate engagement.  
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The third sup dimension that stood out was being a role model. 64% of the females and 51% of the 

men, believed that this was an important dimension for the athletes to have (Figure 10). However, 

this was not directly realized in the interviews as they did not think of it as a determining factor, 

however it was something they could consider deselecting an athlete because of if they were a 

bad role model (Appendix 6). Furthermore, they did mirror themselves in some of the athletes, 

and saw them as an inspiration to e.g., overcome obstacles such as getting back to fitness after 

giving birth, or mirror themselves in their personalities such as being introvert (Appendix 6). Thus, 

in that sense, the interviewees also considered role model a factor, which the athletes could utilize 

to develop their brand image and hence brand. This correlates to the findings of Levy (1959) who 

argued that consumers want products that reinforces their own image, as well as the findings of 

Kunkel, Biscaia, Arai & Agyemang (2020) who found that being a role model or showing social 

responsibility had a significant effect on the marketable lifestyle (Kunkel, Biscaia, Arai, & 

Agyemang, 2020, p. 210).  

Being a role model, can be important, as people need someone to look up to, as they can offer 

essential help and orientation (Arai, Jae Ko, & Ross, 2014, p. 102). Athlete André Houdet, also saw 

being a role model as important, as he wanted to be a person that people could look up to and be 

inspired by (Appendix 7). Thus, athletes could focus on being a role model, to develop their brand 

image positively. However, the athletes should consider their audience and their fan base, as how 

they perceive a role model may differ from segment to segment, thus being a role model in terms 

of doing things e.g., politically may have a negative consequence, if their fan base does not follow 

the same belief, as e.g., the interviewees mentioned if they athletes have a belief, that they 

cannot vouch for, they will no longer follow the athlete (Appendix 6).Thus, the athletes not only 

need to be aware of how they brand themselves as being a role model, but also the fact that 

people consider them as role models, thus some attitudes towards e.g., Covid-19 (Appendix 6), 

can have a very negative effect on their athlete brand image.  

By being more personal in their social media presence, not only showcasing the bright sides but 

also the frustrations and the setbacks, may lead the fans/consumers to mirror themselves more in 

the athletes, and perceive them more as role models, hence positively affect their brand image. 

They could also utilize CSR to effect role modelling as found to be useful for Annika Sörenstam in a 

study from Cortsen (2013). 
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Attractive appearance was found to have an influence, such as the physical attractiveness of the 

athletes, their symbol, and their body fitness. Some of  the interviewees mentioned that they only 

follow pretty girls or guys, however the survey did not show any clear signs of the importance of 

being physically attractive. The physical attractiveness was however of higher importance for the 

men, than for the women (Figure 10). In other research they did find a significant impact of 

physical appearance on the brand image (Kunkel, Biscaia, Arai, & Agyemang, 2020, p. 210) as well 

as the most followed people on Instagram may all be perceived as physically attractive such as 

Ariana Grande, Selena Gomez, Kylie Jenner and Cristiano Ronaldo (Tankovska H. , Instagram 

accounts with the most followers worldwide 2021, 2021). Whether the physical attractiveness 

matters for the fans is difficult to conclude from this research, but it does seem to have an 

influence. Furthermore, for the endorsers it was found to have a clear relevance.  

One reason may be that CrossFit athletes, in general are fit and muscular athletes, who often 

workout shirtless or in sports bra and shorts, and therefor may or may not be perceived as 

physically attractive by many fans as they will not look like the general supermodel. This may also 

be why body fitness was rated highest among the sub dimensions within attractive appearance. A 

reason could be that the fans see them more as an inspiration, and as a showcase of their athletic 

expertise than physically attractive and therefore their body fitness, and muscular bodies, may be 

more important, than whether the fans see them as physically attractive (Appendix 6). It was 

however believed by André Houdet, that how they look do have an impact on social media 

(Appendix 7).  

Thus, being physically attractive and appear to have a good body fitness can be a benefit for the 

athletes when developing their brand image on social media, as it was earlier mentioned, the most 

followed people on social media could all be considered physically attractive. However, for some it 

was also considered negatively if they only posted pictures of them looking good (Appendix 6).  

While symbol was the second lowest score within the survey, the athletes should not put too 

much emphasis on this, when developing their brand through social media. Thus, the athletes 

should consider how often they post such pictures, and in general how they look at the different 

posts they make, as it can impact their athlete brand image.  
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Furthermore, it was discovered that the physical appearance has an influence on endorsers, as 

they look for a certain body type. Thus, focusing on physical appearance and posting content in 

sports apparel can be one way of addressing this brand dimension which can increase the 

opportunities of getting endorsement deals (Appendix 8) which has also been found in other 

studies (Till & Busler, 2000), however like this study their study also found that expertise was more 

important.  

Within athletic performance, the two subdimensions competition style and rivalry did not score 

very high in the survey and was not found to have any effect in the interviews. The fact that 

competition style scored low is contradicting with previous studies who found that style of play 

had a significant positive impact in football (Kunkel, Biscaia, Arai, & Agyemang, 2020). One reason 

for competition style showing less importance, can be found in the fact that the athletes must do 

specific movements according to different standards. Thus, it may be hard to develop a personal 

competition style as within football, where an athlete like Neymar can have a style of dribbling, or 

a tennis player doing incredible hits. However, competition style was still chosen by at least 25% of 

the respondents (Figure 10), which may be found in the ability to move their body, and their 

technical skills within the movements, such as the Olympic lifts. As mentioned by the interviewees, 

they enjoy watching their technique and their abilities (Appendix 6). While others may have a 

competition style of being very calculated in their approach such as Brent Fikowski, who has been 

known as “The professor”, for thoroughly analyzing the workouts and movements and not doing 

anything rash (TheProfessorProject, n.d.).  

Thus, athletes can benefit from having a personal competition style, and if they are able to 

develop such, they can benefit from branding it on social media, by e.g., showing different 

techniques, or thoughts behind different workouts.  

In other studies rivalries have been found to be important when developing brand equity (Yousaf, 

Gupta, & Mishra, 2017), however this was not realized in this study. Rivalry was not found to have 

any importance, 0% of the female and 9% of the men, believed it was important (Figure 10). This 

can be due to the importance of sportsmanship, and thus the sport does not have any clear rivalry. 

However, focusing on a fun rivalry, can be positive on developing their brand on social media, such 

as Brent Fikowski and Patrick Vellner (Appendix 6), as it may further add to their personality as 
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being fun, and sportsmanship, however if the rivalry were to be as serious, it may impact the 

athlete brand image negatively (Appendix 6).  

Finally, within the marketable lifestyle, relationship effort was the least important dimensions, 

however from the interview it was noticed that doing Instagram stories, and talking directly to the 

fans/consumers helps them create a relationship with the athletes, and have the fans perceive the 

athletes as friends (Appendix 6) (Fournier, 1998, p. 362), which can affect their brand image 

positively. Thus, the athletes should focus on addressing their audience, as it can further make 

them relatable, as the interviewees mentioned, they related more to athletes at their own level, 

as they were more personal and addressed the audience more (Appendix 6).  

Having a life story, may also be perceived as positive, as the interviewees mentioned, if one has 

come back from a back injury, or lost a lot of weight, can be inspiring for the followers (Appendix 

6). Furthermore, it may showcase the values of the athlete as hard working and never giving up, 

which may further enhance their athlete brand image. This was rated higher among female 

respondent than by male respondents, which may suggest that if an athlete attracts many female 

fans/consumers, putting a focus on how they overcame obstacles on social media through 

personal life content can generate engagement, and further positively affect their athlete brand 

image (Appendix 6) (Figure 4). Combining the life story and role model dimension, with having a 

relationship with the fans may thus be very positive for their athlete brand image, as it makes the 

top athlete more relatable and thus increase their athlete brand image. Consequently, the athletes 

should focus on doing stories, and engage the audience, by addressing their life story, and create a 

more personal relationship with their fans through social media.  

6.3 Brand personality  

The athlete brand personality was based of the personality traits suggested by Carlson and 

Donavan (2013), who investigated the personalities, charming, successful, imaginative, 

wholesome, and tough.  

Regarding the athlete’s brand personality, it was discovered that though, wholesome, and 

successful, is the most represented personalities among the athletes the respondents follow on 

social media.  
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The fact that successful is among the most chosen personality by the respondents, may be related 

to their athletic expertise, thus if they are at the top of their sport, they may also appear to be 

successful. A reason for this may be because the successful athletes get the most media attention. 

This correlates with the findings of Jonathan A. Jensen (2012), who found that the better an 

athlete performed the more media exposure he got (Jensen, 2012, p. 49) Furthermore, previous 

studies found that successfulness had a negative impact on distinctiveness, which may be related 

to the fact that most consumers/fans only know the successful teams, thus they do not differ from 

each other on this matter (Carlson & Donavan, 2013, p. 379). 

As it was discovered in the analysis, that the athletes the respondents and FG interviewees follow 

are athletes at the top of their sport, therefore being perceived as having a successful personality, 

may be fitting for most of the athlete they follow. The athletes may benefit from showcasing their 

success, as this can affect how the fans/consumers perceive their brand personality. However, as 

earlier mentioned, how they deliver this type of content is important. This is due to how this 

successful personality appear, as being arrogant or superior can be seen as a negative brand 

personality, and thus negatively affect their brand (Appendix 6). This may further be related to the 

sportsmanship of CrossFit, which can also be the reason for why wholesome has rated highest 

among the female respondents.  

To develop this brand personality, the athletes could make use of athlete business life as well as 

athletic action, as it was proven to be content the respondents wanted to see, as well as attracting 

much engagement. However, the athletes should be aware of not only posting such content, as it 

can further hurt their brand, by being perceived as arrogant or widen the gap from the consumers 

thus make them less relatable (Appendix 6). 

Appearing honest and sincere hence wholesome, is important for the fans. A reason for this can be 

found in the fact that, the fans want the athletes to appear to be honest, and down to earth, for 

them to create a connection and a relationship with the athletes (Appendix 6). Being wholesome 

has further been found to be contributing to team prestige (Carlson, Donavan, & Cumiskey, 2009).  

However, the athletes should be aware of how they appear when trying to be honest and down to 

earth, as they can risk appearing shallow, which some followers will deselect them because of 

(Appendix 6). Furthermore, they should know that how they appear on social media, is also how 
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they should appear in public, as if they contradict their social media appearance too much, with 

their actual appearance, it can put much damage on their brand (Appendix 6). This is because they 

will no longer appear wholesome, but as a fraud. This will ultimately result in followers, 

unfollowing them, and hurt their athlete brand. Furthermore, appearing wholesome, may affect 

their effect as endorsers, as it can affect the fans/consumer purchase intention, because they will 

only consider a product if the athlete appear to vouch for the product whether they are getting 

paid or not (Appendix 6). 

Through the analysis it was further discovered that being tough was a personality, which the 

respondents would follow. A reason for this may be found in the sport of CrossFit, where the 

athletes move a lot of weight, and overcome various obstacles. In the FG interview it was 

discovered that the interviewees followed that athletes because they were cool. The athletes 

should therefore consider delivering content showcasing the athlete business life, and the athletic 

action. This gives them the opportunity to show exactly how tough they are. Toughness was also 

found to be a distinguishing characteristic by Carlson and Donavan (2013, p. 379), therefore the 

athletes may be able to distinguish themselves from other athletes by being more tough. 

However, they should consider how they do so, as only showing athletic action, hence how tough 

they are, can simultaneously have them neglect the other personalities such as wholesome and 

charming, which for the interviewees were very important (Appendix 6). Thus, posting only the 

athletic business life, and athletic action, can leave people to no longer follow them, and no longer 

relate themselves to the athlete.  

Imaginative was the personality that the respondents perceived their athletes to be the least. This 

can correlate to the fact that competition style also related low in athlete brand image. As the 

athletes cannot develop a knew movement, like e.g., Shawn White can do in snowboarding. 

Therefore, this personality does not appear to be a personality, which the athletes should focus 

on.  

Moreover, charming was also found to be less fitting for CrossFit athletes, as one third of the 

respondents, believed they follow athletes who are charming. This correlates to the findings of 

Carlson, Donavan and Cumiskey (2009), who found that charming is less relevant in a sport context 

(Carlson, Donavan, & Cumiskey, 2009, p. 379). 
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It can be discussed if any of the personalities are more important than others as it can vary 

according to the audience. For the men tough and successful were more important than 

wholesome, charming, and imaginative. However, for the female wholesome was the most 

important personality. The athlete should therefore take their audience into consideration, and 

always be aware that they are not trying to appear of someone they are not.  

7. Conclusion 

The objective of this research was to investigate how the CrossFit athletes can develop their brand 

through Social Media. To answer this problem statement the research further investigated three 

research questions: How can the CrossFit athletes develop brand awareness through social media? 

how can the CrossFit athletes develop brand image through Social Media? and how can the 

CrossFit athletes develop brand personality through social media?  

The research took outset in the consumer perspective on the research questions. The report has 

therefore investigated how the athletes can develop their brand, by investigating the consumers 

interests in the brand image, brand personality, and how they get aware of the athletes. This part 

of the paper gives answers to these questions.  

To answer the questions, the research used models and theories from previous research. The 

research utilized a survey, interviews as well as secondary data to collect knowledge regarding the 

problem statement and research questions. The different methods were utilized to get an overall 

picture of the consumers perception and use these to answer the questions.  

7.1 Brand awareness  

Gaining brand awareness is critical in the early stages of an athlete’s life as it has an impact in the 

later stages of the brand development (Hasaan, Biscaia, & Ross, 2021, p. 193). From the research it 

can be concluded that the greatest factor to gain brand awareness as a CrossFit athlete is through 

athletic success. This aligned with previous studies such as Hasaan, Biscaia and Ross (2021, p. 193) 

as well as Gladden, Milne & Sutton (1998, p. 12). The athletes should therefore take advantage of 

their athletic success and highlight their achievements and performances on social media by 

posting business related and athletic action content, to interact with their fans and to enhance 
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their awareness and preference for the athletes. However, as athletic success can be dangerous to 

focus on solely, as losing for most is inevitable, other social media tactics can be useful.  

It can be concluded that posting sexually suggestive photos and being physically attractive, may 

increase engagement on social media, which may further increase followers and thus awareness. 

This is aligned with the findings of Geurin-Eagleman and Burch  (2016, p. 142). However, this may 

damage the brand in the long run, as the athletes may be perceived as an athlete willing to sell 

herself/himself, and therefore may create a negative brand image for the athlete. This is aligned 

with the research by Lobpries, Bennet and Brison (2017, p. 354), where one athlete would not 

feature Maxim Magazine, as she did not want it to negatively affect her brand.  

Furthermore, it can be concluded, that the CrossFit athletes should utilize each other to generate 

brand awareness, as many of the lesser-known athletes was discovered through other athlete’s 

accounts, meme pages etc. therefore utilizing each other, can be a benefit for all parties.  

7.2 Brand image 

Regarding the brand image of the athletes, it can be concluded that three subdimensions should 

be a focus point for athletes when developing their brand on social media. From the research it 

can be concluded that athletic expertise, sportsmanship, and role model, are the dimensions that 

are the most important dimensions of the athlete brand image, when choosing which CrossFit 

athlete to follow. Therefore, athletes should focus on highlighting these sub-dimensions the most, 

as it can impact their athlete brand image. 

Sportsmanship was found to be important within the sport of CrossFit, as it is considered a 

fundamental part of the sport and as a reference point for the community (Dawson, 2017, p. 365). 

Thus, the athletes could benefit from highlighting this on their social media platform. This can 

further be aligned to being a role model. The athletes should thus focus on showing the more 

personal content e.g., how they overcome obstacles, if they do charity, are a good sportsman etc. 

as this may positively impact their athlete brand image. It was further concluded that showing 

personal content and content of other athletes increased engagement on social media, therefore 

this should be a focus point for the athlete.   

Having athletic expertise can also be concluded to be an important focus point for the athletes. As 

previously mentioned, this aligned with the brand awareness, however it may also be aligned with 
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being a role mode, as the fans wants someone to look up to, be inspired by, and to witness 

athletic excellence. It can further be concluded that athlete business life and athletic action, was 

found to increase engagement and content the fans would like to see. Therefore, highlighting the 

athletic expertise can be concluded to have a positive impact on the athlete brand image, and 

therefore a focus when developing their brands through social media. This could be done through 

business related and athletic action content. 

It can be concluded that the physical appearance can benefit the athletes brand image on social 

media, and in particular their body fitness. The athletes can therefore benefit from showing 

themselves in content, and utilizing their physically attractiveness and body fitness, to increase 

engagement and brand image. This can be done through non-sport setting content, as well as 

content in sports apparel. However, it can further be concluded, that the athletes need to be 

aware of how they do so, as sexually suggestive photos can negatively impact their brand image, 

as well as only showing their physically attractiveness.  

It can also be concluded that focusing on relationship with the fans can positively impact the 

athlete brand image, as it enhances the possibility of creating a relationship with the 

fans/consumers, such as a friendship. The athletes should therefore utilize their social media 

platforms to connect with the fans, through e.g., Instagram Stories, as it makes them more human, 

benefit their brand personality and brand image. Moreover, it can be concluded that focusing on 

having a rivalry was not found beneficial for the athlete brand image of CrossFit athletes, however 

a fun rivalry may have a positive effect.  

7.3 Brand personality  

From the report it can be concluded that focusing on having a wholesome personality is important 

for the fans/consumers. Therefore, the athletes should focus on being honest and sincere through 

their social media presence, as this may impact their brand image, as well as their power as 

endorsers and experts. However, the athletes need to be aware of how they do so, as they may 

appear shallow and superficial which can hurt their brand image. 

Furthermore, the fans like to follow athletes who appear to be successful and tough. As successful 

can have an overall effect on their brand equity, as previously mentioned, highlighting this will 

positively impact their brand image. However, they should at the same time, focus on being 
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wholesome, as they otherwise may be perceived as arrogant or superior, which can be negative 

for their brand image. 

Being tough is considered as synonym with the sport of CrossFit, therefore showing the athletic 

action, and how they overcome the challenges the sport provides, can be positive for the athletes 

to highlight on social media, as it can positively affect their brand personality and brand image. 

However, it can further be concluded that showing only lifts and workouts will negatively affect 

their social media presence in the eye of their followers, and thus negatively affect their brand. 

Thus, aligned with the findings of Geurin-Eagleman & Burch (2016, p. 142) it can be concluded that 

the athletes should post a wider variety of content types to positively impact their brand through 

social media.  

7.4 Overall brand development  

Overall, it can be concluded that the athlete’s social media presence is important for their brand 

development. It can further be concluded that athletes can develop their brand through social 

media by focusing on awareness, brand image and brand personality. When developing a brand 

through social media it can be concluded that athletic success is an important dimension 

throughout the branding process and may be the most important dimension when trying to 

generate brand awareness within a sport with limited mass media coverage. Furthermore, 

appearing as a role model, showing sportsmanship, and having athletic expertise, is important for 

the CrossFit fans, while being wholesome, successful, and tough doing so. This should be done 

through a variety of content, while personal life and athlete business life, should be a focus. This 

should be done through direct interaction with their fans. Lastly the physically attractiveness of 

the athletes may be a benefit when creating brand awareness, as well as brand image, however 

showing sexually suggestive photos and focusing merely on their looks, should be avoided. 

8. Managerial implications  

This study can be a useful tool for athlete managers, athletes themselves as well as possible 

athlete endorsers. It gives an insight into the focus point from the customers site, and therefore 

grants a picture of the most important aspects, when developing a brand as a CrossFit athlete, 

within the eyes of the consumer. Thus, for the management perspective, promoting an athlete as 

wholesome, tough, and successful may prove effectful. Furthermore, showing the sportsmanship 
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of an athlete, as well as focus on being a role model, can also benefit the athlete’s brand. From an 

athlete endorsers perspective, this may imply which type of athletes the consumers relate 

themselves to, and thus also which types of athletes they are more likely to be inspired to buy 

products from. However, the athlete endorsers should also focus on their brand and how it is 

aligned with the athlete’s brand, as it may affect both parties brand image (Lee & Koo, 2015, p. 

536). Lastly athletes and their managers, can utilize this research as an implication as to how they 

can develop their brand in the eye of the consumers, and thus enhance their opportunities to get 

endorsements deals and further make a living off doing CrossFit. 

9. Limitation and further research  

This report contributes to the athlete brand literature, by showing how a brand can be developed 

using social media. One of the key findings in this report is that consumers seek sportsmanship, 

athletic expertise, and role models, when choosing who to follow on social media. While 

wholesome, successful, and tough are important personalities. However, this research does not 

reflect the perception of the public at large. Thus, further research could address such questions. 

Furthermore, the findings do not generalize the overall brand image of athletes, however only the 

brand image of CrossFit athletes. Therefore, further research is needed to observe the difference 

between sports, as well as the difference between individual and team sports.  

As rivalry scored so low in this study however high in other studies could be interesting to further 

investigate. Further research could seek knowledge on what effect rivalry could have on the sport 

of CrossFit and how it might influence the interest of the wider public.  

This paper focused solely on the consumers aspect of the brand development of CrossFit athletes 

on social media. Therefore, the research has some limitations regarding the effect for endorsers as 

well as the sport organizations. Further research could consider investigating, how the athlete 

brand image discovered in this research, effects the fans/consumers intention of purchasing 

products sponsored by the athlete. Furthermore, further research could investigate the impact of 

the sport development within countries, as well as the overall sport. As e.g., formula 1 saw an 

increase in viewership in Denmark, when Kevin Magnussen started racing (Digital TV, 2014), as 

well as Caroline Wozniacki (2017) increased the interest in tennis. It could therefore investigate 
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how the brand image of the athlete may impact the general public’s interest in the sport, and the 

interest from mass media.  

Furthermore, when investigating the engagement of Instagram content, the likes and comments 

only provides a snapshot of the consumers/fan’s engagements with the athletes. Additionally why 

the consumers/fans engage with the content may be more complex than the categories from this 

study implies.  Thus, a more thorough investigation of the athlete’s social media presence, and the 

engagement from consumers can be further researched.  

The current research focused on the perception of people already following CrossFit athletes on 

social media, as well as people already doing CrossFit. The research is therefore limited to CrossFit 

fans, while the perception of potential fans is unknown. Further research could therefore widen 

the scope of the project to people outside the CrossFit environment, to realize how they perceive 

athlete brand image, and furthermore how the CrossFit athletes could develop their brand to 

reach the wider audience.  

Furthermore, the current research only utilized interviews from women and only one group, 

therefore a more qualitative study from the men’s perspective, could be utilized to see if they 

have a different perception than the females as well as further investigation could see if it aligned 

with the general public. However, the survey of this study had almost equally men and women 

respondents, therefore the research does grant a picture of the general perception from the men. 

Moreover, the research did not take demographic factors such as income, education and 

geographic, therefore further research could investigate this, to getter more thorough 

understanding of the influence of such.  

Lastly this study did not investigate the overall communication strategy for athletes on social 

media. Therefore, the findings of this study can merely be used as a guideline as to which focus 

points the athletes should have on social media. An overall communication strategy could be 

analyzed in a further research, thus investigating the different tactics, and useful tools when 

communicating on social media.  
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Appendix 

Appendix 1 – Survey  
 

Appendix 1.1 -Gender  

 

Appendix 1.2 - Age  
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Appendix 1.3 - Do you or have you done CrossFit? 

 

Appendix 1.4 - Do you follow any CrossFit athletes?  
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Appendix 1.5 - Do you follow other athletes?  

 

Appendix 1.6 - How did you become aware of these athletes?  
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Appendix 1.7 - Brand image dimensions 
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Appendix 1.8 - Brand personality  
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Appendix 1.9 - Social media content  
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Appendix 1.10 - Reflection 

 

Appendix 1.11 - Have you ever bought a recommended product?  

 

 

Appendix 2 – Survey based on those following CrossFit athletes on Social Media.  
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Appendix 2.1 - Does or have done CrossFit. 

 

The purple representing those who does not do CrossFit or have not done CrossFit, while the red 

representing those who does CrossFit or have done CrossFit. The yes circle represents those who follow 

CrossFit athletes on social media and the no circle represents those who do not follow CrossFit athletes on 

Social media.  

Appendix 2.2 - Age 
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Appendix 2.3 - Athletes followed on social media. 

 

 

Atlet Antal gange nævnt Instagram followers 5-4-2021 Instagram follower pr 100.000 Antal gange nævnt Instagram followers 5-4-2021 pr. 100.000

Mat Fraser 85                                  2.400.000                                    24,0                                              Jeffrey Adler 1             41.500                                        0,4          

Tia-Clair Toomey 44                                  1.500.000                                    15,0                                              Dennis Samsonov 1             334.000                                      3,3          

Sara Sigmundsdottir 38                                  1.800.000                                    18,0                                              Brooke Ence 1             1.500.000                                   15,0        

Katrin Davidsdottir 30                                  1.800.000                                    18,0                                              Tim Kring 1             12.700                                        0,1          

Annie Thorisdottir 29                                  1.300.000                                    13,0                                              Carly Fuhrer 1             46.300                                        0,5          

Rich Froning 29                                  1.400.000                                    14,0                                              Jane bjørn 1             2.568                                          0,0          

Patrick Vellner 17                                  580.000                                       5,8                                                James Newbury 1             217.000                                      2,2          

Noah Olsen 16                                  773.000                                       7,7                                                Saxon Panchik 1             65.800                                        0,7          

Julie Hougård 14                                  20.600                                         0,2                                                Travis Williams 1             42.800                                        0,4          

Brent Fikowski 13                                  634.000                                       6,3                                                Streat Hoerner 1             48.000                                        0,5          

Kara Saunders 10                                  552.000                                       5,5                                                Julius Hind 1             1.321                                          0,0          

Josh Bridges 9                                    773.000                                       7,7                                                Marcus Kongsgaard 1             325                                              0,0          

Sam briggs 9                                    664.000                                       6,6                                                Kasper Myrup 1             1.375                                          0,0          

Jacob Heppner 7                                    274.000                                       2,7                                                Astrid Tind 1             775                                              0,0          

BKG 6                                    178.000                                       1,8                                                Amanda Barnhart 1             338.000                                      3,4          

Kari Pearce 6                                    432.000                                       4,3                                                Bill Grundler 1             17.500                                        0,2          

Frederik Ægidius 6                                    72.400                                         0,7                                                Christian Harris 1             134.000                                      1,3          

Haley Adams 6                                    376.000                                       3,8                                                Zack George 1             197.000                                      2,0          

Kristin Holte 5                                    136.000                                       1,4                                                Justin Medeiros 1             134.000                                      1,3          

Klaus Uggerhøj 5                                    8.069                                            0,1                                                Kristi Eramo 1             178.000                                      1,8          

Dan Bailey 5                                    615.000                                       6,2                                                Chandler Smith 1             236.000                                      2,4          

Andre Houdet 5                                    15.500                                         0,2                                                Rebecca Vitesson 1             42.700                                        0,4          

Phillip Thun 4                                    10.400                                         0,1                                                TTT 1             -          

Brooke Wells 4                                    1.400.000                                    14,0                                              Armen Hammer 1             28.100                                        0,3          

Camille Le Blanc 4                                    1.400.000                                    14,0                                              Buttery Bros 1             184.000                                      1,8          

Craig Richey/Team Richey/HSTL Made 4                                    301.000                                       3,0                                                Filip Yang 1             5.408                                          0,1          

Viktor Munter 3                                    3.825                                            0,0                                                Miko Salo 1             60.100                                        0,6          

Michella Huban 3                                    5.062                                            0,1                                                Mia Åkerlund/Hesketh 1             117.000                                      1,2          

Marcus Filly 3                                    734.000                                       7,3                                                Rasmus Andersen 1             53.300                                        0,5          

Jason Kalipa 3                                    446.000                                       4,5                                                Pamela gagnon 1             238.000                                      2,4          

Alec Smith 3                                    376.000                                       3,8                                                Chris Spealler 1             265.000                                      2,7          

Christina Agerbeck 3                                    3.723                                            0,0                                                Lucas Parker 1             145.000                                      1,5          

Casper Gammelmark 3                                    10.900                                         0,1                                                Kasper Myrup 1             1.375                                          0,0          

Elijah Muhammed 2                                    144.000                                       1,4                                                Grown Strong 1             63.900                                        0,6          

Mallory O'Brien 2                                    50.700                                         0,5                                                Specer Hendel 1             53.600                                        0,5          

Ben Smith 2                                    463.000                                       4,6                                                Emma Mcquaid 1             35.200                                        0,4          

Lukas Hogberg 2                                    128.000                                       1,3                                                Eik Gylfadottir 1             29.300                                        0,3          

Lauren Fisher 2                                    1.200.000                                    12,0                                              Thuri Helgadottir 1             137.000                                      1,4          

Johanna Juliusdottir 2                                    7.469                                            0,1                                                Cecilie Lind 1             109.000                                      1,1          

Scott Panchik 2                                    315.000                                       3,2                                                Tobias Bryld 1             1.189                                          0,0          

Dani Speegle 2                                    680.000                                       6,8                                                Fredrik Dinesen 1             1.103                                          0,0          

Jonne Koski 2                                    65.700                                         0,7                                                Romain Fellonneau 1             17.700                                        0,2          

Fredrikke Frandsen 2                                    4.477                                            0,0                                                David Shorunke 1             19.500                                        0,2          

-                                                Emelyee Woo 1             14.300                                        0,1          
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Appendix 2.4 - Bought a product recommended by an athlete.  

 

 

Appendix 3 – content analysis 

Appendix 3.1 - Analysis of likes based on athlete and photo/video. 

 

Appendix 3.2 - Analysis of comments based on athlete and photo/video. 

 

 

 

 

 

32%

68%

51% 49%
41%

59%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

Yes No

Have you ever bought a product because an athlete that 
you follow recommended

it?

Male Female Female Total

Athlete

Number of 

photos

Likes per 

photo 

mean Percentage of followers

Photo category 

receiving the most 

likes on average

Number of 

videos Likes per video 

Percentage of 

followers

Video category with 

most likes

Mat Fraser 17,00           42.994,41 1,79% Athlete Personal Life 3,00           52.870,67                         2,20% Athlete Business Life

Tia-Clair Toomey 13,00           30.199,69 2,01% Athlete Business Life 7,00           75.371,14                         5,02% Athlete Business Life

Sara Sigmundsdottir 10,00           63.402,30 3,52% Athlete Business Life 10,00         33.466,50                         1,86% Athlete Business Life

Katrin Davidsdottir 16,00           39.849,88 2,21% Athlete Personal Life 4,00           23.722,25                         1,32% Athlete Business Life

Annie Thorisdottir 12,00           17.228,42 1,33% Athlete Personal Life 8,00           22.113,50                         1,70% Other Sport or Athlete

Rich Froning 15,00           17.215,07 1,23% Athlete Business Life 5,00           15.024,20                         1,07% Athlete Business Life

Patrick Vellner 14,00           7.701,79   1,33% Meme/Screen Capture 6,00           9.081,83                            1,57% Athlete Business Life

Noah Olsen 11,00           10.969,82 1,42% Athlete Business Life 9,00           9.633,78                            1,25% Athlete Business Life

Julie Hougård 12,00           851,92      4,14% Athlete Personal Life 8,00           697,25                               3,38% Athlete Business Life

Brent Fikowski 10,00           8.353,80   1,32% Meme/Screen Capture 10,00         9.801,70                            1,55% Athlete Business Life

Kara Saunders 15,00           14.016,00 2,54% Athlete Personal Life 5,00           21.674,40                         3,93% Athlete Personal Life

Athlete

Number of 

photos

Comments 

per photo 

mean Percentage of followers

Photo category 

receiving the most 

comments on average

Number of 

videos Comments per video 

Percentage of 

followers

Video category with 

most comments

Mat Fraser 17,00           252,47      0,01% Athlete Personal Life 3,00           236,67                               0,01% Athlete Business Life

Tia-Clair Toomey 13,00           89,31         0,01% Athlete Business Life 7,00           375,00                               0,03% Athlete Business Life

Sara Sigmundsdottir 10,00           743,30      0,04% Athlete Business Life 10,00         277,50                               0,02% Athlete Business Life

Katrin Davidsdottir 16,00           116,13      0,01% Athlete Personal Life 4,00           102,75                               0,01% Athlete Personal Life

Annie Thorisdottir 12,00           66,92         0,01% Athlete Personal Life 8,00           153,75                               0,01% Athlete Business Life

Rich Froning 15,00           757,20      0,05% Athlete Business Life 5,00           124,80                               0,01% Athlete Business Life

Patrick Vellner 14,00           39,36         0,01% Meme/Screen Capture 6,00           77,83                                 0,01% Athlete Personal Life

Noah Olsen 11,00           30,91         0,00% Athlete Business Life 9,00           53,56                                 0,01% Athlete Business Life

Julie Hougård 12,00           53,58         0,26% Athlete Personal Life 8,00           7,25                                   0,04% Athlete Business Life

Brent Fikowski 10,00           88,50         0,01% Athlete Personal Life 10,00         94,80                                 0,01% Athlete Personal Life

Kara Saunders 15,00           49,47         0,01% Athlete Personal Life 5,00           210,60                               0,04% Athlete Personal Life
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Appendix 3.3 – Engagement on promoted products 

 

 

Appendix 4 – Content analysis categories  

Appendix 4.1 – athlete business life – Instagram  

 

(Profile, 2021) 

Video avg. Likes avg. Comments Photo avg. Likes Avg. Comments Total avg. Likes Total avg. Comments

Promoted content 7 16.053,29         88,14                    23 22.698,09                     73,74                     21.147,63        77,10                      

Not promoted content 68 23.655,62         158,32                  122 24.677,52                     226,68                   24.311,78        202,22                    
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Appendix 4.2 – Athlete Personal Life 

 

Reference: Mathew Fraser på Instagram: “I'm all about daily routines. The first thing I do every morning 

when I roll out of bed is get a hug from @sammymoniz (who's always sitting…”  

Appendix 4.3 – Athlete’s sport 

 

 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNPyLDpL-SW/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNPyLDpL-SW/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
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Reference: Tia-Clair Toomey-Orr på Instagram: “Yesterday was International Women’s Day and it got me 

thinking..... The world is FULL of incredible people and it’s days like yesterday…”  

 

Reference: Brent Fikowski på Instagram: “#openhumiliation is back this weekend - @pvellner VS @fikowski 

in #21point3 😅 LOSER will enjoy (on camera) a complete meal, blended…”  

Appendix 4.4 – Other sport or athlete  

 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMNldKmBEze/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMNldKmBEze/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CM0GW9wJag1/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CM0GW9wJag1/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
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Reference: Annie Thorisdottir på Instagram: “Fun with SCIENCE!! @pnoe_analytics When I get close to 

competition I like to do things that take my mind off what’s ahead, if I spent too…” 

Appendix 4.5 – athletic action  

 

Reference: richfroning på Instagram: “We lift the things and we put them down. Here's a 

#mayhembodybuilding from last week on @MayhemAthlete 4 sets (for time, sets must me…” 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNXxI3ZrHt4/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNXxI3ZrHt4/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNLRyksnXTe/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNLRyksnXTe/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
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Appendix 4.6 – Dressed in sports apparel.  

 

Reference: Patrick Vellner på Instagram: “Monday in the open. Watching those scores roll in 👀 📷 

@trainingdaymedia #creepin #leaderboarding #peoplesofast #theopen #dubaifitness…” 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMu09v3JG4V/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMu09v3JG4V/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
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Appendix 4.7 – non-sport setting  

 

Reference: Julie Hougård Nielsen på Instagram: “You know how your best friends become familiy? Thank 

you @mathildeenie for making me an aunt for all intents and purposes. I will…”  

Appendix 4.8 – Sexually suggestive content 

 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNVJQr2FGoF/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNVJQr2FGoF/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
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Reference: Dani Elle Speegle på Instagram: “You’re a mean one, Mr. Grinch 💚 ⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀ 

⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀ ⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀ #12daysofbikinis Day 3” 

Appendix 4.9 – combination  

 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CJMcMWZB8YX/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CJMcMWZB8YX/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CJMcMWZB8YX/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
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Reference: Mathew Fraser på Instagram: “Today's training partner: @ramtrucks. When the sun is shining 

and you want to hit a workout outside, you load up the truck and pop off the…” 

 

Appendix 4.10 – Full list of analyzed content. 

Mat Fraser        2.400.000    

Link  Type   Category  
 
Category  

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNa6jwhBvKI/?utm_source
=ig_web_copy_link  Video  

Athletes 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNaMkT8LPqs/?utm_sourc
e=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athletes 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNX_eXjHue1/?utm_sourc
e=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athletes 
Business 
Life 

non-
sport 
setting 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNXgADsLiVq/?utm_sourc
e=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athletes 
Business 
Life 

Dressed 
in sports 
apparel 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNVaqMRpwnM/?utm_so
urce=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athletes 
Business 
Life 

non-
sport 
setting  

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNGP7xng3Y-/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNGP7xng3Y-/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNa6jwhBvKI/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNa6jwhBvKI/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNaMkT8LPqs/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNaMkT8LPqs/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNX_eXjHue1/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNX_eXjHue1/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNXgADsLiVq/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNXgADsLiVq/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNVaqMRpwnM/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNVaqMRpwnM/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
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https://www.instagram.com/p/CNS1XRGHz2m/?utm_sour
ce=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athletes 
Business 
Life 

non-
sport 
setting 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNPyLDpL-
SW/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athlete 
Personal 
Life 

non-
sport 
setting 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNNvMvLgasb/?utm_sourc
e=ig_web_copy_link Video 

Athletes 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNKonn2LkdO/?utm_sourc
e=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athlete 
Personal 
Life 

non-
sport 
setting 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNImyGvAJyV/?utm_sourc
e=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athletes 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNGP7xng3Y-
/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athletes 
Business 
Life 

Combina
tion 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNF1QpsnzGx/?utm_sourc
e=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athletes 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CND6GROgZuM/?utm_sou
rce=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athlete 
Personal 
Life 

non-
sport 
setting 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNAl5ZxAG7l/?utm_source
=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athletes 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CM8E7jqAu0Q/?utm_sour
ce=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athletes 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CM4_kqsA92Y/?utm_sourc
e=ig_web_copy_link Video 

Athletes 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CM2Xi2bgKNs/?utm_sourc
e=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athletes 
Business 
Life 

Dressed 
in sports 
apparel 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CM0dCTdAN9E/?utm_sour
ce=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athlete 
Personal 
Life 

non-
sport 
setting 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMxmXEOgpIr/?utm_sourc
e=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athletes 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMuYGDmgN8G/?utm_so
urce=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athletes 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
action 

    

Tia-Clair Toomey   1.500.000   

Link  Type   Category  
 
Category  

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNS1XRGHz2m/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNS1XRGHz2m/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNPyLDpL-SW/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNPyLDpL-SW/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNNvMvLgasb/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNNvMvLgasb/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNKonn2LkdO/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNKonn2LkdO/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNImyGvAJyV/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNImyGvAJyV/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNGP7xng3Y-/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNGP7xng3Y-/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNF1QpsnzGx/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNF1QpsnzGx/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CND6GROgZuM/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CND6GROgZuM/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNAl5ZxAG7l/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNAl5ZxAG7l/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CM8E7jqAu0Q/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CM8E7jqAu0Q/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CM4_kqsA92Y/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CM4_kqsA92Y/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CM2Xi2bgKNs/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CM2Xi2bgKNs/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CM0dCTdAN9E/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CM0dCTdAN9E/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMxmXEOgpIr/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMxmXEOgpIr/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMuYGDmgN8G/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMuYGDmgN8G/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
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https://www.instagram.com/p/CNbWPjWhqly/?utm_sour
ce=ig_web_copy_link Video 

Athletes 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNYL6tqhh8V/?utm_sourc
e=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athletes 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNU2TOHhEbT/?utm_sour
ce=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athlete 
Personal 
Life 

non-
sport 
setting 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNRFbDXhOC5/?utm_sour
ce=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athletes 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNL4ht6Bvtq/?utm_source
=ig_web_copy_link Video 

Athletes 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNFW0LShAUy/?utm_sour
ce=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athlete 
Personal 
Life 

non-
sport 
setting 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNC3eDGBCKY/?utm_sour
ce=ig_web_copy_link Video 

Athletes 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNAWMjTho9Z/?utm_sour
ce=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athlete 
Personal 
Life 

Dressed 
in sports 
apparel 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CM9nRIPhHyP/?utm_sourc
e=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athletes 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CM6Bfwel-
6c/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link Video 

Athletes 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CM05x66h1gm/?utm_sour
ce=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athletes 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMwwY6Hhmt7/?utm_sou
rce=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athletes 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMuIn2EBK-
c/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athlete 
Personal 
Life 

non-
sport 
setting 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMplflsh9nN/?utm_source
=ig_web_copy_link Video 

Athletes 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMhbD6CBOKJ/?utm_sour
ce=ig_web_copy_link Video 

Athletes 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMcTpmDBgwD/?utm_sou
rce=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athlete 
Personal 
Life 

non-
sport 
setting 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNbWPjWhqly/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNbWPjWhqly/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNYL6tqhh8V/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNYL6tqhh8V/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNU2TOHhEbT/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNU2TOHhEbT/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNRFbDXhOC5/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNRFbDXhOC5/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNL4ht6Bvtq/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNL4ht6Bvtq/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNFW0LShAUy/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNFW0LShAUy/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNC3eDGBCKY/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNC3eDGBCKY/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNAWMjTho9Z/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNAWMjTho9Z/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CM9nRIPhHyP/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CM9nRIPhHyP/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CM6Bfwel-6c/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CM6Bfwel-6c/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CM05x66h1gm/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CM05x66h1gm/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMwwY6Hhmt7/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMwwY6Hhmt7/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMuIn2EBK-c/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMuIn2EBK-c/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMplflsh9nN/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMplflsh9nN/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMhbD6CBOKJ/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMhbD6CBOKJ/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMcTpmDBgwD/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMcTpmDBgwD/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
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https://www.instagram.com/p/CMWCzQlBTEo/?utm_sour
ce=ig_web_copy_link Video 

Athletes 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMR_4TWBk-
S/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athletes 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMNldKmBEze/?utm_sour
ce=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athletes 
Sports 

Athletic 
action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMLAcn7hVCd/?utm_sour
ce=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athlete 
Personal 
Life 

non-
sport 
setting 

    

Sara Sigmundsdottir   1.800.000    

Link  Type   Category  
 
Category  

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNZxlADph3z/?utm_sourc
e=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athletes 
Business 
Life 

Dressed 
in sports 
Apparel 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNYK4DQpQoD/?utm_sour
ce=ig_web_copy_link Video 

Athletes 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNVYnpjptyJ/?utm_source
=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athlete 
Personal 
Life 

Non-
sport 
Setting 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNQkkhwpWwu/?utm_sou
rce=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athlete 
Personal 
Life 

Non-
sport 
Setting 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNF09PRJIAW/?utm_sourc
e=ig_web_copy_link Video 

Athletes 
Business 
Life 

Non-
sport 
Setting 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CM2vE6ppt6O/?utm_sourc
e=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athlete 
Personal 
Life 

Non-
sport 
Setting 

https://www.instagram.com/tv/CM0IGwtgm2x/?utm_sour
ce=ig_web_copy_link Video 

Athletes 
Business 
Life 

Combina
tion 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMunYzMJvhk/?utm_sour
ce=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athlete 
Personal 
Life 

Non-
sport 
Setting 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMZ0oC1jcyB/?utm_sourc
e=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athletes 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMSC5SuDd9E/?utm_sour
ce=ig_web_copy_link Video 

Athlete 
Personal 
Life 

Non-
sport 
Setting 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMNG01BF7-
O/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athletes 
Business 
Life 

Dressed 
in sports 
Apparel 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMWCzQlBTEo/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMWCzQlBTEo/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMR_4TWBk-S/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMR_4TWBk-S/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMNldKmBEze/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMNldKmBEze/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMLAcn7hVCd/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMLAcn7hVCd/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNZxlADph3z/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNZxlADph3z/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNYK4DQpQoD/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNYK4DQpQoD/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNVYnpjptyJ/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNVYnpjptyJ/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNQkkhwpWwu/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNQkkhwpWwu/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNF09PRJIAW/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNF09PRJIAW/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CM2vE6ppt6O/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CM2vE6ppt6O/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/tv/CM0IGwtgm2x/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/tv/CM0IGwtgm2x/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMunYzMJvhk/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMunYzMJvhk/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMZ0oC1jcyB/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMZ0oC1jcyB/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMSC5SuDd9E/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMSC5SuDd9E/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMNG01BF7-O/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMNG01BF7-O/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
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https://www.instagram.com/tv/CMKBO14A_Ca/?utm_sou
rce=ig_web_copy_link Video 

Athletes 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMFiGUkjsAP/?utm_sourc
e=ig_web_copy_link Video 

Athletes 
Business 
Life 

Dressed 
in sports 
Apparel 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMC2xkkjz0U/?utm_sourc
e=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athletes 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CL7iqrKJtwR/?utm_source
=ig_web_copy_link Video 

Athlete 
Personal 
Life 

Non-
sport 
Setting 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CL484uwJ4JV/?utm_sourc
e=ig_web_copy_link Video 

Athletes 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CL2GhgUJ-
_Y/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link Video 

Athletes 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CLz7VixpTaC/?utm_source
=ig_web_copy_lin Photo 

Athlete 
Personal 
Life 

Dressed 
in sports 
Apparel 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CLsVHwlpBqf/?utm_source
=ig_web_copy_link Video 

Athletes 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CLq5idTlrfj/?utm_source=i
g_web_copy_link Photo 

Athlete 
Personal 
Life 

Non-
sport 
Setting 

    

Katrin Davidsdottir   1.800.000   

Link  Type   Category  
 
Category  

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNaZW8jFQio/?utm_sourc
e=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athletes 
Business 
Life 

Dressed 
in sports 
apparel 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNVK8UoFMJH/?utm_sour
ce=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athlete 
Personal 
Life 

Non-
sport 
setting 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNSl06QFR55/?utm_sourc
e=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athletes 
Business 
Life 

Dressed 
in sports 
apparel 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNNi_cvlDxn/?utm_source
=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athletes 
Business 
Life 

Dressed 
in sports 
apparel 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNIa0JSFdmu/?utm_sourc
e=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athlete 
Personal 
Life 

Non-
sport 
setting 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNF1M3ZFkwK/?utm_sour
ce=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athletes 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/tv/CMKBO14A_Ca/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/tv/CMKBO14A_Ca/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMFiGUkjsAP/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMFiGUkjsAP/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMC2xkkjz0U/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMC2xkkjz0U/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CL7iqrKJtwR/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CL7iqrKJtwR/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CL484uwJ4JV/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CL484uwJ4JV/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CL2GhgUJ-_Y/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CL2GhgUJ-_Y/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CLz7VixpTaC/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_lin
https://www.instagram.com/p/CLz7VixpTaC/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_lin
https://www.instagram.com/p/CLsVHwlpBqf/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CLsVHwlpBqf/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CLq5idTlrfj/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CLq5idTlrfj/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNaZW8jFQio/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNaZW8jFQio/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNVK8UoFMJH/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNVK8UoFMJH/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNSl06QFR55/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNSl06QFR55/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNNi_cvlDxn/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNNi_cvlDxn/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNIa0JSFdmu/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNIa0JSFdmu/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNF1M3ZFkwK/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNF1M3ZFkwK/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
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https://www.instagram.com/p/CMx1ZTjlyT8/?utm_source
=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athletes 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMuJ6YClDGP/?utm_sourc
e=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athletes 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMkNbNTlW9Q/?utm_sou
rce=ig_web_copy_link Video 

Athlete 
Personal 
Life 

Non-
sport 
setting 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMhjsJ7lpjV/?utm_source
=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athlete 
Personal 
Life 

Non-
sport 
setting 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMC7Wuhl1DT/?utm_sour
ce=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athletes 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMAJmS8FxbE/?utm_sour
ce=ig_web_copy_link Video 

Athletes 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CL4n2M2lIzX/?utm_source
=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athletes 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CL0FGdrlG7i/?utm_source
=ig_web_copy_link Video 

Athletes 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CLsjZHXlELB/?utm_source=
ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athletes 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CLj9G26FOzy/?utm_source
=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athlete 
Personal 
Life 

Non-
sport 
setting 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CLcD13wlJAI/?utm_source
=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athletes 
Business 
Life 

Dressed 
in sports 
apparel 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CLZuprTlpfC/?utm_source=
ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athletes 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CLO9lnplcoX/?utm_source
=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athletes 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CLFHAq9lMJ4/?utm_sourc
e=ig_web_copy_link Video 

Athletes 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

    

Annie Thorisdottir   1.300.000    

Link  Type   Category  
 
Category  

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNaRsiHHXaZ/?utm_sourc
e=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athlete 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMx1ZTjlyT8/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMx1ZTjlyT8/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMuJ6YClDGP/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMuJ6YClDGP/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMkNbNTlW9Q/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMkNbNTlW9Q/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMhjsJ7lpjV/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMhjsJ7lpjV/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMC7Wuhl1DT/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMC7Wuhl1DT/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMAJmS8FxbE/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMAJmS8FxbE/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CL4n2M2lIzX/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CL4n2M2lIzX/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CL0FGdrlG7i/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CL0FGdrlG7i/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CLsjZHXlELB/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CLsjZHXlELB/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CLj9G26FOzy/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CLj9G26FOzy/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CLcD13wlJAI/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CLcD13wlJAI/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CLZuprTlpfC/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CLZuprTlpfC/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CLO9lnplcoX/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CLO9lnplcoX/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CLFHAq9lMJ4/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CLFHAq9lMJ4/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNaRsiHHXaZ/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNaRsiHHXaZ/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
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https://www.instagram.com/p/CNXxI3ZrHt4/?utm_source
=ig_web_copy_link Video 

Other 
Sport or 
Athlete  

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNUuIBxAAi7/?utm_sourc
e=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athlete 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNSbgJkn6ul/?utm_source
=ig_web_copy_link Video 

Athlete 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNQD1ITACu2/?utm_sourc
e=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athlete 
Personal 
Life 

Non-
Sport 
Setting 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNP40HCnOUw/?utm_sou
rce=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athlete 
Personal 
Life 

Non-
Sport 
Setting 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNNNf2_ggzB/?utm_sourc
e=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athlete 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNH9mAJAc1P/?utm_sour
ce=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athlete 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNDEw94g3Z7/?utm_sour
ce=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athlete 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNBF4N4n0Db/?utm_sour
ce=ig_web_copy_link Video 

Athlete 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CM7MXm_An4p/?utm_so
urce=ig_web_copy_link Video 

Athlete 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CM5BB8XHAvL/?utm_sour
ce=ig_web_copy_link Video 

Athlete 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CM2QSUWgK4I/?utm_sour
ce=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athlete 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMz1V9AHOJH/?utm_sour
ce=ig_web_copy_link Video 

Athlete 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMxDOrigrsO/?utm_sourc
e=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athlete 
Personal 
Life  

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMua__ZAbAL/?utm_sour
ce=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athlete 
Personal 
Life 

Dressed 
in sports 
apparel 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMr3upCn63q/?utm_sourc
e=ig_web_copy_link Video 

Athlete 
Business 
Life 

Dressed 
in sports 
apparel 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNXxI3ZrHt4/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNXxI3ZrHt4/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNUuIBxAAi7/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNUuIBxAAi7/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNSbgJkn6ul/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNSbgJkn6ul/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNQD1ITACu2/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNQD1ITACu2/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNP40HCnOUw/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNP40HCnOUw/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNNNf2_ggzB/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNNNf2_ggzB/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNH9mAJAc1P/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNH9mAJAc1P/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNDEw94g3Z7/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNDEw94g3Z7/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNBF4N4n0Db/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNBF4N4n0Db/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CM7MXm_An4p/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CM7MXm_An4p/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CM5BB8XHAvL/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CM5BB8XHAvL/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CM2QSUWgK4I/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CM2QSUWgK4I/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMz1V9AHOJH/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMz1V9AHOJH/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMxDOrigrsO/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMxDOrigrsO/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMua__ZAbAL/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMua__ZAbAL/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMr3upCn63q/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMr3upCn63q/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
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https://www.instagram.com/p/CMpROx5A-
rw/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athlete 
Personal 
Life 

Non-
Sport 
Setting 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMnCyL1HoOc/?utm_sour
ce=ig_web_copy_link Video 

Athlete 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMmlrAGgoc3/?utm_sourc
e=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athlete 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

    

Rich Froning   1.400.000   

Link  Type   Category  
 
Category  

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNYWwU2g-
d_/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link Video 

Athlete 
Business 
Life 

Non-
sport 
setting 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNVQSj4AY5Y/?utm_sourc
e=ig_web_copy_link Video 

Athlete 
Personal 
Life 

Non-
sport 
setting 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNLRyksnXTe/?utm_sourc
e=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athlete 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/tv/CNIW4rbAPF-
/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link Video 

Athlete 
Business 
Life  

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNGVSj2LeiQ/?utm_source
=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athlete 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNDtouTAs4v/?utm_sourc
e=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athlete 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNBSwMULIjM/?utm_sour
ce=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athlete 
Personal 
Life 

Non-
sport 
setting 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CM0Fa_wgrhm/?utm_sour
ce=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athlete 
Business 
Life 

Dressed 
in sports 
apparel 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMvIuEjgsO4/?utm_source
=ig_web_copy_link Video 

Athlete 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMuhrbvgU41/?utm_sourc
e=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athlete 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMlFVLdLfXY/?utm_source
=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athlete 
Personal 
Life 

Dressed 
in sports 
apparel 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMh3ZdhFeM7/?utm_sour
ce=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athlete 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMpROx5A-rw/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMpROx5A-rw/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMnCyL1HoOc/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMnCyL1HoOc/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMmlrAGgoc3/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMmlrAGgoc3/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNYWwU2g-d_/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNYWwU2g-d_/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNVQSj4AY5Y/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNVQSj4AY5Y/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNLRyksnXTe/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNLRyksnXTe/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/tv/CNIW4rbAPF-/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/tv/CNIW4rbAPF-/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNGVSj2LeiQ/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNGVSj2LeiQ/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNDtouTAs4v/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNDtouTAs4v/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNBSwMULIjM/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNBSwMULIjM/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CM0Fa_wgrhm/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CM0Fa_wgrhm/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMvIuEjgsO4/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMvIuEjgsO4/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMuhrbvgU41/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMuhrbvgU41/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMlFVLdLfXY/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMlFVLdLfXY/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMh3ZdhFeM7/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMh3ZdhFeM7/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
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https://www.instagram.com/p/CMfAKl-
LW6G/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athlete 
Business 
Life 

Dressed 
in sports 
apparel 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMcqB3_rPE4/?utm_sourc
e=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athlete 
Personal 
Life 

Non-
sport 
setting 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMaaDQPAqaC/?utm_sour
ce=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athlete 
Personal 
Life 

Non-
sport 
setting 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMQXNvcAfR6/?utm_sour
ce=ig_web_copy_link Video 

Other 
sport or 
athlete 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMNlntElk-
i/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athlete 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMLJrBMrytD/?utm_sourc
e=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athlete 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMF8RvsrsER/?utm_sourc
e=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athlete 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMDcUyjLMms/?utm_sour
ce=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athlete 
Personal 
Life 

Non-
sport 
setting 

    

Patrick Vellner      580.000    

Link  Type   Category  
 
Category  

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNXogC-
JJff/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athlete 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNTcRBbJU-
k/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athlete 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNQjrRkpdmj/?utm_sourc
e=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athlete 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNLcxZnp31j/?utm_source
=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athlete 
Personal 
Life 

Dressed 
in sports 
apparel 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNF2IfPJ-
Om/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athlete 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/tv/CNDdytyJacZ/?utm_sourc
e=ig_web_copy_link Video 

Athlete 
Personal 
Life 

Non-
sport 
setting 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CM-
YCR2J4c7/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athlete 
Personal 
Life 

Non-
sport 
setting 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMfAKl-LW6G/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMfAKl-LW6G/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMcqB3_rPE4/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMcqB3_rPE4/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMaaDQPAqaC/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMaaDQPAqaC/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMQXNvcAfR6/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMQXNvcAfR6/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMNlntElk-i/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMNlntElk-i/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMLJrBMrytD/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMLJrBMrytD/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMF8RvsrsER/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMF8RvsrsER/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMDcUyjLMms/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMDcUyjLMms/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNXogC-JJff/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNXogC-JJff/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNTcRBbJU-k/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNTcRBbJU-k/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNQjrRkpdmj/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNQjrRkpdmj/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNLcxZnp31j/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNLcxZnp31j/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNF2IfPJ-Om/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNF2IfPJ-Om/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/tv/CNDdytyJacZ/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/tv/CNDdytyJacZ/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CM-YCR2J4c7/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CM-YCR2J4c7/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
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https://www.instagram.com/p/CM7-
LUQJOvl/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link Video 

Athlete 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CM5dkZkpSpL/?utm_sourc
e=ig_web_copy_link Video 

Athlete 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CM0JYRhJ6rH/?utm_sourc
e=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athletes 
Sports 

Non-
sport 
setting 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMxKWkTpNyj/?utm_sour
ce=ig_web_copy_link Video 

Athlete 
Business 
Life 

Combina
tion 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMu09v3JG4V/?utm_sourc
e=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athlete 
Business 
Life 

Dressed 
in sports 
apparel 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMsUFLXpEX8/?utm_sourc
e=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athlete 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMnkJ4sJh9p/?utm_sourc
e=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athlete 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMkj6jIJxBU/?utm_source
=ig_web_copy_link Video 

Athlete 
Personal 
Life 

Non-
sport 
setting 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMiEeXEpNyO/?utm_sourc
e=ig_web_copy_link Video 

Athlete 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMfRCD1Jd4D/?utm_sourc
e=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athlete 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMaQMdKJzGk/?utm_sour
ce=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athlete 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMSl6K4J7DF/?utm_sourc
e=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athlete 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMQLWgQpOSU/?utm_so
urce=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athlete 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

    

Noah Olsen      773.000   

Link  Type   Category  
 
Category  

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNoJ9UIBQBe/?utm_sourc
e=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athlete 
Personal 
Life 

Non-
sport 
setting 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNm1ozJBUpO/?utm_sour
ce=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athlete 
Personal 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CM7-LUQJOvl/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CM7-LUQJOvl/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CM5dkZkpSpL/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CM5dkZkpSpL/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CM0JYRhJ6rH/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CM0JYRhJ6rH/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMxKWkTpNyj/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMxKWkTpNyj/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMu09v3JG4V/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMu09v3JG4V/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMsUFLXpEX8/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMsUFLXpEX8/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMnkJ4sJh9p/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMnkJ4sJh9p/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMkj6jIJxBU/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMkj6jIJxBU/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMiEeXEpNyO/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMiEeXEpNyO/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMfRCD1Jd4D/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMfRCD1Jd4D/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMaQMdKJzGk/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMaQMdKJzGk/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMSl6K4J7DF/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMSl6K4J7DF/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMQLWgQpOSU/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMQLWgQpOSU/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNoJ9UIBQBe/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNoJ9UIBQBe/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNm1ozJBUpO/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNm1ozJBUpO/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
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https://www.instagram.com/p/CNlFCRghTDB/?utm_sourc
e=ig_web_copy_link Video 

Athlete 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNkdE0qBZNa/?utm_sourc
e=ig_web_copy_link Video 

Athlete 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNiBCR1BxId/?utm_source
=ig_web_copy_link Video 

Athlete 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNgZ9_lhSej/?utm_source
=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athlete 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNfwt7nhS9z/?utm_sourc
e=ig_web_copy_link Video 

Athlete 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNfPAKThcom/?utm_sourc
e=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athlete 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNdoeTCh02d/?utm_sourc
e=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athlete 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNcqcXKhPPn/?utm_sourc
e=ig_web_copy_link Video 

Athlete 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNbf4EWBj2G/?utm_sourc
e=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athlete 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNakXLMhlgm/?utm_sour
ce=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athlete 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNYaRn2B5w6/?utm_sour
ce=ig_web_copy_link Video 

Athlete 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNXc-
hyh57_/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athlete 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNVLFL2HzRQ/?utm_sourc
e=ig_web_copy_link Video 

Athlete 
Personal 
Life 

Non-
sport 
setting 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNSw_nGhePW/?utm_sou
rce=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athlete 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNQJ5U6BJSe/?utm_sourc
e=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athlete 
Personal 
Life 

Non-
sport 
setting 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNLpFDIBfIw/?utm_source
=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athlete 
Business 
Life 

Dressed 
in sports 
apparel 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNlFCRghTDB/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNlFCRghTDB/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNkdE0qBZNa/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNkdE0qBZNa/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNiBCR1BxId/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNiBCR1BxId/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNgZ9_lhSej/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNgZ9_lhSej/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNfwt7nhS9z/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNfwt7nhS9z/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNfPAKThcom/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNfPAKThcom/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNdoeTCh02d/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNdoeTCh02d/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNcqcXKhPPn/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNcqcXKhPPn/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNbf4EWBj2G/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNbf4EWBj2G/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNakXLMhlgm/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNakXLMhlgm/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNYaRn2B5w6/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNYaRn2B5w6/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNXc-hyh57_/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNXc-hyh57_/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNVLFL2HzRQ/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNVLFL2HzRQ/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNSw_nGhePW/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNSw_nGhePW/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNQJ5U6BJSe/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNQJ5U6BJSe/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNLpFDIBfIw/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNLpFDIBfIw/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
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https://www.instagram.com/p/CNKcDLDJyuF/?utm_sourc
e=ig_web_copy_link Video 

Athlete 
Business 
Life 

Dressed 
in sports 
apparel 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNI4qvrlGh8/?utm_source
=ig_web_copy_link Video 

Athlete 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

    

    

Julie Hougård        20.600   

Link  Type   Category  
 
Category  

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNkhOVylS9x/?utm_sourc
e=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athlete 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNik69Fl0yy/?utm_source
=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athlete 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNfnx33FRbU/?utm_sourc
e=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athlete 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNaeq-
0lgOu/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athlete 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNX_l58FU0k/?utm_sourc
e=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athlete 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNVJQr2FGoF/?utm_sourc
e=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athlete 
Personal 
Life 

Non-
sport 
setting 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNLCR2RFLI9/?utm_source
=ig_web_copy_link Video 

Athlete 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNHkScBH51V/?utm_sourc
e=ig_web_copy_link Video 

Athlete 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CM9gf9NFySO/?utm_sourc
e=ig_web_copy_link Video 

Athlete 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMxj8MlFwcz/?utm_sourc
e=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athlete 
Business 
Life 

Dressed 
in sports 
apparel 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMrUuyqFTgl/?utm_sourc
e=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athlete 
Business 
Life 

Dressed 
in sports 
apparel 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMpbaklFAn5/?utm_sourc
e=ig_web_copy_link Video 

Athlete 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNKcDLDJyuF/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNKcDLDJyuF/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNI4qvrlGh8/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNI4qvrlGh8/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNkhOVylS9x/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNkhOVylS9x/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNik69Fl0yy/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNik69Fl0yy/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNfnx33FRbU/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNfnx33FRbU/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNaeq-0lgOu/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNaeq-0lgOu/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNX_l58FU0k/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNX_l58FU0k/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNVJQr2FGoF/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNVJQr2FGoF/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNLCR2RFLI9/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNLCR2RFLI9/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNHkScBH51V/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNHkScBH51V/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CM9gf9NFySO/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CM9gf9NFySO/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMxj8MlFwcz/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMxj8MlFwcz/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMrUuyqFTgl/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMrUuyqFTgl/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMpbaklFAn5/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMpbaklFAn5/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
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https://www.instagram.com/p/CMj_6bqlZXW/?utm_sourc
e=ig_web_copy_link Video 

Athlete 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMcc3r2lPmk/?utm_sourc
e=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athlete 
Personal 
Life 

Non-
sport 
setting 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMVNJ-
JlU0h/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link Video 

Athlete 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMINywzlAQw/?utm_sour
ce=ig_web_copy_link Video 

Athlete 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CL7VhYDl6ee/?utm_source
=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athlete 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CL5BMPrFMAG/?utm_sour
ce=ig_web_copy_link Video 

Athlete 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CLzlpR2FC7i/?utm_source=
ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athlete 
Business 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CLthKiGFWkn/?utm_sourc
e=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athlete 
Personal 
Life 

Non-
sport 
setting 

    

    

Brent Fikowski 

     
634.0
00    

Link  Type  

 
Categ
ory   Category  

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNk_mFHJLOC/?utm_source=ig_web
_copy_link Photo 

Athlet
e 
Busin
ess 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNiWIiDJSj3/?utm_source=ig_web_c
opy_link Video 

Athlet
e 
Busin
ess 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNh_VogpU7V/?utm_source=ig_web
_copy_link Photo 

Athlet
e 
Busin
ess 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNf0ggsJw6y/?utm_source=ig_web_
copy_link Video 

Athlet
e 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMj_6bqlZXW/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMj_6bqlZXW/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMcc3r2lPmk/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMcc3r2lPmk/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMVNJ-JlU0h/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMVNJ-JlU0h/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMINywzlAQw/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMINywzlAQw/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CL7VhYDl6ee/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CL7VhYDl6ee/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CL5BMPrFMAG/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CL5BMPrFMAG/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CLzlpR2FC7i/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CLzlpR2FC7i/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CLthKiGFWkn/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CLthKiGFWkn/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNk_mFHJLOC/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNk_mFHJLOC/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNiWIiDJSj3/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNiWIiDJSj3/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNh_VogpU7V/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNh_VogpU7V/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNf0ggsJw6y/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNf0ggsJw6y/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
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Busin
ess 
Life 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNdMmADpB6H/?utm_source=ig_w
eb_copy_link Video 

Athlet
e 
Busin
ess 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNczgUzJvRg/?utm_source=ig_web_
copy_link Photo 

Athlet
e 
Busin
ess 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNaY61xpSGL/?utm_source=ig_web
_copy_link Photo 

Athlet
e 
Busin
ess 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNY53O_p4MW/?utm_source=ig_we
b_copy_link Photo 

Athlet
e 
Perso
nal 
Life 

Non-sport 
setting 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNVO9IRJpDJ/?utm_source=ig_web_
copy_link Photo 

Athlet
e 
Perso
nal 
Life 

Non-sport 
setting 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNQJKqjpmpR/?utm_source=ig_web
_copy_link Video 

Athlet
e 
Busin
ess 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNOSCwfpg6m/?utm_source=ig_we
b_copy_link Photo 

Athlet
e 
Busin
ess 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNLSKQxJIqx/?utm_source=ig_web_
copy_link Video 

Athlet
e 
Busin
ess 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNJMeLjJHJw/?utm_source=ig_web_
copy_link Photo 

Athlet
e 
Busin
ess 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNdMmADpB6H/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNdMmADpB6H/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNczgUzJvRg/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNczgUzJvRg/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNaY61xpSGL/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNaY61xpSGL/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNY53O_p4MW/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNY53O_p4MW/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNVO9IRJpDJ/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNVO9IRJpDJ/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNQJKqjpmpR/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNQJKqjpmpR/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNOSCwfpg6m/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNOSCwfpg6m/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNLSKQxJIqx/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNLSKQxJIqx/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNJMeLjJHJw/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNJMeLjJHJw/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
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https://www.instagram.com/p/CNDgP6WpR6v/?utm_source=ig_we
b_copy_link Video 

Athlet
e 
Perso
nal 
Life 

Non-sport 
setting 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNBWrOZJQ7b/?utm_source=ig_we
b_copy_link Video 

Athlet
e 
Busin
ess 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CM-
qiKgp9tM/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link Video 

Athlet
e 
Busin
ess 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CM5kB4Gpuxd/?utm_source=ig_web
_copy_link Photo 

Athlet
e 
Busin
ess 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CM0GW9wJag1/?utm_source=ig_we
b_copy_link Photo 

Athlet
es 
Sports 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMxWeJCpFH6/?utm_source=ig_we
b_copy_link Video 

Athlet
e 
Busin
ess 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMvQrD0JGuL/?utm_source=ig_web
_copy_link Video 

Athlet
e 
Busin
ess 
Life 

Athletic 
Action 

    

    

Kara Saunders 

     
552.0
00   

Link  Type  

 
Categ
ory   Category  

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNoTF5Il2LT/?utm_source=ig_web_c
opy_link Photo 

Athlet
e 
Perso
nal 
Life 

Non-sport 
setting 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNjLBznFPZS/?utm_source=ig_web_
copy_link Photo 

Athlet
e 
Busin

Athletic 
action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNDgP6WpR6v/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNDgP6WpR6v/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNBWrOZJQ7b/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNBWrOZJQ7b/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CM-qiKgp9tM/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CM-qiKgp9tM/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CM5kB4Gpuxd/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CM5kB4Gpuxd/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CM0GW9wJag1/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CM0GW9wJag1/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMxWeJCpFH6/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMxWeJCpFH6/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMvQrD0JGuL/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CMvQrD0JGuL/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNoTF5Il2LT/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNoTF5Il2LT/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNjLBznFPZS/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNjLBznFPZS/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
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ess 
Life 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNgAPG8pYRy/?utm_source=ig_web
_copy_link Photo 

Athlet
e 
Perso
nal 
Life 

Athletic 
action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNeIFFqlYLy/?utm_source=ig_web_c
opy_link Photo 

Athlet
e 
Busin
ess 
Life 

Athletic 
action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNcABVeFW-
B/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athlet
e 
Busin
ess 
Life  

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNW57mrpPkV/?utm_source=ig_we
b_copy_link Photo 

Athlet
e 
Perso
nal 
Life  

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNRDo7hlw11/?utm_source=ig_web
_copy_link Photo 

Athlet
e 
Busin
ess 
Life 

Athletic 
action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNMnFcelFZv/?utm_source=ig_web_
copy_link Photo 

Athlet
e 
Perso
nal 
Life 

Non-sport 
setting 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNI_LUglChF/?utm_source=ig_web_
copy_link Photo 

Athlet
e 
Perso
nal 
Life 

Non-sport 
setting 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNE4iy8FDN0/?utm_source=ig_web_
copy_link Photo 

Athlet
e 
Busin
ess 
Life 

Athletic 
action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CM_xzGrl54I/?utm_source=ig_web_c
opy_link Video 

Athlet
e 
Busin
ess 
Life 

Athletic 
action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CM6FLMCFmxj/?utm_source=ig_web
_copy_link Video 

Athlet
e 

Athletic 
action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CNgAPG8pYRy/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNgAPG8pYRy/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNeIFFqlYLy/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNeIFFqlYLy/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNcABVeFW-B/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNcABVeFW-B/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNW57mrpPkV/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNW57mrpPkV/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNRDo7hlw11/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNRDo7hlw11/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNMnFcelFZv/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNMnFcelFZv/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNI_LUglChF/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNI_LUglChF/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNE4iy8FDN0/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CNE4iy8FDN0/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CM_xzGrl54I/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CM_xzGrl54I/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CM6FLMCFmxj/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CM6FLMCFmxj/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
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Perso
nal 
Life 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CM5ZKlcJIT-
/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link Photo 

Athlet
e 
Busin
ess 
Life 

Athletic 
action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CM01VFMl_Fx/?utm_source=ig_web
_copy_link Video 

Athlet
e 
Busin
ess 
Life 

Athletic 
action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMyEKB8ld45/?utm_source=ig_web
_copy_link Photo 

Athlet
e 
Perso
nal 
Life 

Non-sport 
setting 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMtuSaCl8aM/?utm_source=ig_web
_copy_link Photo 

Athlet
e 
Busin
ess 
Life 

Athletic 
action 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMk7yy7JY78/?utm_source=ig_web_
copy_link Video 

Athlet
e 
Perso
nal 
Life 

Athletic 
action 
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Appendix 5 – Tv2 

Appendix 5.1 - CrossFit 

2 

 
2 162 resultater på "CrossFit" (tv2.dk) 

https://search.tv2.dk/?query=CrossFit&sort=relevance&page=1
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Appendix 5.2 - Tennis 

3 

 
3 113000 resultater på "Tennis" (tv2.dk) 

https://search.tv2.dk/?query=Tennis&sort=relevance&page=1
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Appendix 5.3 - Fodbold 

4 

 
4 300000 resultater på "Fodbold" (tv2.dk)  

https://search.tv2.dk/?query=Fodbold&sort=relevance&page=1
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Appendix 5.4 - FCK 

5 

  

 
5 51300 resultater på "FCK" (tv2.dk)  

https://search.tv2.dk/?query=FCK&sort=relevance&page=1
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Appendix 6 - Focus Group interview:  
 

Q: Hvilke sociale medieplatforme bruger i til at følge de forskellige atleter? 

D: Jeg bruger Facebook og Instagram 

S: Jeg bruger kun Instagram  

C: Jeg bruger kun instagram  

L: Jeg bruger kun instagram – jeg vidste ikke man kunne følge dem på Facebook  

Q: Hvem følger du på Facebook?  

D: Jeg følger Fraser og Tia-Clair Toomey, Froning og generelt CrossFit Boxe rundt omkring 

Q: Er den en årsag til at du har valgt at bruge Facebook, fordi i bruger slet ikke Facebook?  

S: Jeg tror det er fordi at jeg slet ikke bruger den platform ret meget, udover til praktiske ting som arbejde 

og kommunikation med andre, men ikke til at følge med i andres liv, det bruger jeg primært instagram til.  

C og L: nikker og er enige  

D: Grunden til at jeg valgte det, er fordi de poppede op som, i hvad der kunne være interessant for mig at 

følge og så har jeg bare gået ind og fulgt dem.  

Q: Er det noget du ser aktivt i din dag på Facebook, altså på din startside?  

D: Nej der er det kun på Instagram, på facebook er det rent tilfælde, det er ikke fordi jeg kigger efter det. 

Q: Kan du mærke forskel på om der sker mere på den ene eller den anden platform?  

D: Ja, det sker mere på Instagram.  

S: Men kan man ikke opkoble det så man får det samme på Instagram og på Facebook?  

D: det kan man selv vælge, men ofte laver man forskellige ting på de to platforme, da det er to meget 

forskellige målgrupper.  

Q: Hvilke atleter følger i?  

C: Sara, Annie og Katrin, alle de islandske atleter 

S: ja og også hende der fra Norge, generelt bare alle topatleterne  

L og S: Ja og så også Tia.  

S: Ja og så også Mat Fraser og Froning 

Q: så det er generelt topatleter i følger?  

Alle: Ja 

Q: Er der forskel på om det er mænd eller kvinder i følger?  

S, L og C: Kvinder 
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D: Mænd 

C: Du skal bare have noget godt at kigge på  

Q: Hvordan er i støt på atleterne?  

D: Det er oftest når man har set en konkurrence, så har man gået ind og fundet dem, og så igen med 

anbefalinger, der så kommer når man går ind og følger en ny.  

S: Jeg tror også det er fordi da man begyndte at interessere sig for CrossFit, så så man dem inde på Netflix 

CrossFit Games, og så så man lige som topatleten der vandt og så fandt man dem efterfølgende på 

instagram. Som så meget andet jeg også ser, så skal jeg stalke alt og alle derinde (Instagram), så det har 

altid bare været dem, fordi det er dem der er mest fremme  

C og S: Ja, præcis.  

Q: Så det er mest når i ser dem i sporten?  

Alle: Ja  

Q: Er der nogle bestemt årsag til at det er lige præcis de atleter i har valgt at følge?  

D: Det er nok fordi at man har set dem konkurrere, og så bliver det interessant at følge dem 

De andre: Ja  

S: Ja, altså jeg tror også det er fordi, at når man ser dem i Games, det er jo primært dem der bliver filmet 

på, så man ved jo hvordan de bevæger sig og arbejder. Hvis man så hører et andet navn, det er jo ikke 

særlig tit man så ved hvem de er eller hvordan de ser ud eller bevæger sig og arbejder.  

Q: Så hvis de ikke var blevet i top fx 10, så ville i ikke følge dem?  

Alle: Nej 

D: nej, for så man ikke rigtig vide hvem de var. Det er mediedækningen der gør at man følger nogle 

bestemte.  

C: Altså jeg følger også nogle der ikke er games atleter, som bare er de der regional atleter 

Q: Hvem kunne det være? 

C: Solveig Sigmundsdottir, hun er meget pæn. De er måske lidt mere relaterbare end de der top atleter.  

S: Ja og altså også mange af dem fra Danmark. Så det behøves ikke være Games atleter?  

Q: Nej ikke nødvendigvis 

Alle: Okay så følger jeg mange flere. 

D: Ja også Lopez fra USA, han er meget sjov at følge.  

Q: Hvad gør at i vælger at følge nogle af dem som ikke er top atleter?  

L: Jeg tror det var som du sagde (C), de er lidt mere relaterbare 

S: Ja de har også en hverdag der ikke kun er sport, men de har også et liv ved siden af, de har et arbejde og 

et studie de også skal følge  
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Q: Men det er primært de danske atleter, når de ikke er ”store”?  

C: Ja for mig er det primært så danske og svenske og norske atleter 

Q: Hvordan støder i på dem når de ikke er top atleter?  

D: Jeg har fundet mange af mine igennem Meme accounts, men det er nok bare mest mig, griner.  

C: Hvordan kan du finde dem derinde?  

D: Fordi der er nogle CrossFit meme kontoer, og så bruger de hinanden der, det er meget sjovt  

S: Det ved jeg ikke, jeg tror har fundet dem, hvis man selv har været til konkurrence eller der har været en 

konkurrence hvor man har fulgt med, og så ser nogle af de navne og så finder man dem der, og så finder 

man nogle via deres kontoer  

L: Ja  

Q: Så det er meget sådan en, jeg følger dem og så foreslår den nogle andre 

L: Ja lige præcis  

S: Altså jeg kan da bare huske på et tidspunkt, Du (C ) trænede nogle gange med dem nede i Esbjerg hvad 

var det nu de hed? 

L og C: Nanna og Sara?  

S: Ja, eller jeg kalder dem jo via deres instagram navn jeg føler jo lidt de er kendte, og så kan jeg huske at de 

på et tidspunkt var i  vores gamle box og trænede og vi (S og L) sendte det bare til hinanden og var sådan 

”Ej hvor er det vildt de har været hernede og træne” 

L: Ja så også nogle som er sådan mere, altså stadig bedre end en selv  

S: Ja præcis! Men egentlig også nogle der er på ens eget niveau faktisk, men det er så nogle der har været 

til samme konkurrence som en selv, eller nogle man har fundet via en anden konto.  

Q: Er der noget særligt de lægger op, altså er der nogen forskel mellem dem og de store atleter og hvad de 

lægger op?  

S: Altså jeg tror faktisk bedst jeg kan lide at følge dem som ikke er de store atleter, fordi det er mere 

relaterbart. Det andet er ren CrossFit og det er stortset kun det de lægger ud. Hvor det andet det er lidt 

mere, forskelligt content.  

Q: Så du vil hellere have noget som ikke kun er ren forretning, men også noget personligt fra deres hverdag 

og sådan?  

L, C og D: Ja 

S: Ja det synes jeg, det gør dem også mere sådan, nu lyder det helt vildt, men som rigtige mennesker  

D: jeg synes bare ofte at hvis man tager de mindre kendte atleter, men som gerne vil være kendte, så synes 

jeg meget af deres content er sådan, sponsorer mig  

Alle: Ja det er rigtigt 
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D: Og så synes jeg bare det bliver jeg ticked af, det gider jeg ikke følge, jeg synes det er skide irriterende at 

de hele tiden skal snakke om Nocco eller Bodylab eller andet 

S: Ja eller protein pulver eller sådan noget  

L og C: Ja præcis.  

Q: Så når de promoverer opslag, så står i lidt af 

Alle: Ja 

S: Medmindre man kan vinde et eller andet  

De andre: Ja og griner.  

C: Ja medmindre det er noget fedt noget hvor man tænker, det kunne jeg godt bruge  

Q: okay så primært personlige opslag, men også lidt trænings relateret  

Alle: Ja  

S: Det er jo meget sjovt at se sådan, hvad de kan løfte og hvordan deres teknik er og hvor tungt de løfter, og 

sådan hvad kan de er baren.  

Q: Er der nogen forskel på om de lægger billeder eller videoer op, nu er det nok mest instagram jeg tænker 

på, jeg ved ikke om der er forskel på Facebook?  

D: Det er også meget blandet hvad de gør på Facebook, altså jeg ser ikke ret meget af det de laver på 

Facebook, jeg bruger det også mest til arbejde, jeg følger dem bare der, så de dukker bare op en gang 

imellem.  

C: Det er også mere spændende at se en video, end at se at billede og læse en lang tekst.  

De andre: Ja præcis  

Q: læser i teksten de lægger op? 

L: Nej  

C: Det kommer an på hvad de handler om, hvis det bare handler om hvad de har lavet af workout, så gør 

jeg ikke, men hvis det er mere personligt så gør jeg, så synes jeg det er sjovt at læse  

S og D: Ja  

L: Det er mig der ikke gør det fordi jeg ikke gider når det er på engelsk  

S: Haha, ja hvis det er på engelsk så hopper jeg også fra, men nu sidder jeg og tænker mest på de danske 

atleter jeg følger, så vil jeg gerne læse det, men jeg gider ikke hvis det er sådan et langt skriv og så ender 

det med at de er sponsoreret af et eller andet 

D: Nej det gider jeg heller ikke   

Q: Har det nogen særlig betydning om det er en mand eller kvinde i følger?  

D: Nej, altså jeg synes jo også det er spændende at følge kvinder, jeg tror bare at det for mig, jeg kender 

mere af de mandlige atleter. Og det var også sådan, at da jeg startede med at interessere mig for sporten, 
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så var det også mere de mandlige atleter jeg så den gang, så jeg tror bare det har holdt ved. Jeg tror det er 

70/30 hvad jeg følger.  

Q: Hvad med jer andre, er der nogen grund til at i følger flest kvinder?  

S: Jeg tror bare det er fordi man selv er kvinde, og så selvom man ikke burde gøre det, så sammenligner 

man sig selv lidt, og det gør man jo primært til en kvinde og ikke til en mand det ville være unfair, at prøve 

at sammenligne sig med en mand.  

L: Ja altså jeg tænker også primært det her i at spejle sig i nogle andre, hvis man tænker på hvordan sådan, 

deres kroppe ser ud, i forhold til muskler og sådan, så tænker jeg at så spejler jeg mig i nogle der ligner mig 

selv lidt mere end alle andre ikk. Det er i hvert fald derfor jeg primært følger kvinder 

S: Ja  

Q: Hvilke effekt har deres udseende? 

C: Jeg følger ofte flest pæne piger 

L: Ja 

D: Der tror jeg egentlig, at for de kvinder jeg følger der er det fordi de er seje til sporten, hvor det for 

mændene klart er fordi de er pæne.  

Q: så der er noget sexappeal?  

D: Haha ja, altså mændene er stadig seje, men der ikke nogen jeg følger, som jeg ikke synes er pæne, men 

med kvinder er jeg lige glad med hvordan de ser ud, bare de er mega seje.  

S: Ja, sådan tror jeg faktisk også jeg har det, men det er også fordi at hvis det er nogle der er meget flotte, 

så bliver jeg sådan lidt nederen over det, og så er jeg faktisk begyndt at unfollow det, for at det ikke skal 

påvirke mig negativt.  

Q: Men det er så mest hvis det er kvinder du følger eller?  

S: Ja, mændene må selv om hvad de lægger op. Ja så det er hvis de er vildt seje til sporten jeg følger dem, 

og ikke fordi de er pæne.  

L: Ja, det er egentlig rigtigt, jeg tror også at der i starten i forhold til, personligt synes jeg ikke hun er den 

pæneste, og der fulgte jeg jo mere de der Sara osv. Fordi de var pæne, men nu hvor hun har vist hvad hun 

kan og hvor dygtig hun er så er det egentlig også meget sejt.  

De andre: ja præcis 

Q: Har det nogen forskel hvad de lægger op, om de har meget tøj på eller lidt tøj på i forhold til hvis de ikke 

lagde sådan nogle ting op? Har det nogen forskel på om i ville følge dem? 

D: Nej det tro jeg ikke, ikke for mig 

De andre: enige. 

L: Ikke noget jeg i hvert fald tænker over.  

S: Jeg tænker også at der er forskel, altså hvis nu det er en Bikini atlet der står og træner i meget lidt tøj i 

forhold til dem, Jeg føler bare der er en forskel 
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D: Ja altså Booty shorts og sports BH er bare bedre at kigge på i CrossFit  

S: Ja præcis, og det er også bare sådan, det er en del af sporten, det er det selvfølgelig også det andet, men 

har handler det bare ikke om hvordan du ser ud, men om hvad du kan præstere  

De andre: ja præcis, 

D: Ja og så, sådan har jeg det i hvert fald, at hvis der er nogle kvindelige atleter der mere lægger billeder op 

for at se sexet ud, det synes jeg sådan ikke er fedt. 

Q: Så vil du ikke følge dem? 

D: Nej, og jeg tror egentlig det samme for mænd, hvis det var mere poseret og sådan jeg skal lige sælge min 

krop fordi jeg er mega sexet så ville jeg nok ikke følge dem 

Q: Sådan en som Patrick Vellner kan jo godt lide at lægge memes op og sådan, er det fedt eller hvordan har 

i det med det?  

D: Altså jeg synes det er mega fedt 

De andre: Ja det er meget sjovt 

S: Ja, fordi så bliver det også lidt personligt ikke, i stedet for ”det her har jeg trænet i dag”, eller jeg er 

sponsoreret af det her.  

De andre: ja enig.  

D: Det er som om at de bliver lidt mere nede på jorden, når de også laver lidt sjov med sig selv, det kan jeg 

egentlig meget godt lide, i stedet for at det bliver sådan, jeg er så sej, en super atlet.  

Q: I andre sportsgrene fx fodbold, håndbold og Tennis, der har man noget mere tøj på end nødvendigvis i 

CrossFit, tror i det har nogen indflydelse på hvordan folk ser på dem? 

S: Altså på CrossFit atleter?  

Q: Ja 

S og D: Ja altså hvis ikke man kender sporten  

C: Der er nok mange der er fordomme, hvis de ser pigerne i små shorts og sports BH 

De andre: Ja  

S: Ja og det synes jeg også man hører meget ude fra, altså fra ens bekendte, sådan ”Når er den den sport 

hvor man ikke har så meget tøj på  

De andre: Ja 

S: og jeg tager også mig selv i at sige, altså her har vi ikke så meget tøj på når vi træner, men det er jo på 

ingen måde fordi det er det seksuelle aspekt i det overhovedet, det er bare fordi, det er behageligt  

D: Ja, og så tror jeg også at man er mere ligelgad, og hviler mere i sig selv, hvor normalt vis hvis man er 

nede i fitnesscenteret og skulle skifte t-shirt, så ville man nok lige gå ud i omklædningsrummet, hvor her er 

man mere ligeglad.  
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S: Ja præcis, og her er det også sådan, når jeg har haft hold, det er alle der smider trøjen og ikke kun dem 

som har sixpack, det er mere sådan, jeg har det varmt jeg skal have min trøje af. Det synes jeg er mega fedt. 

De andre: Ja 

Q: Så det fjerne lidt hele det der sexede aspekt i at have sports Bh på også på de sociale medier? 

Alle: Ja 

Q: Hvis i tænker på nogle af de atleter i følger, er der så nogen personlighed de har som, har nogen 

fællesnævner – gør det nogen forskel på hvad for en type personlighed de er? – Det kan fx være nogle i 

synes er sjove, eller nogle der ud af til virke til at være seje eller hårde i det eller mega charmerende, som 

gør at i vælger dem til eller fra? 

D: I forhold til at vælge dem fra, der er en games atlet, der kører meget sådan ”få sixpack på 4 uger”, som 

bliver meget sælgende, der står jeg af. Det der med når man sælger ud af sig selv og sporten, der står jeg 

lidt af.  

S: Også når det er nogle sundhedstips som er stik imod hvad man selv går ind for, eller så reklamere de for 

noget pulver hvor alle kloge mennesker godt ved at det er løgn. 

D: Ja og så går man nemlig over i det der igen, hvor jamen så laver du det kun for at tjene penge på det 

S: Ja præcis, men det andet, det tror jeg egentlig ikke jeg har tænkt over, om der er noget der får mig til at 

følge dem. 

Q: Nu nævner i fx alle sammen at i følger de tre islandske, er der noget der gør at i vælger fx at følge dem 

L: det ved jeg ikke  

C: Jeg tror også bare at det ikke kun er sporten, men det er også er et glip af deres hverdag, hvis de har haft 

en hård periode, de er bare meget ærlige. 

D: Så de er lidt mere nede på jorden agtigt, de er ikke bare elite atlet, som lægger en masse træning op 

L og C: Ja 

S: Ja så tror jeg også bare, nu kan jeg ikke huske om det er Sara eller Katrin, men jeg begyndt at unfollow 

dem fordi de videoer de filmede og ting de lagde op, blev meget overfladisk, hvor fx Annie der lige har født 

og sådan, hun har lavet nogle ret ærlige opslag, om at det faktisk er ret svært at gå fra en gravid krop til 

gerne at ville være en atlet igen og det der med at kroppen ser anderledes ud, og det der med at det bliver 

lidt mere personligt i det.  

Q: Er i mere tilbøjelige til at købe et produkt hvis der er nogle af de store atleter der siger god for det? 

C: Altså jeg kunne godt finde på det, hvis der er nogle af dem der siger god for det, hvis fx Sara reklamere 

for det, så kunne jeg fx godt finde på at prøve det. 

R kommer gående ind: Jeg har fx lige hørt at fraser var med i et interview, hvor han sagde han brugte et 

produkt inden hver træning, og nu er det udsolgt alle steder 

S: Sådan tror jeg faktisk ikke jeg har det overhovedet. Det ved jeg ikke så skulle der være noget træningstøj, 

men så skulle det være nogle danske atleter jeg følger fx EYDA, det er jo gået helt amok, og så fordi der er 

flere CrossFit atleter der begyndt at bruge det. Men ikke hvis der er nogle af de der store Games atleter 
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D: Jeg tror for mig er det sådan, jeg kunne godt finde på at købe produkterne, men det kunne jeg nok også 

hvis jeg bare havde set en helt almindelig reklame for det, så er det bare tilfældigvis der jeg stødte på det. 

Hvis der fx er kommet en ny smagsvariant og Jane Bjørn lagde det op, så er det ikke nødvendigvis på grund 

af hende jeg købte det, men fordi at hun gav informationen. 

Q: Har det nogen forskel hvis fx mat fraser brugte en bestemt sko, og i så det, kontra han lavede et 

promoveret opslag, om i ville købe det eller ej?  

D: Så tror jeg faktisk at jeg ville være mere tilbøjelig til at prøve produktet.    

S og L: Ja det tror jeg også  

Q: Hvordan kan det være?  

D: Det bliver nok mere ærligt, det der med at hvis de ikke har behov for at promovere det fordi de får 

penge for det, men det er fordi de selv bruger produktet, så tror jeg mere de kan stå inde for det end hvis 

de får penge for at vise det. 

Q: Er der forskel på om det er sports produkt eller et ikke sports produkt?  

Alle: Nej det tror jeg ikke 

Q: Så hvis i fx så dem bruge en bestemt pasta, så ville det ikke gøre en forskel? 

D: Altså hvis pastaen så mega lækker ud kunne det godt være, Fx fraser lægger meget op om sin kaffe, det 

synes jeg ser mega lækkert ud 

L: Ja, det gør ingen forskel. 

C: Jeg tror kun det ville være sportsting for mig, jeg ville ikke købe noget ikke sports ting. 

Q: er der noget de kan gøre for at i hellere vil købe et produkt? 

D: ordentlige rabat koder, 

Q: så det har ikke så meget med dem at gøre 

D: Nej det tror jeg ikke. Altså der var på et tidspunkt hvor Fraser reklamerede for Gowod, og der brugte jeg 

Romwod, og der tror jeg at det var hans argumenter for at bruge det der gjorde at jeg bruger det.  

Q: så der var det Fraser der gjorde det for dig? 

D: ja det tror jeg, det havde det nok. Hvis nu det var en atlet jeg synes er irriterende der brugte det, så ville 

jeg ikke selv bruge det  

C: Ja, men køber det kun fordi man kan lide atleterne.  

Q: Føler i at i danner en relation med dem i følger, det kan være fx at nogle kan være bedste venner med 

deres løbesko, får i en relation med dem i følger på instagram? 

C: Ja, men føler på en eller anden måde at man kender dem  

De andre: Ja det er rigtigt.  

C: Hvis nu fx jeg mødte Frederikke Frandsen, at jeg ved hvem du er, du kender ikke mig, men jeg føler lidt vi 

er venner 
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S: Ja der er alligevel ret mange af dem der deler noget personligt og man kender til deres skader og jeg ved 

ikke hvad. Så men ved rigtig meget om dem. Så det føler jeg faktisk man gør, og at man danner en relation 

til dem. 

Q: Vil den relation påvirke om i vil købe et produkt? 

S: ja det kommer selvfølgelig an på om det er en god eller dårlig relation. Fx hvis det er nogle man synes er 

irriterende så vil man ikke, men hvis det er nogle der er ret troværdige så kunne det godt være.  

Q: Hvad gør at nogle er troværdige? 

S: det ved jeg ikke, men jeg tror fx at hvis man godt kan lide personen 

D: Ja 

S: nu har vi (S og L), det sådan med XX at jeg bliver ved med at følge hende selvom hun er mega irriterende, 

så hvis hun prøvede at gøre et eller andet så ville jeg tænke nej. 

Q: Så i danner en relation på baggrund af de opslag de lægger op?  

Alle: ja  

S: rigtig meget fra stories 

L: ja det skulle jeg også til at sige, det gør rigtig meget at de snakker til en  

D: ja jeg tror man bliver mere personlige med dem når det er noget direkte til publikum. End når det er løft 

på løft på løft 

L: Ja så det ikke kun bliver hvad de kan hele tiden, men og så hvad de ikke kan.  

Q: Har dokumentarer på fx Netflix, nogen indflydelse på hvad i synes om de personer som i følger?  

D: Ja bestemt, hvis der er en der er super arrogrant, fx Noah Olsen, jeg kan slet ikke foredrage ham 

længere,  

Alle: Ja helt enig 

D: Jeg synes han er så irriterende  

L: Ja jeg synes han er for glad, han har en irriterende udstråling 

S: Ja han virker så overlegen 

Q: Så man skal ikke vise det for meget, at han er god? 

D: Det ved jeg ikke, ej nu er jeg ikke så stor af Froning mere som han har været, jeg synes også han er lidt 

arrogant nu, men de må godt være arrogante hvis de har noget at have det i.  

L: Ja altså jeg synes også der er mange måder at vise det på. Jeg synes de skal være lidt ydmyge omkring 

det. 

S: Ja fx Mat fraser han er genial, han ved jo godt han er den bedste i hele verden, men han er meget ydmyg 

omkring det, men han rummer så meget andet, og det ser man også på hans Instagram.  

De andre: Ja præcis 
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D: Og det synes jeg også man ser om fx Tia-Clair Toomey, fordi hun er ultimativt en maskine uden lige, og 

det ved hun også godt selv, men hun er jo bare. Altså hun siger også hun er god, men hun gør det bare på 

en måde der er helt nede på jorden, og ydmyg.  

De andre: Ja 

Q: Gør det nogen forskel om en atlet er sponsoreret af et produkt, fx at de er Nike atlet eller lignende? Gør 

det en forskel på om i ser op til en person, eller følger en atlet 

C og D: ikke for mig tror jeg 

S: det tror jeg faktisk, at hvis nu det er et mærke jeg kender til fx Nike eller Reebok der ville jeg synes det 

var federe end hvis det var et mærke jeg ikke kendte så meget til.  

Q: Ville du følge en atlet på baggrund af at de var en Nike atlet eller lignende? 

D: Altså hvis man ikke kendte dem i forvejen? 

Q: Ja 

D: Ja, altså det ville være en måde at lære en atlet at kende, hvis de bliver promoveret igennem Nobull eller 

Nike, men jeg ville ikke vælge dem til på grund af det 

Q: så de stiger ikke værdi eller i ser mere op til dem på grund af det? 

Alle: nej det tror jeg ikke  

D: Der kan man så sige, at hvis man vender den om, der hvis bodylab sponsorere rigtigt mange, der ser jeg 

det ikke som et kvalitetstegn, 

Q: så det skal være et relativt stort brand  

D: ja det synes jeg 

S og L: Ja det synes jeg også, det skal ikke være alle mands eje.  

Q: Hvad skulle der til for at i stopper med at følge en atlet?  

S: Deres attitude tror jeg rigtig meget. Men det er også det eneste man kan se nede i skærmen, hvad de 

udstråler.  

C: Ja også tror jeg også hvis de kommer med en eller anden holdning, som man ikke kan stå inde for, så tror 

jeg at et opslag ville være nok til at jeg ville vælge dem fra. 

S og L: Ja det samme her 

D: Og så tror jeg også fx Corona, hvis der er nogle der er helt sølvpapirs hat, så stopper jeg også. Det har 

meget med holdninger at gøre. Men så omvendt, rent politisk holdning, jeg kan ikke fordrage Trump, men 

der har jeg ikke valgt nogle fra som offentligt har støttet ham, men det er nok også fordi de ikke har sagt 

noget decideret dumt. De må gerne have en holdning de skal bare ikke prakke den på mig.  

Q: Er der en forskel på hvordan en atlet kan agere når de er til konkurrencer end når de er på de sociale 

medier. Kan i mærke forskel på deres personligheder?  
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D: Jeg tror mange af dem man følger, fordi de er eliten, så det mindset de har til konkurrencer har de også i 

deres dagligdag.  

De andre: Ja 

C: Ja, jeg tror at hvis det er nogle der er sure over de har tabt, eller broker sig over dommeren, eller synes 

de er en idiot, så kan jeg også stå lidt af. Men hvis de også viser følelser og ser hvor ked af hun bliver over 

ikke at klare den, fordi hun også normalt viser en følsomside, så danner det en tættere relation. Men dem 

som bare bliver sure eller klager over deres dommere, så står jeg lidt af.  

D: Ja, men også hvis de viser en ting til konkurrencen, at de fx er en dårlig taber, men at de så på deres 

opslag snakker om hvor vigtigt det er at have overskud og alle er venner. Så hvis de er for modsigende, så 

er det også et no go 

S: Ja det tror jeg også, at der er mange der har en tendens til at gøre på de sociale medier, at de laver et 

opslag om hvordan de gerne ville have de ser ud ude fra, men det ikke er sådan de er. Men det kan være 

svært at se igennem en skærm. Men så til en konkurrence kommer det måske mere til udtryk fordi de bliver 

presset, eller man kender personen.  

C: Ja hvis det ikke går som det vil, 

 S: Ja så kommer det til udtryk, at det er sådan de gerne vil fremstå, men det ikke er de værdier de rummer 

Q: ville du så stoppe med at følge personen?  

S: Det kunne det godt være grundt til tror jeg. For så ville jeg ikke føle de var reelle  

D: Nej eller troværdige.  

Q: Har deres livsstil noget med det at gøre, at de har en vild livshistorie, eller om de fremstår som en 

rollemodel, om i vil følge dem som atlet? 

D: Det kan det godt være, hvis de fx har gennemgået et stort vægttab, eller fx fraser der havde brækket 

rykket og havde fået af vide han aldrig nogensinde kommer til at løfte igen, til at blive verdens bedste, det 

har helt klart noget som jeg kan finde inspirerende og derfor godt kan følge.  

De andre: enig 

Q: Er det vigtigt for jer at de er rollemodeller igennem deres instagram, nogen man kan se op til eller at ens 

børns skal se op til?  

D: det kan godt være et plus synes jeg 

Q: Men det er ikke noget afgørende?  

Alle: nej det synes jeg ikke  

S: Nej det behøver ikke være en rolle de påtager sig 

Q: Men i ville ikke følge nogle der fremstod som en dårlig rollemodel? 

D: Nej det tror jeg var sådan en ting jeg ville vælge fra på   

De andre: nej det tror jeg også 
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S: Men det er også sådan, hvad er en dårlig rollemodel, det er meget individuelt 

Q: Ville i stoppe med at følge en atlet hvis det kom frem at de snød 

S og L: Ja det tror jeg  

C: Det ved jeg faktisk ikke, for på den anden side der ved man jo godt at nogle af dem i toppen, har taget et 

eller andet, og der er det måske fordi det ikke er blevet gjort offentligt, så vil man ikke erkende at de har 

snydt og så vælger man stadig at følge dem, og det så kom frem at de har snydt så ved jeg ikke om jeg ville 

stoppe med at følge dem.  

S: Men det er også lidt fordi jeg er nysgerrig, så jeg vil gerne følge med i deres liv.  

C: Men så ville det mere være for at stalke og ikke fordi de er inspirerende 

S og L og D: Ja præcis 

C: Ja så ville de ikke været gode nok til at få mit Follow 

Q: Jeg ved ikke om der er nogle i opfatter som rivaler i CrossFit miljøet, men gør det eller ville det gøre en 

forskel hvis der var nogle der var rivaler  

D: Altså jeg synes jo det var død spændende da Fraser kaldte Froning ud 

L: Ja sådan noget der synes jeg er vildt spændende  

Q: Ændrede det noget for hvad i tænker om personerne? 

D: Altså ja nok om Froning, der blev jeg sådan at han var en nar. Jeg tor ikke det ændrede noget om Fraser, 

men at han bare var lidt sejere for at tage bladet for munden, men man ved jo godt der er to sidder af alle 

historier. 

Q: er det en ulempe at der ikke er en rivalisering? 

S og D: At der er hele det her vi hepper alle sammen på hinanden 

D: jeg synes at hvis de gør det til en sjov rivalisering, så er det fedt nok, fx der er to der har punket hinanden 

i deres opslag, fx Vellner og Fikowski der synes jeg det er meget sjovt 

C: ja, de også bare to sjove personligheder  

De andre: præcis 

S: Ja, men der er det ikke så seriøst 

C: Ja og alligevel er det jo nok lidt, de vil jo gerne begge være den bedste men, de gør det på en sjov måde. 

Q: Er det vigtigt at der er det her sportsmanskab, eller kan det blive for meget?  

D: Jeg synes det er ret vigtigt  

De andre: Enig 

D: Det gør det mere rart at være i 

Q: Vokser det på jer når de går ned og hepper på hinanden og sådan 
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Alle: Ja det gør det meget 

S: Jeg får næsten lyst til at fælle en tåre når de gør det. Jeg synes virkelig det er vigtigt. CrossFit sporten er 

jo fællesskabet. Når folk skal definere hvad CrossFit er, så er det fællesskab de bringer op.  

D: Det er også sådan noget der gør for mig at en atlet er det meget federe, hvis de selv går over og hepper 

på de andre, eller giver gode råd. 

S: Ja og viser overskud på den måde. Det ved jeg ikke sådan er der også når vi selv træner, at folk laver de 

sidste burpees med dem der mangler at blive færdige, det er sgu fedt.  

D: Det er rart at man kan bære hinanden igennem 

S: det gør det mere menneskeligt, så det ikke bare er robotter der er i sygt god form.  

Q: Afspejler i jer i nogle af dem i følger, kan i se jeg selv i de personer, eller nogle er stræber efter at blive? 

D: Ja det tro jeg, nogle af de kvinder der har født, hvis man selv kommer der til, selvfølgelig ikke på elite 

niveau, men det med at se hvordan de klarer nogle af problemerne på vejen, det er noget jeg stræber efter 

at jeg gerne vil være som dem.  

S: Der tror jeg det er mere dem som er på lavere niveau, fordi det er mere opnåeligt, fordi det andet, det er 

heller ikke mit mål at skulle det.  

Q: er der noget topatleterne kan gøre for at du kan spejle dig mere i dem?  

S: Det ved jeg ikke, jeg føler deres niveau er så højt så 

Q: Det behøver ikke nødvendigvis være deres atletiske niveau, det kan også være personligheden  

L: Ja altså det skulle jeg også til at sige, dem som er introverte, og siger de er det, hvor man tænker ej gud 

er du også det, så det ikke kun er hvad de er gode til men også deres personlighed.  

Q: Hvad skal der til for at i vil følge en helt ukendt atlet, en som er ukendt for en selv og en som ikke bliver 

featuret på CrossFit egen hjemmeside? 

S: Dem føler jeg allerede jeg følger i forvejen  

C: Ja det tror jeg også, jeg tror næsten jeg følger flere ikke games atleter, en games atleter. De kommer 

bare frem på ens instagram som forslået.  

S: Ja fx XXX, nu følger jeg hende ikke længere, men der var det fordi jeg så et eller andet tv-program hun var 

med i, og så har jeg fulgt hende der. Jeg synes det er sjovt at følge nogle på ens egen niveau, da det er mere 

relaterbart.  

De andre: enige.  
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Appendix 7 - Interview André Houdet  
 

Bruger du andre sociale medier end instagram som atlet, hvis ja hvilke?  

IG, Facebook & Youtube. Primært IG dog.  

Tænker du over hvilke type opslag du laver, om de fx er personlige eller mere viser træning?   

Ja, jeg følger et nogenlunde struktureret skema over hvad jeg poster.  

Er der nogle perioder du har kunnet fornemme at du får flere følgere end andre tidspunkter?   

Typisk stiger følger primært baseret på performance ved store internationale konkurrencer.  

Hvilken forskel kan du mærke på reaktionen på de forskellige typer opslag du laver?   

Coaching relateret post bliver ”gemt” og ”vidersent”. Impornerede udførsel af tunge løft eller gymnastik 
giver højest # likes. Dog er ”likes” og ”followers” ikke noget jeg interessere mig i. Fokus ligger i at dele det 
jeg gerne vil stå for og videregive til dem der følger min rejse.  

Tænker du meget over hvordan du ser ud på opslagene?  

Nej.  

Tror du at CrossFit atleters udseende har en betydning for om folk følger dem på sociale medier?   

• Her tænkes der fx om de er fysisk attraktive, eller om de generelt ser fitte ud  

Ja.  

Hvilke typer opslag kunne du ikke finde på at lave, hvorfor?   

-Personlige opslag (Familie, rest day, hobbies outside of training)  

-Training related   

-Coaching related.   

-Sponsor related.   

Tænker du meget over hvordan du brander dig selv igennem de sociale medier?   

Ja.   

Ideelt set, hvordan vil du så gerne have dine følgere/fans ser dig?   

-Professionel Atlet.   

-Sympatisk, hård arbejdende, familie menneske, en der gerne vil det bedste for andre og derfor har en stor 
passion for coaching.   

Hvilken betydning har det for dig, om folk ser dig som en rollemodel?  

• Er der noget du aktivt forsøger at gøre for at folk ser dig som en rollemodel?   
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Det er vigtig for mig at være en person som jeg selv kan være stolt af og dermed også en andre kan se op til 
eller blive inspireret af. Jeg vil gerne kunne hjælpe andre med at finde det bedste frem i dem ved at ”lead 
the way”.  

Hvor stor en rolle har interaktionen med dine følgere for dig? Danner du en relation med dine følgere?   

Det er vigtigt, og jeg svarer alle der skriver til mig. Jeg er dog ikke så meget på sociale medier og laver ikke 
Q&As ofte, da jeg har fokus på at være en atlet og ikke en fitness influencer.  

Kan du mærke forskel på folks reaktion om du laver et promoveret opslag eller et ikke promoveret 
opslag?  

Jeg laver meget sjældent promoveret opslag, da jeg ikke arbejder sammen med mange virksomheder. Jeg er 
meget i mod at arbejde sammen med virksomheder som jeg ikke kan stå inde for 100%. Jeg er på 
nuværende tidspunkt ved at skrive min første rigtige atlet kontrakt med Nike, og ellers har jeg ingen 
kontrakter med nogle virksomheder.   

Hvor stor betydning har dine samarbejdspartnere på dit brand?   

Meget stor. Jeg vil kun arbejde med virksomheder som jeg har samme værdier som. Jeg kan aldrig blive 
købt, da integritet er alt for mig.   

Er der nogle firmaer/brands du ikke kunne finde på at samarbejde med?   

Rigtig rigtig rigtig mange.   

Hvilken betydning tror du det har for sporten i Danmark, at danske atleter får succes i de store 
konkurrencer?   

Svært at sige, men jeg vil tro at det selvfølgelig hjælper.  

Hvor stor betydning har de sociale medier for dig som atlet, og som brand?   

Sociale medier er med til at man kan leve af sporten, så i den forstand har det stor indflydelse 

 

Appendix 8 - VIRUS – Interview 
Hvilke CrossFit atleter sponsorere i?  

Vi har mange forskellige sportsgrene repræsenteret i vores atlet gruppe.  

I Europa fokusere vi på atleter som dyrker Crossfit eller vægtløftning.  

I USA er VIRUS som brand mere anerkendt og derfor har de udvidet deres atlet segmenter til flere 

sportsgrene.  

 

Hvad er årsagen til at det er netop disse atleter i har valgt at sponsorere?  

I bund og grund handler de hårdt sagt om hvad VIRUS kan tjene penge på eller hvor vi kan øge 

vores brandkendskab.  

Vi operere i hele EU, men har fokus på Danmark, Tyskland, England og Frankrig.  
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Derfor er det hovedsageligt i de lande vi leder.  

Det er en kombination af: 

- Deres personlige udtryk 

- Hvor lette de er at kommunikere med 

- Hvor gode de er til deres sport   

- Hvor gode de er på SoMe 

 

Hvilken betydning har deres udseende for om man kommer i betrækning hos jer?  

Det har en del betydning.  

Vi har brug for billeder, videoer og andet materiale som vi kan bruge på vores paid media. Derfor 

er deres udseende vigtigt.  

De bliver nødt til at se trænet ud.  

Vores største kundesegment er crossfittere, derfor går vi efter crossfit looket. Dvs. ingen små, 

tynde nipse piger, med store bryster (Det må du gerne skrive pænere, hvis det er for hårdt :) haha) 

 Vores kunder skal kunne se sig selv i vores atleter.  

 

Hvilken betydning har om de udviser Sportsmanskab for jer?  

Det har jeg svært ved at vurdere. De bliver ikke tilvalgt/fravalgt grundet det.  

Vi har flere atleter, som konkurrere imod hinanden, men vi ved ikke hvordan de agere i deres egne 

boxe.  

Vi kan kun følge med fra sidelinien.  

 

Hvor står betydning har deres atletiske succes på om i vil samarbejde med dem?  

Den har en helt del at sige, men det er ikke altafgørende.  

Vi har forskellig rang af atlet sponsorater. Betalte atleter, som både får tøj og penge har vi høje 

krav til.  

Vi har på nuværende tidspunkt kun 4 betalte atleter.  

De behøver ikke at være de bedste, men vi forventer at de arbejder hårdt på at forbedre sig.  
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Fokusere i på hvilken livshistorie de har, om de er rolle modeller eller om de bruger tid på at 

kommunikere med deres følgere?  

Livshistorien er ikke så vigtig, men at de er gode rollemodeller med et positivt sind er afgørende.  

Vi tjekker op på, hvordan, hvor meget og hvor ofte de kommunikerer med deres følgere. (Vi 

fokusere hovedsageligt på Instagram) 

Men det er vigtigt at de er aktive. Det er ikke kun SoMe der tæller, vi prøver at finde atleter som 

også er vellidte lokalt.  

Ved at folk ser op til dem, har vi en større chance for at de kan påvirke deres omgangskreds til at 

købe vores tøj.  

 

Har i nogle krav til hvordan de fremstår på de sociale medier?  

• Er der noget de skal gøre eller noget de ikke skal/må gøre? 

Ja og nej. Det er vigtigt at de er sig selv. Vi digtere ikke, hvordan de fremstår på SoMe.  

Vi ser ikke deres SoMe kanaler som en salgskanal for os, men som en god platform til at udvide 

brand awareness. Derfor er det også vigtigt, at de fremstår positive/motiverende.  

 

Har i et minimum antal følgere end atlet skal have for at komme i betrækning?  

• Hvordan kan det være?  

Der er ikke et minimumskrav, men for at det skal give mening for os, ser vi helst at de som 

minimum har 1000 følgere.  

Det er sjældent de største profiler, som skaber mest profit for os.  (Største profiler er 100.000+ 

følgere) 

Det er typisk profilerne der har fra 10.000 følgere, som vi kan se generere flest salg og mest 

omtale.  

 

Hvordan påvirker atleterne jeres brand? 

Fysisk I form af design af tøjet har de ingen påvirkning.  

Vi ser gerne at de træner/ at deres online liv er efter vores værdier.  
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(Denneher er svær at svare på) 

 

Fornemmer i at jeres brand har betydning for atleternes brand?  

• Hvis ja, hvordan? 

Det afhænger af hvilke rang af sponsorat de har.  

Nedenstående er en kort/forsimplet forklaring på de forskellige sponsorater: (Svar fortsætter 

under) 

 

Ranking (Most 

expensive first) 
Purpose Their gain Our demands  

Athlete+ 
(On contract) 

The core of our 
sponsorships. 
These represent 
the brands 
values. 
This ranking 
needs time and 
effort, from us. 
We expect them 
to be on the 
initiative as well. 
This is the most 
important 
athletes to keep 
up 
with. 

• Clothes by 
agreement. 

• Personal 
discount code + 
kickback of what 
is earned 

• Clothes every 
new Season 
launch. 

• Clothes for 
competitions. 

• Sponsorship 
salary every 
month 

• At least 2 VIRUS specific posts 
a month,  

• Frequently tagged in stories 
(Brand exposure) 

• Wearing minimum 80% VIRUS 
gear for competitions 

• Photoshoots/Videoshoots when 
needed  

• Help with smaller tasks as e.g 
self-taken photos of them that 
we can use for content 

Athlete 
(On contract) 

The core of our 
sponsorships. 
These represent 
the brands 
values. 
This ranking 
needs time and 
effort, from us. 
We should seek 
them out 
securing they 
have what they 
need 

• Clothes by 
agreement. 

• Personal 
discount code. 

• Clothes 
depending in the 
content we need 

• Clothes for 
competitions. 

 

• At least 2 VIRUS specific posts 
a month,  

• Frequently tagged in stories 
(Brand exposure) 

• Wearing minimum 80% VIRUS 
gear for competitions 

• Photoshoots/Videoshoots when 
needed  

• Help with smaller tasks as e.g 
self-taken photos of them that 
we can use for content 
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Ambassador 
(Written 
agreement/On 
contract) 

A continuing 
message of 
VIRUS. 
These are 
running 
themselves 
mostly.  

• Clothes by 
agreement. 

• Personal 
discount code. 

 

• At least 1 VIRUS specific posts 
a month 

• Frequently tagged in stories 
(Brand exposure) 

• Wearing VIRUS gear for 
competitions (If on contract) 

• Help with smaller tasks as e.g 
self-taken photos of them that 
we can use for content 

Influencer 
(Written 
agreement) 

A one/Few 
time(s) message 
on their SoMe 

• Clothes by 
agreement 
depending on our 
needs 

• Depending on our needs and 
the agreement made. 
E.g: 
A giveaway with a larger IG 
account = 1 post + 1 story. 
 
An influencer campaign = 2 
stories + 1 post  

 

Vi har et meget individuelt forhold til her enkelt atlet (ca. 45 atleter i alt) Men Athlete+ og Athlete 

bruger tit VIRUS til at promovere sig selv også. Det kan vi se ved at de for eksempel bruger # som 

#VTeam. Ofte vil de også have vores tøj på når de laver reklame for deres andre sponserer (som fx. 

NOCCO eller andre tilskud) 

 

Hvilke typer atleter vil i ikke sponsorere og hvorfor?  

Ikke konkurrerende atleter.  

Corona har forringet vores fysiske eksponering, som vi førhen havde ved events og konkurrencer. 

Derfor er det vigtigt at de stadig deltager i Online konkurrencer og har vores tøj på.  

 

Er der nogen bestemt personlighed i går efter og hvorfor?  

Nej, men en positiv indstilling med en aktiv SoMe profil er vigtigt og som arbejder på at forbedre 

sig indenfor sin sportsgren.  

 

Hvor ofte skal de reklamere med jeres produkter?  

Det er meget forskelligt. Det er vigtigt at det ikke føles ‘påtvunget’ for hverken atleten eller deres 

følgere,  men at det er noget de har lyst det. Det skaber bedre content som vi forhåbentligt kan 

bruge til paid media.   
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Vi laver forskellige briefs til dem, hvis vi for eksempel har et udsalg og her forventer vi, at de 

hjælper os med at sprede budskabet om udsalget.  

 

 

 


